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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Dear Readers:

It is an honor and a pleasure to showcase a number of articles for Volume 2 of the Howard Human & Civil Rights Law Review. Our Law Review annually hosts the C. Clyde Ferguson Lecture, in dedication to one of our school’s most beloved Deans and social engineering pioneers. Our lecture and Volume 2 of the Howard Human & Civil Rights Law Review continues to uphold his legacy of advocacy against social ills that plague our society and the broader global community.

As a law review still in our infancy, our editorial board and staff worked tirelessly to bring forth a volume that is not only timely but seeks through scholarship to boldly tackle the human and civil rights issues of our time. In this age of mass incarceration, growing income inequality, wars that are dismantling whole societies, and other troubling human rights violations in the U.S. and abroad, it is important that we acknowledge these problems and propose solutions for them. Volume 2 will present five pieces that add to the discussion of social justice in our global society.

I am sure you will find an excellent collection of legal scholarship in this issue. We extend our deepest appreciation to the Howard University School of Law faculty: Dean Danielle Holley-Walker, Dean Lisa Crooms-Robinson, Professor Darin Johnson, Professor Lenese Herbert, and the rest of the Howard University School of Law community. I would also like to give special thanks to Professor Olivia Farrar & Ms. Jacqueline Young who will be departing the Law school but have been the bedrock on which HCR has rested year after year. As outgoing Editor-in-Chief, I would be remiss to not highlight how hard all members of the Howard Human & Civil Rights Law Review have worked to produce Volume 2 of the Howard Human & Civil Rights Law Review. We have had a tremendously productive, enjoyable year and I am extremely proud to have served on this editorial board.

To our readers, I would like to invite you to fully engage the discourse as you read the articles, thinking critically about ideas presented, and challenging their underlying assumptions. We look forward to your support and hope that you find that this issue fulfills our obligation to publish timely, relevant pieces that make a meaningful contribution to the ongoing legal conversation across the world.

KHAAIR J. MORRISON
Editor-in-Chief
Howard Human & Civil Rights Law Review
This issue of the *Howard Human & Civil Rights Law Review* exemplifies the multi-dimensionality of the human and civil rights space where practitioners, researchers, activists and lawyers can come together to do rights, assess rights, and research rights.

To begin with, the reality of rights is inherently pragmatic – what needs doing? how can we roll up our sleeves and get to work doing it? what combination of great ideas will truly effectuate change? There is a long and illustrious history of human and civil rights strategizing, from Gandhi to Charles Hamilton Houston, and in that tradition Kevin Judd’s article outlines very practical tactics for economic justice in the U.S.

Nevertheless, effectuating rights is a historically and culturally contingent task. In this next-generation moment in the history of rights, the first-generation rights Charters and institutions created during the Twentieth Century often need adaptation. To that end, the article by Eugene Kwadwo Boateng Mensah describes the difficulties with implementing the African Charter of Human and People’s Rights, candidly assessing the political and cultural shifts necessary to make this Charter take root effectively. Similarly, the article by Florence Shu-Acquaye on a merged court of human rights in Africa is a next-generation analysis of the obstacles that various human rights courts have faced in Africa.

And finally, human and civil rights are so often a question of perception: to move the rights conversation forward often requires a paradigm shift, a willingness to see what has been invisible or to hear the deafening silences. In this volume, Tiffany Cebrun’s article on the Confederate flag reframes the meaning of the flag in the context of free speech rights, allowing us to re-see this symbol as hate speech. Equally potently, David Hudson offers a new view of Thurgood Marshall’s jurisprudence on free speech, showing the Justice as an unsung hero of the First Amendment especially in his dissents and concurrences.

Pragmatism, adaptation, and rethinking – these are the hallmarks of effective rights research as well as activism, and all are present in the articles offered here. As faculty advisor for the *Howard Human & Civil Rights Law Review*, I am proud of the work the Law Review’s members have done to curate this Volume 2, and the thought-provoking contributions that the
authors make to the human and civil rights conversations happening around the world. We hope you find these pieces informative and intriguing, and that their seeds take root.
ARTICLE
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Imagine this, several hundred black communities across the country without substantial criminal activity or over policing and with an abundance of black judges and prosecutors, excellent schools, healthy food sources, and excellent medical services. Despite rampant cynicism and pessimism, this is possible. For more than six generations, America’s dominant educational, economic, and political structures have avoided significant investment in predominantly African American communities. Through public and private partnerships between government and private businesses, predominantly African American communities have been denied the public and private investments essential to prosperity—not to mention equal public services. Instead, these communities have been targeted by political and business leaders to provide a surplus of low wage labor force, rent, taxes, and policing profits from fines, fees, and court costs. From South Central Los Angeles to Baltimore, black communities have been shaped by a lack of public and private resources in their educational, economic, and political infrastructure. Poverty, low educational attainment, criminal activity, and deteriorating infrastructure characterize too many African American neighborhoods that are hyper-segregated by race and class. Although predominantly black communities reveal a range of educational outcomes, property values, criminality, and economic status, they all experience the adverse effects of America’s racialized valuation of spaces and places. Accordingly, middle and upper-middle class black communities lack comparable property valuations, amenities, and investments in education and infrastructure.

Under the nation’s current paradigm of colorblind racism and dog whistle politics, this reality is fixed. The adversity and hardships faced by black community residents is viewed by many whites as an intractable result of black pathology and cultural inferiority. However, this paradigm and the reality it maintains can change if black communities are empowered to become economically self-sufficient
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and imbued with the institutional structures to foster economic empowerment and economic independence. Independence in this sense does not mean divorced from the broader economic system of the locale or region. Instead, it means that these institutions would drive economic opportunities in and around the communities. This idea is not new. During Martin Luther King’s historic mountain top speech, he spoke of strengthening black institutions and economic independence as a key component to the uplifting of black communities.

But not only that, we’ve got to strengthen black institutions. I call upon you to take your money out of the banks downtown and deposit your money in Tri-State Bank. We want a “bank-in” movement in Memphis. Go by the savings and loan association. I’m not asking you something that we don’t do ourselves at Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). Judge Hooks and others will tell you that we have an account here in the savings and loan association from the SCLC. We are telling you to follow what we are doing. Put your money there. You have six or seven black insurance companies here in the city of Memphis. Take out your insurance there. We want to have an “insurance-in.” Now these are some practical things that we can do. We begin the process of building a greater economic base.5

Rather than a call for black separatism, Dr. King emphasized strengthening black institutions. This was a pragmatic response to the persistent and pervasive marginalization of African Americans within white social, political, educational, and economic spaces. With exceptions, America’s white majority today still inhabits highly segregated social and educational worlds. Research shows that most whites today view spaces with too many African Americans as dangerous or undesirable.6 Accordingly, when the influx of black residents into predominantly white areas becomes too great, white residents disinvest resources from those communities in the form of business patronage, school attendance, property ownership, and property tax payments. Similarly, most whites who move into predominantly black spaces as urban pioneers only do so when a racial gentrification of the neighbor-

5. Martin Luther King Jr., I’ve Been to the Mountaintop, Address at Mason Temple Church of God in Christ Headquarters (Apr. 3, 1968).

hood is anticipated. Consequently, predominantly black communities will have to purposefully invest in the institutions within these spaces to secure their success, as most whites will create an economic undercurrent that pulls financial and other resources in the opposite direction.

This article contends that legal racial discrimination excluded African Americans from wealth creation and transfer for over three centuries of American history. Racial discrimination in banking, real estate, commerce, employment, and the criminal justice system limited the wealth and skills acquired by African Americans individually and collectively over the course of seventeen generations. Research makes clear that the most significant disparities resulted from discriminatory policies during the twentieth century. Moreover, well-documented racial discrimination in lending, housing, employment, and criminal enforcement continue to suppress African American spending power, opportunities, and competitiveness. Hyper-segregation represents a particularly pernicious problem for many African Americans by limiting educational achievements, employment outcomes, and wealth.

Although, some African Americans have made significant financial accomplishments individually and through business enterprises, they represent exceptions. Reversing these longstanding economic realities requires a threefold approach: first, there must be governmental redress for past practices of racial discrimination during the Jim Crow Era that directly curtailed the economic well-being of African American families alive today to atone for those past practices; second, African American organizations must dedicate more time and resources to increasing the numbers and capacities of successful African American owned businesses; and third, everyone committed to equality and racial justice must recognize the relationship between their personal spending habits and these goals.

During the National Bar Association’s (NBA) 2016 Annual Convention, the NBA took a stance on economic empowerment, because they realized that it is a social justice item, which will become the next big civil rights fight that African-Americans must contend with to ensure that black children will have a promising future. If successful, the

---

7. See Derek Hyra, The back-to-the-city movement: Neighbourhood redevelopment and processes of political and cultural displacement, 52 Urb. Stud. 1753, 1757 (2015), for a discussion on the racial transformation of Washington D.C.’s historic African American Shaw U Street neighborhood to a majority white population.)
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efforts will lead to: (a) the creation of new businesses in underserved neighborhoods, where these businesses will hire people who live in underserved communities; (b) decreased violence by providing folks with an alternative to crime and boosting self-esteem; and (c) decreased overbearing police practices in these neighborhoods, which foster police brutality.

II. CURRENT ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY

High rates of ethnic immigrant family owned businesses in predominantly black communities can create an inverse relationship between purchasing and community member wealth creation when business owners live outside the community and limit or exclude African Americans from employment.8 This phenomenon coupled with the low African American business ownership rate contributes to a substantial deficit between African American purchasing power and African American wealth creation, which necessitates change in the economic advancement of black community residents.9

In 2013, African American spending power was $1 trillion, and is expected to increase to $1.3 trillion this year.10 At the same time, black families have significantly less wealth than whites. In 2013, white net worth ($141,900) was 13 times greater than black net worth ($11,000).11 While black people make up 13% of the U.S. population, only 9.4% of all firms are black-owned, while 78% of all firms are white-owned.12 According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s Survey of Business Owners, from 2002 to 2007, the number of black-owned businesses increased by 60.5% to 1.9 million, more than triple the national

rate of 18%. Over the same period, receipts generated by black-owned businesses increased by 55.1% to $137.5 billion. In 2012, the number of black-owned business increased to 2.6 million. However, the highest percentage of African American businesses are in “other services”—repair and maintenance (automotive, consumer electronics, etc.) and personal services (hair/nail salons, dry cleaning, pet care), followed by the health care and social assistance sector.

Large retail establishments are deserting African American communities, creating “retail deserts.” Similarly, many African American neighborhoods lack healthy fresh produce, milk, and meat, earning them the title of “food deserts.” Black communities have, previously, relied on major chains to help with this problem. In 2011, Michelle Obama announced that stores, such as Walmart pledged to open more stores in communities where finding healthy food was difficult. However, in 2016, Walmart closed 154 stores, creating three new food deserts and leaving 31 neighborhoods in 15 states without anywhere to buy fresh produce and meat. Also, two years ago, Walmart pulled out of an agreement to build two new stores in the Northeast and Southeast sections of Washington, D.C.

III. HISTORICAL – HOW DID WE GET HERE:

When the first slaves were brought to the New World in 1619, their bodies and intellectual capital were exploited for the benefit of white landowners. This exploitation of black bodies and minds continued in a vicious system of chattel slavery that was the backbone of the
American economy for two and a half centuries. By 1840, slaves in the American South produced over 60% of the world’s cotton. As black Americans currently struggle to obtain and retain wealth, we must look to American chattel slavery as a starting point. Slavery redistributed income and wealth earned through black labor to generations of white Americans. Some estimates show that the stolen income from black Americans, from slavery alone, ranges from $2 to $10 trillion of today’s dollars.

Reconstruction was one of the most progressive periods for African Americans in American history due to advancements in education, land ownership, and political representation. However, immediately after the Civil War, pervasive discrimination, exclusions, and terrorism of the Jim Crow Era destroyed much of economic progress achieved by African Americans. One Associated Press report detailed 406 cases of land theft against black landowners encompassing over 24,000 acres in the first three decades following Reconstruction. Post Reconstruction, the vast majority of African Americans continued to live in the South. However, segregationist policies were pervasive throughout American society. Sports, entertainment, education, industry, and the military were all segregated entities that limited the participation of blacks or excluded them altogether, thereby curtailing their opportunities to create or acquire wealth.

Even as laws have changed to help improve the predicament of African Americans, there have been many obstacles to overcome. Housing discrimination, systemic racism, limited access to credit and
capital, predatory lending, and the prison industrial complex all mark reality for most African Americans today. These realities are what continue to exacerbate the racial wealth gap that was started during slavery but grew exponentially during the Jim Crow Era. The typical white household has 16 times the wealth of the typical black household. One major contributor to wealth is the equity acquired through home ownership. Over the life of the average mortgage, homes in predominantly white neighborhoods appreciate $28,000 more than homes in black neighborhoods. Even when African Americans are able to own homes, they are at a disadvantage in how this most important asset appreciates in value.

The historic recession of 2008 affected various aspects of the United States economy, including home ownership, inadequate education, and employment. These aspects played a significant role in widening the racial wealth gap. Currently, there are only 24 banks in the United States that have majority Black ownership, which counts for less than half of one percent of all U.S. banks. This is a decline from the 45 majority black-owned banks that existed in 2007, prior to the recession. These banks serve a critical role in African Americans’ access to banking resources and financing for homes and businesses.

29. Id.
34. Id.
Legal professionals and others committed to racial justice should evaluate how they can use existing policies and current economic empowerment models, coupled with creative social engineering to address historic and contemporary inequities.

IV. NECESSARY BUT INSUFFICIENT CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT MODELS IN URBAN COMMUNITIES

Communities that are distressed lean on different entities to support the commerce, housing, health, and education sectors. Although this article’s discussion focuses on the empowerment of black communities, a correlation can be made between the lack of stability and growth in these areas with other communities experiencing economic instability. Research demonstrates that depending on the city, each sector plays a different role in establishing the platform for economic growth. For long-term empowerment, there is a harmonious effort between the government, capital investors, and the institutions that sit at the center of the economic empowerment process. Private equity firms designate private investments in small businesses that affect broader economic activity. These small businesses include those that sell consumer goods and provide basic services. This section surveys contemporary economic models that could be used to enhance the quality of life in black communities as a response to the harms caused by the pervasive discrimination of the Jim Crow Era and the continued marginalization experienced by African Americans since then.

1. Anchor Institutions - Colleges and Universities

An anchor institution is a large organization that is geographically and economically cemented in the community. For example, universities and hospitals are currently major job creators in major metropolitan areas. What is important to note is that these institutions need the city just as much as the inner cities need them. To go a little further, small universities are economic stimulators in local econ-

---

35. Rural areas, which are also disenfranchised, will not be addressed due to space limitations and the heavy concentration of African Americans in the country’s metropolitan service areas.


Omies. Most students stay at schools after they graduate and seek jobs or at least stay in the area to find work. Student spending was used in a study to determine the impact of small universities. Moreover, historically black colleges and universities not only produce jobs, but they curate entrepreneurs through tech start-up incubators.

- Howard University recently received a million-dollar grant to fund underrepresented small businesses that operate in the technology space. The University of Pennsylvania partners with other anchors in the city for a Home Buy Now program to purchase homes in nearby neighborhoods. This program has made 384 matching grants, totaling $1.2 million for employees to purchase homes in targeted neighborhoods. The University of Pennsylvania’s Netter Center for Community Partnerships has taken local public schools and turned them into neighborhood “hubs” that provide important services for the local community. Baltimore has a revitalization program started by Johns Hopkins University that gives preference of new housing to predominantly black, East Baltimore residents who were forced to relocate.

2. Community Development Corporations

A community development corporation (CDC) is a not-for-profit organization incorporated to provide programs, offer services, and engage in other activities that promote and support community development. CDCs usually serve a geographic location such as a neighborhood or a town. Economic development institutions

---

38. Id.
39. Id.
43. Id.
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originated during the worst times of urban distress. The need for economic stimulation led to the creation of CDCs. CDCs, along with financial intermediaries, assist local residents of economically distressed areas to improve their quality of life.

Examples:

- A 1980 organization called Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) was established through a $9 million grant from the Ford Foundation to establish the LISC. Up to 2008, LISC has assisted in $33.9 billion in total development of 277,000 affordable homes.
- In 1995, Harlem initiated community development projects called the Harlem Urban Development Corporation to help create economic stability in Harlem, NY. Established in 1967, Bedford Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation fosters economic self-sufficiency and promotes the arts and culture in Brooklyn, NY.

3. Community Development Financial Institutions

Community development financial institutions (CDFIs) are private financial institutions that are dedicated to delivering responsible, affordable lending to help low-income, low-wealth, and other disadvantaged businesses and communities join the economic mainstream. There is a list of over 600 CDFIs. These institutions were created to provide capital access to underserved markets in major inner cities across the country. To ensure this capital access, CDFIs

48. Id.
50. Id.
create programs that provide incentives for private equity to make investments in small businesses in these areas of need.\textsuperscript{54}

4. Community Land Trusts

Community land trusts are nonprofit, community-based organizations whose mission is to provide affordable housing in perpetuity by owning land and leasing it to those who live in houses built on that land.\textsuperscript{55} In the classic community land trust model, membership is comprised of those who live in the leased housing, leaseholders; those who live in the targeted area, community members; and local representatives from government, funding agencies and the nonprofit sector, public interest.\textsuperscript{56} Community land trusts are unique among U.S. community-based organizations in that their concerns are geographically focused and include economic relationships, the governance structure of the organization, and the provision of direct services.\textsuperscript{57} A good example of a Community Land Trust is the Black Family Land Trust, Inc., an organization that was started in 2004, which is dedicated to the preservation and protection of African American landowner assets.\textsuperscript{58}

5. Co-operative Ownerships

A co-operative ownership is an autonomous association of people united voluntarily to meet their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly owned and democratically controlled business.\textsuperscript{59}

*Examples:*

- The Bronx-based, worker-owned Co-operative Home Care Associates (CHCA) started in 1985 with 12 home health care providers, dedicated to a quality care through quality jobs

\textsuperscript{54} Id.
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mission. Today, the agency employs more than 2,050 staff, nearly all Latina and African American women, and stands as the largest worker co-operative in the United States. CHCA improves care for thousands of low-income city residents, provides protection, economic control (control over income, work rules, and asset ownership) by the dispossessed and landless, services for the underserved.60

- SSC Employment Agency in Baltimore, Maryland, is a worker-owned co-operative temporary services agency. It was sponsored by Baltimore BUILD, a community organizing and advocacy organization, that was developed in 1997 to assist businesses which help employ “hard to employ” local residents, develop their skills and mobility, and provide good jobs with ownership possibilities.61 In 2000, the agency placed 260 employees in hospitality jobs. An important part of the SSC's mission is to help employees become owners and give them a voice in the agency. After 160 hours as an employee, workers are eligible to apply to become members at an investment of $100. The co-operative is working to help educate worker-owners about business management and plans to transition to a fully worker owned company in the near future.62

6. Capital Investors

Large to medium sized startups need funding to be successful. Capital Investors are key entities that infuse the necessary capital to these businesses. Below, are examples of Capital Investors that have been leading the industry in providing capital in urban communities.

- The Initiative for a Competitive Inner City (ICIC) is a national nonprofit research and advisory organization. This organization commands a strong foothold in directing capital investments to distressed urban areas with emerging businesses.63

- The Inner-City Capital Connections, partnered with Bank of America, is a program that supports the development of inner

---

62. Id.
63. COOPERATIVE HOME CARE ASSOCIATES, supra note 60.
city businesses through private economic prosperity. This ICIC program has developed an impressive decade-long portfolio of raising $1.32 billion in capital investments and creating 11,000 jobs in distressed communities.64

- Community Preservation Corporation (CPC) is a nonprofit community developer that redevelops dilapidated homes in New York, Connecticut and New Jersey. Thus far, CPC has produced over 120,000 housing units.65

- The Bay Area Smart Growth Fund is a $65 million private equity fund formed in 2001 to invest in commercial and residential real estate projects in 46 low and moderate-income neighborhoods in the nine-county “Bay Area” of Northern California.66

- JP Morgan Bay Area Equity Fund (BAEF) is a venture capital fund that invests in small businesses in California’s Bay Area. BAEF provides low-income jobs by investing in companies that effectively have impact on broader economic activity. These companies include companies that sell consumer products. Other companies can provide similar opportunities.67

- JP Morgan offers a program called Small Business Forward. Since minority owned businesses struggle to get access to traditional capital through loans from private lenders and even the Small Business Administration, JP Morgan has pledged $75 million dollars to support minority owned businesses.68

- Yucaipa Corporate Initiatives Fund invests in minority owned businesses through pension funds. They also represent a

---


67. Id.

strong intermediary between other companies and investment capital for minority owned businesses.

7. Tax Incremental Financing

Tax Incremental Financing (TIF) is when local governments freeze property taxes that go to local budgets and then redirects tax increments to economic development. This leads to increased private investment in the area in the form of new small businesses and housing development.\(^{69}\) Forty-nine states have enacted TIF legislation. Local governments in Chicago and Minneapolis have taken advantage of this for decades.\(^{70}\)

8. Public Investment

Public investment in business is imperative to maintaining longevity for entrepreneurial ventures in their communities. It is a pledge to the community that the government supports their business. Although African Americans have historically applied for and or been granted very low numbers of public grants and loans, they remain a viable source of support. Maintenance of ownership leads to greater opportunities for wealth. There are methods to maintain that ownership and then leverage this ownership to spur more growth in the African American community.

9. Small Business Administration

An underutilized source of capital for many African American entrepreneurs is the Small Business Administration (SBA), a federal entity that increases the availability of small business loans by limiting the risk exposure of participating lenders.\(^{71}\) The SBA screens and approves participating lenders to control for the quality of both the lenders and the products it supports. Community Advantage is a program that also targets minority and underserved borrowers. Community Advantage seeks improved portfolio performance by placing more


emphasis on technical assistance and encouraging participation by mission focused lenders. 72

The foregoing tools reveal that America’s legal and economic structures are replete with instruments that could have been, and still can be, used to empower predominantly black communities. Long-standing and contemporary hardships facing many African American urban neighborhoods result more from a lack of interest and willingness to invest in those communities and their residents than a shortage of vehicles to do so. The panoply of mechanisms above, which are used routinely in the gentrification process to transform communities, have worked effectively in New York, Washington, D.C., Atlanta, and other cities across the country with one drawback. The infrastructure and institutional transformation of these tools produced, have also been accompanied by a racial transformation in the community makeup. Unfortunately, under the current paradigm, although these tools may be necessary to facilitate the transformation of black communities to routine sites of abundant wealth characterized by sustainable environments, employment, civic and commercial amenities, and institutions of financial and social capital, they are not sufficient to do so.

African American community uplift in the post-civil rights era has been hindered by the same forces that restricted it in the decades and centuries beforehand. White racial dominance and racism remain significant though surmountable hurdles to development within black communities that place them on par or competitive with desirable white spaces. The history of Greenwood, Oklahoma and Wilmington, North Carolina, during the Jim Crow Era sufficiently make the point. Each of these cities, like many others across the country, had thriving black communities that were destroyed through white mob violence at the cost of the lives and property of many black residents. Racial resentment of African American prosperity by nearby whites was a strong undercurrent of mob violence in each case. Although white mob violence against African Americans is less common today, there is still measured resentment and resistance to African American prosperity not comparably provided to whites. In fact, while transforming the most impoverished black communities into spaces of prosperity and wealth is deployed as political rhetoric, it is rarely a political priority that becomes reality. To overcome the gravity that racism and

72. Id. at 4.
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racial dominance exert over such efforts a concerted effort, and systematic mechanism that creates and sustains economic, educational, and political capital to black community residents will be required.

V. SOLUTIONS - MOVING FORWARD AND THE IMPORTANCE OF REDRESS:

As a crime against humanity, slavery based claims have no statute of limitations under international law. America retains an outstanding debt for roughly two and a half centuries of enslavement of African Americans. Past and current federal and state government refusals to honor those obligations have in no way removed them. The nation and the states are manifestly recalcitrant in acknowledging and fulfilling their responsibility to the enslaved and their descendants.

How do we move forward? This article maintains that counteracting the Jim Crow Era mistreatment and ongoing discrimination today is a complex and multifaceted challenge beyond the scope of one law review article. However, in the remaining sections some essential steps along the path to racial justice are considered. Discrimination against African Americans in the Jim Crow Era encompassed all aspects of life, from the hospital where one could be born to the cemetery where one could be buried. In each of those arenas, alone, the effect and totality of discrimination can be seen by government and private actors and institutions. The state and federal governments collaborated with private individuals and institutions to determine what spaces African Americans could begin and end their lives and governed every space in between. Discrimination guided the specific construction of the roads leading to a hospital that allowed African American women to give birth. It, likewise, determined who was allowed to attend college and medical school to become a physician. In addition, discrimination determined the education requirements to become a nurse and who was hired among those with the requisite education. Discrimination determined which doctors had “privileges” to see patients and the respect and authority they had to prac-

73. See generally Pauli Murray, States’ Laws on Race and Color (Pauli Murray ed., Women’s Division of Christian Service 1951).


75. See generally Murray, supra note 73.
It also determined where people of color could live, where their children could attend school, as well as the parent’s employment and educational opportunities. These few points ignore a score of other ramifications, including who could get or acquire bank loans to manufacture or distribute the supplies used in the hospital. Racial discrimination across the country completely excluded or severely constrained African Americans before they were born, after they died, and at every step in between. Racially restrictive covenants, authorized by federal courts along with local ordinances and state laws, proscribed the “place” that every African American was “put in” or got “out of.”

Meaningful redress and reparation would take these experiences, and their impact on generations of African Americans, as a starting point to construct a comprehensive remedy for the victims of Jim Crow America. While the elaboration of a comprehensive remedy exceeds the scope of this article, some of the essential components of such a remedy are explored. These remedies focus on the long-term remediation of the economic, educational, and political harms caused by Jim Crow America. A comprehensive remedy program would also examine the physical and mental health impacts related to Jim Crow America and would dictate the scope of meaningful redress. Further attention would also be given to the criminal justice system. It would delve into the history of policing, prosecution, and mob violence and the proper way the local, state, and federal government would act to remedy subtle and blatant disregard for African American life and well-being during the Jim Crow Era.

Due to the scope of the harms and the duration of the wrongful treatment, individual responses seem insufficient to account for the breadth and depth of injuries inflicted. In most reparations cases the harms addressed are confined to shorter timeframes, so individuals

77. See generally Rothstein, supra note 74.
78. See generally Murray, supra note 73; see generally Alfred Brophy, Integrating Spaces: Property Law and Race (Aspen Publishers 2011).
80. Id.
81. Id.
bear the brunt of the harms and the benefits of the remedy. Jim Crow America, however, was exceptional in severity, scope, and duration. The effects were, likewise, exceptional in severity, scope, and duration.

Following Reconstruction, for more than a century, the federal and state governments systematically and intentionally deprived African Americans equal protection. Rather, these governments, in concert with private actors, deprived African Americans of healthcare, employment, education, financing, housing, security, and political participation afforded to whites. In addition, the governments deprived African Americans protection from arbitrary and capricious arrest and enslavement. While not always as dehumanizing as slavery, these Jim Crow Era harms are immediate to the economic deficits facing African Americans collectively. Research clearly shows that the vast gaps in wealth, education, and business receipts during the Jim Crow Era and afterward far outstripped those based in the preceding two centuries of enslavement. The reason is straightforward; the direct benefits of slavery accrued disproportionately to the wealthiest whites and the nation’s collective economic well-being. In contrast, the fruits of the Jim Crow Era, and subsequent racial discrimination accrued; with greater benefits to middle and lower income white Americans.

In the twentieth century, the white middle class, as we know it, was created through policies and practices that unapologetically excluded and exploited African Americans. White wealth gains for recent European immigrants and native-born white Americans, took place within the context of the pervasive exclusion of African Americans and Latinos. A common misconception says that racial discrimination against people of color had little relevance to the creation of white prosperity during the twentieth century. History, however, shows that much white prosperity resulted from systemic discrimination against blacks and other people of color. Accordingly, the story


85. [BOBO, supra note 83.](#)

of European immigrants working their way up the economic ladder one generation after arrival, in contrast with the socioeconomic stagnancy of people of color, conveniently omits the fact that African Americans and Latinos were the rungs upon which their white counterparts climbed.87

Reparations for Jim Crow Era discrimination should rectify these wrongs and remediate these harms. Although victims of the earliest phase of this Era have passed away, many survivors of the better part of the century, of blatant governmental and private discrimination, remain with us. These survivors, their immediate families, and their communities should be the targets and the chief beneficiaries of reparations. Reparations can take many forms.88 They can range from the restitution of lost property and the creation of public memory sites to the provision of educational and medical services, in addition to a range of other compensation based mechanisms.89 Compensation programs can range from individual payment plans and the creation of reparations bonds and pensions to the development of trusts or other funds to support beneficiaries.90 Scholars have shown that even the federal tax code could be used to provide meaningful reparations.91

Jim Crow Era harms, inflicted upon African Americans, are distinct from the internment of Japanese citizens, treaty violations against American Indian tribes, the extermination of Jews and Roma during the Holocaust, and the torture and assassinations in Latin America. The most significant difference of the Jim Crow Era harms is the combination of the identity and generational nature of the harm. While the internment of Japanese citizens, treaty violations against American Indian tribes, and the Holocaust all grew out of identity, rather than ideology, they reflected discrete events connected with a particular generation of victims. Latin American harms receiving redress in many cases were rooted in ideology rather than a racial

87. Race: The Power of an Illusion, Kanopy (Apr. 2003), http://www.kanopy.com/product race. Eduardo Bonilla-Silva said, “The idea of the melting has a long history in the American tradition, but it really was a notion that was extended exclusively to white immigrants. That pot never included people of color: Blacks, Chinese, Puerto Ricans, etc., could not melt into the pot. They could be used as wood to produce fire for the but pot, but they could not be used as material to be melted into the pot.”
89. Id.
90. Id.
91. See generally Andre Smith & Carlton Waterhouse, No Reparation Without Taxation: Applying the Internal Revenue Code to the Concept of Reparations for Slavery and Segregation, 7 PITT. TAX REV. 159 (2010).
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or ethnic identity. Jim Crow Era harms are distinct in that they connect multiple generations in a line of continuing injuries across life experiences. The intergenerational injuries of African Americans, as a socially and geographically segregated group, had compounded collective effects. An ideal individual mechanism would not necessarily attend to the collective nature of the harms that were inflicted. Institutional reparations would focus on remediating collective harms across multiple generations of victims.

The Federal Republic of Germany and the state of Israel modeled one approach to institutional reparations through a set of annual payments from Germany to Israel from 1953 onward. These payments enabled Israel to build an infrastructure necessary to rehoming Holocaust victims. These long-term payments to Israel are not without controversy in light of the state’s displacement of Palestinians. This example demonstrates how reparations can be used at an institutional level to address the collective needs of a group.

This article proposes that institutional based remedies will be necessary to rectify the long term harms inflicted across roughly five generations from the end of the civil war to the passage of the last major civil rights legislation in 1972. Under the proposal, outlined below, building and strengthening educational, economic, and political institutions provides the indispensable foundation to a successful redress program for the survivors of Jim Crow America and their families and communities.

A. THE ECONOMIC FUND

Beneath education, beneath politics, even beneath religion itself, there must be for my race, as for all races, an economic foundation.

Booker T. Washington

This section attempts to construct a way in which black institutions can work within the existing market system, day to day, to provide assets, capital, skills, products, services, and opportunities for black communities. While we recognize the veracity of many critiques of classical economics, and support a heterodox economics philoso-

92. Indigenous identity based conflicts are a clear exception. Past conflicts in Colombia, Guatemala, and elsewhere between the state, paramilitary actors and tribal members provide a counterexample.

93. See infra pp. 19-60.

94. See infra pp. 19-60.
phy, the proposed program functions within the current economic context to enhance the life chances and material well-being of black communities. Calling for black self-help and black business as principal components of racial uplift for blacks, dates back to some of the earliest experiences of Africans in America. Since that time, diverse black leaders have often agreed on the importance of black self-help and black business, despite other disagreements.

This article joins historic and current voices calling for attention to economics as a foundation for individual and communal black prosperity. Despite this article’s attention to the range of hopeful possibilities, its perspective is grounded in basic contemporary realities. African Americans have the least developed business sector of any racial group. African American businesses hire the smallest number of employees and have the lowest level of business receipts of all racial groups. Black communities continue to depend on white owned businesses to provide them with their essential needs: food, clothing, and shelter. The black middle class lacks the experience and capital to develop large-scale business enterprises. The overwhelming majority of the black middle class is utterly dependent on white owned businesses or governmental institutions for their daily livelihood. In comparison to other racial groups, the rate of business ownership among blacks is the lowest in the country. Even though blacks far outnumber all racial groups other than whites and Hispanics, they have a much smaller representation among business owners than any other group.

95. Some of the earliest manifestations of economic self-help can be seen in the lives of free blacks who established trades and commercial enterprises during the eighteenth century.


97. See E. Franklin Frazier Black Bourgeoisie: The Rise of a New Middle Class in the United States 43 (1962). According to Frazier, Blacks’ dependency on white owned businesses was shown in both rural and urban areas. During this time period, three fourths of Blacks involved in southern agriculture were tenant farmers or sharecroppers rather than owners of their own farms and independent of Whites.

98. See id. at 165.

99. Id. at 43.


101. Id.
Moreover, many African American neighborhoods lack a significant African American business presence. Instead, white, Asian, and Latino businesses dominate African American neighborhoods. Large chain stores, such as Walmart and CVS, routinely hire African Americans; however, small nonblack family businesses have historically failed to provide similar employment opportunities for African American residents. Consequently, African American residents in these communities suffer some of the highest unemployment rates.

E. Franklin Frazier’s book, *Black Bourgeois*, examines the primary reasons why African-American businesses were unable to overcome the economic challenges facing African American communities in the early to mid-twentieth century. He proposes four reasons, all of which remain relevant: (1) blacks lack an intergenerational tradition of business ownership and operation; (2) black professionals and white-collar workers lack the capital necessary to develop large scale business enterprises; (3) most of the black middle class derived its income from services it provided as white-collar workers; and (4) blacks were an integrated and not separate part of the American economy.

In terms of business development, black businesses have not progressed very far beyond Frazier’s 1950s analysis. Accordingly, the necessary creation and strengthening of these institutions must account for these challenges to achieve success.

Blacks own a very small percentage of the businesses that provide food, clothing, residential construction, and multifamily property ownership. Thus, black businesses provide few goods for black communities. As a result, the purchase of food, clothing, and other goods is done almost exclusively through businesses owned by whites and others. Some of these retail establishments hire black employees while many others do not. Nonetheless, over the past 50 years, black opportunities to attain middle class status, within the public and private sector, have substantially increased. These opportunities, however infrequently, place blacks in the position to create jobs for others.

We present data regarding black wealth and occupational profiles below:

Black Wealth

---

102. Despite the low rate of homeownership few black businesses are involved in residential property management or ownership.

• At the highest quintile blacks have 18% of white non-home equity wealth
• At the fourth quintile blacks have 25% of white non-home equity wealth
• At the third quintile blacks have 19% of white non-home equity wealth
• At the second quintile blacks have 10% of white non-home equity wealth
• At the lowest quintile blacks have no non-home equity wealth compared with $3466 for non-Hispanic whites and $50 for Hispanics
• Whites in the lowest quintile have non-home equity wealth greater than that of blacks in the third quintile
• In 2013, the net worth of white households was $144,200, roughly 13 times that of black households.
• Blacks have the highest percentage of wealth invested in home ownership, rental property, and vehicles
• Blacks have the lowest percentage of wealth in business/professional assets, stocks/mutual funds and 401k/savings plans. Black assets in 401k/ savings plans dropped from the highest percentage at 10% in 1998 to the lowest in 2000 at 6.7%
• In 2015, white home ownership was 72% compared to 43% for blacks.
• In 2013, median wealth for blacks was about $11,000 compared to $141,900 for whites.
• Median white homeowners house is worth $85,800 compared to $50,00 for black homeowners.
• African Americans make up 13.2% of the U.S. population but account for only 2.5% of the nation’s total wealth.

105. Id.
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- Nearly 40% of African American homes in the U.S. have zero or negative net-worth.\textsuperscript{109}

Black Occupation Statistics:\textsuperscript{110}
- Blacks represent 3.4% of the chief executives in the work force — less than Asians, Hispanics, and whites
- Blacks represent 5.3% of the marketing and sales managers in the work force — less than Asians, Hispanics, and whites
- Blacks represent 6.3% of computer hardware engineers — significantly less than Asians and whites
- Blacks represent 4.2% of those with architecture or engineering occupations
- Blacks only represent 6.5% of the biological scientists
- Blacks represent 4.4% of the lawyers
- Blacks represent 8% of the secondary school teachers
- Blacks represent 1.9% of the editors and 3.4% of the writers and authors
- Blacks represent 3.2% of the dentists, 10.1% of the pharmacists, and 7.5% of the physicians
- Blacks represent 11.9% of the registered nurses, 3.2% of the physicians’ assistants, and 5.2% of the dental hygienist
- Blacks represent 6.8% of the firefighters, 6.9% of the criminal investigators, and 21% of the probation officers
- Blacks represent 39.9% of the barbers, and 12.4% of the hairdressers
- Blacks represent 23.9% of the postal service clerks, 18.6% of the mail carriers, and 34.3% of the mail sorters
- Blacks represent 3.8% of the construction managers, 5.4% of the carpenters, and 6.4% of the brick/block/stonemasons
- Blacks represent 8.7% of the operating engineers/equipment operators, 8.7% of the electricians, and 10.7% of the structural iron and steel workers
- Blacks represent 61.5% of the labor force participation, which is amongst the lowest in the nation\textsuperscript{111}

Employed black men are more likely than any other employed men to work in transportation and utilities (12%).

These profiles illustrate why the black middle class still lacks the capital needed to develop large-scale business enterprises. The statistics show African Americans only have liquid assets comparable to those of the poorest whites. Additionally, the profiles show that the black middle class today, as during Frazier’s time, includes a substantially smaller percentage of business owners and professionals. Today, blacks still lack the capital resources and intergenerational experience to develop large scale business operations and the vast majority of blacks depend entirely upon white businesses and government for their material substance.

Credit has always been an integral part of economic development in America. Under the Reign of Terror, blacks were routinely denied credit for business and home ownership loans. The availability of credit affected blacks across the board from farming to retail. Black farmers, like their white counterparts, regularly needed credit to buy land, purchase seeds, feed, livestock, and more. However, unlike their white counterparts, black farmers were regularly denied credit to finance their enterprises. Consequently, blacks working in agriculture represented a disproportionate number of field hands and sharecroppers because of their lawful exclusion from the ranks of credit recipients. By limiting African American opportunities, whites secured a class of laborers pressed into service under the worse conditions. Through penal laws of vagrancy, any black person not employed by a local white employer was subject to arrest by sheriffs and deputies. After arrest, an employer would pay the bail and court costs for such persons and require that they work “the debt” off along with the costs of their food and lodging. Needless to say, blacks under such arrangements rarely escaped them. Moreover, few blacks were able to parlay hard work and thrift in this area into viable business enterprises that could sustain the needs of communities. Instead, blacks en masse migrated away from southern agricultural life to urban ghettos with little or no material benefit from generations of agricultural labor.

113. Id.
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The SBA report indicates that black business receipts account for 0.39% or less than one-half of one percent of white business receipts, 38% of Hispanic business receipts, 23% of Asian business receipts, and roughly twice that of Native American business receipts.\footnote{Office of Advocacy U.S. Small Bus. Admin., Minorities in Business Table 8 (2001). See https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/advocacy/Minority-Owned_Businesses-in-the-US.pdf (2016).} When compared with the relative population within the society, the uneasy condition of black business is most apparent. Whites make up six times the number of blacks within the society, but their business receipts amount to 253 times that of black businesses.\footnote{Id.} Hispanics have a comparable population to blacks, but have 2.5 times the business receipts.\footnote{Id.} There are more than 3 times as many blacks in America as Asian and Pacific Islanders, nonetheless, the latter’s business receipts are 4 times that of black businesses.\footnote{Id.} In the American population, there are 12 blacks for each Native American yet, black business receipts amount to only twice those of Native American businesses.\footnote{Id.} If black business receipts were divided among all blacks in America, they would provide $2,000 per person.\footnote{Id.} In contrast, white business receipts would provide $92,000 to each white American and Asian business receipts would provide roughly $29,000 to each Asian-American.\footnote{Id.} In their current state, existing black businesses offer little hope for the employment of large numbers of unskilled or other black labor as 90% of them have no employees whatsoever.\footnote{See id. at Table 16.} In total, relative to the total American economy, black business payroll accounts for less than one-half of one percent of all payroll paid by firms within the country.\footnote{See id. at Table 7.}

Despite this phenomenon, blacks receive less SBA funding to capitalize their business than any other group besides Native Americans.\footnote{See id. at Tables 22, 23 (Black businesses receive a substantially smaller amount of credit through the SBA both in number and in dollar amount than any other group with the exception of Native Americans).} The SBA’s report “Minorities in Business 1999” from the Of-
The National Survey of Small Business Finances allows a detailed picture of the financing patterns of businesses owned by Blacks. There is a striking contrast in the financing patterns of Black-owned small business when compared with all small businesses. While 76 percent of all businesses used some type of credit in 1993, only 63 percent of Black-owned businesses did so. A little more than one-third of them used traditional financing, compared with 55 percent of all firms. And just over one-half of businesses owned by Blacks used non-traditional sources for their credit needs, compared with 58 percent of all businesses. Perhaps the most notable difference is the use of commercial banks: only 15 percent of Black-owned businesses used them as a source of credit, compared with 37 percent of all small firms. However, commercial banks were still the traditional source used most often by businesses, including those owned by Blacks. Finance companies were the second most common traditional source, at 10 percent. Black-owned businesses had slightly lower rates of reliance for financing on friends and family and personal credit cards, but a slightly higher rate of business credit card use. The types of traditional loans used most frequently were vehicle loans (used by 16.9 percent of Black-owned businesses), equipment loans (13.9 percent), and lines of credit (11.8 percent). Again, businesses owned by Blacks used all types of loans except equipment loans less frequently than businesses in general.

A 2000s study found that, after controlling for differences in creditworthiness and other factors, black-owned firms were about twice as likely to be denied credit. In addition, blacks were much more likely to withhold a loan application due to fear of denial. Another study found that rates of initial and ultimate loan denials were dramatically higher for blacks in comparison with white-owned firms, even after controlling for differences in firm characteristics.126

The foregoing shows that undercapitalization has drastically limited the development of black business. Accordingly, an increase in capitalization will allow a significant expansion of existing businesses and the development of additional ones. This article proposes the de-
development of black financial institutions with the purpose of providing financing for black businesses. These institutions will provide loans at varying amounts, from major loans to micro lending and a small number of individual development grants used to match an individual’s savings. Those savings will be used to finance a small business.

Discrimination and subordination during the Jim Crow Era robbed black individuals, families, and communities of needed financial resources and economic opportunities. Reparations dictates that resources be made available to create opportunities in communities that were historically denied. Strong financial institutions committed to financing businesses tied to providing employment and skills in key communities across the country is an important part of economic reparations. Frazier’s analysis also underscores the need for managerial expertise to increase the success rate of black businesses.

Accordingly, this article proposes the establishment and funding of a nonprofit organization devoted exclusively to providing business expertise and consulting to black businesses receiving loans from these newly established financial institutions. Participation in a business training and development program would be one of the conditions for receiving a loan. Other conditions relating business activity to the communities they serve would be developed by the trust board responsible for administering the program. It is clear, however, that many of these businesses will have to develop plans for employing teenagers and other local residents in their enterprises to make the desired impact.

The development of businesses, however, does not guarantee their success. As a potential measure of success, this article suggests that black businesses employ enough blacks to create employment parity rates with whites. The ability of black businesses to employ roughly four hundred thousand additional workers after two years and eight hundred thousand in five years would indicate a meaningful improvement in the quality of life of many black communities and in the number and impact of black businesses. To succeed, however, black businesses will have to be competitive. Like T. Thomas Fortune, Booker T. Washington, Carter G. Woodson, and others, Charles Lind-

127. Professor Charles Pouncy, of Florida International University College of Law, noted the superiority of this approach over community funding mechanisms through traditional lending institutions.

128. These figures represent increases of roughly 50% and 100%, respectively, over contemporary employment levels.
bloom points out the necessity of business for meeting the needs of human societies.\textsuperscript{129} Under capitalism, Lindbloom explains that governments depend on businesses to provide the food, clothing, and shelter of their citizens.\textsuperscript{130} Moreover, the basic system of exchange under capitalism coordinates the innumerable interactions of people on a daily basis. At both a macro and a micro economic level, American society follows this principle of operation. All American institutions are affected by this capitalist system of operation and participate in it to some degree.\textsuperscript{131}

Due to the influence of these market forces, racial pride alone is inadequate to establish support for black businesses.\textsuperscript{132} Consumers buy based on perceived quality, convenience, and cost.\textsuperscript{133} These are strong forces in influencing consumer behavior. Under segregation, black businesses were not in open competition with white businesses because of Jim Crow segregation. Following integration, black businesses lost a form of competitive advantage formerly enjoyed with black customers. Calls for racial pride as the sole basis for supporting black businesses lack adequate force to control black consumers who in all other respects, act according to market logic in their spending practices. Therefore, to foster black patronage, black businesses will have to compete with other businesses on market terms: quality, convenience, and cost.

Through the development of a membership system that enables black and other customers to offer goods and services to their members at a competitive price, black businesses can increase their customer base and develop brand loyalty. Of course, these businesses will still have to compete regarding quality and convenience to develop a customer base.

This article advances a multifaceted proposal for economic reparations orchestrated by an economic reparations trust. The proposal


\textsuperscript{130} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{131} Michael Walzer demonstrates the distinction in market logic and that of other spheres of life in society. His work notes the internal logic of differing spheres and the aberration of commercial logic in governing the interactions of those spheres. Purchasing an office in government or a position in the church along with the exchange of money for grades all stand out as examples of “boundary violations” contrary to the values of educational, religious, and governmental institutions.

\textsuperscript{132} Due to the influence of these market forces, racial pride alone is inadequate to establish support for black businesses.

\textsuperscript{133} See generally LINDBLOM, supra note 129 (for consideration of the relationship between consumer purchasing and product availability).
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envisions the systematic development of black business in discrete sectors of the economy, nurturing and funding black entrepreneurship, and the acquisition of controlling interests in select enterprises and companies. The Economic Fund would set up offices in strategic locations targeted for business development discussed below.

These offices would facilitate the creation of viable small businesses committed to serving the needs of the largest black communities in the United States, which are concentrated in 95 counties in the southern corridor from Maryland to Texas and a few major cities with substantial black populations (i.e., New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, and Gary Indiana).134 To accomplish this, the Economic Fund would make credit available to businesses meeting standard financial and trust fund criteria. To help promote the success of businesses, the Economic Fund would condition some loans upon the successful completion of a managerial training program offered by the nonprofit organization described above. This program would serve to enhance the management skills of loan applicants whose applications reflect the need for the program.135 Although program details would be worked out by the Economic Fund’s program development staff, the purpose of the program would be to assess the business plan or existing business operation and provide the expertise that would assist that business in becoming more effective.

One of the Economic Fund’s chief goals will be the employment and skill development of black laborers from ages 17 to 40 in specific sectors of the economy including, transportation, construction, and technology. The employment of black laborers in positions that develop their skill base and marketability is a critical part of economic reparations. As mentioned above, black businesses provide only a small number of jobs in the American economy. The development and expansion of black businesses that provide job opportunities to black youth is critical to overcoming the economic isolation and marginalization experienced by many black workers and especially black youth.

This article does not suggest, here, that all economic problems will fall away for black workers as a result of this proposal. Rather,


135. A common analog for this can be found in the numerous first-time homebuyer programs offered by banks and mortgage companies across the country that place program completion requirements on loan applicants.
this article maintains that this proposal would result in a meaningful increase in employment opportunities for unskilled and low skilled workers while providing them with skills and training they can use in future employment. William Julius Wilson has consistently maintained that the lack of employment opportunities for black youth in many cities has resulted in high teenage pregnancy, high dropout rates, and high levels of incarceration.\textsuperscript{136} Mary Patillo McCoy points out in her book \textit{Black Picket Fences} that significant numbers of black middle-class families living in the near suburbs have similar experiences to blacks in the cities.\textsuperscript{137} She notes that many of the adult children from these families have not been able to replicate the relative economic success of their parents.\textsuperscript{138} One key aspect of this phenomenon pointed out by McCoy is the lack of meaningful employment opportunities available in or near these communities.\textsuperscript{139}

Robert Bullard and others have noted that job creation patterns in metropolitan areas have been to the outer suburbs and outlying areas.\textsuperscript{140} The lack of accessible jobs represents a key factor in the disadvantaged situation for many blacks that Wilson describes. By providing meaningful job opportunities in black communities, the Economic Fund and black businesses can address a longstanding problem that characterized the Jim Crow Era. Space does not allow a full articulation of the types of projects the Economic Trust should support, however, two examples follow for illustration purposes.

Economic reparations for blacks in the United States have significant ramifications for black people worldwide, as business opportunities go unfulfilled every day in black communities across the country and around the world. As Marcus Garvey pointed out over 80 years ago, technical expertise needed in Africa is supplied by almost everyone but blacks from America. Based on the unique relationship between blacks in America, the Caribbean, and Africa, the Economic Fund should attempt to seed business ventures that connect technical expertise and resources to meet the needs of black communities in the

\textsuperscript{136} William J. Wilson, \textit{The Truly Disadvantaged: The Inner City, the Underclass, and Public Policy} 20-35 (Univ. of Chi. Press, 2d ed. 2012).
\textsuperscript{137} Mary Patillo-McCoy, \textit{Black Picket Fences: Privilege and Peril among the Black Middle Class} 45-47 (1999).
\textsuperscript{138} Id.
\textsuperscript{139} Id.
\textsuperscript{140} Robert D. Bullard \textit{et al.}, \textit{Sprawl City: Race, Politics, and Planning in Atlanta} xvii (2000).
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U.S. and abroad. The Economic Fund should have a division devoted to international black business development and enterprise that operates separately from its local offices providing loans to small businesses. This office could offer seed money toward the development of viable business plans establishing collaborative ventures in these regions and countries. In light of the significance of globalization on internal employment, product manufacturing, and distribution, this division will have significant import on many local businesses and their opportunities for success.

Local Economic Fund offices should also offer small grants to religious and civic organizations to establish youth business clubs. The Economic Fund would seek to support clubs that develop both, the education and the skills of youth while connecting them with local business leaders. This article envisions a cross between Junior Achievement, the National Black Business Council’s Youth Entrepreneurship Program, and Black Enterprise’s Kidpreneurs conferences. With startup funds, this youth will establish and operate a business together with the assistance of one or more adults. This experience has great value to young people by helping them develop self-esteem, learn about teamwork and collaboration in business, and discover and meet community needs through economic enterprise. Just as many churches today work actively to seek federal grants to carry out ministries, these business grants can also assist many churches in developing youth based program to reach black young people. As with the loan process discussed above, grant applicants will have to show that their programs will further the goals of the Economic Fund. Under this proposal, black businesses create vital and essential parts of communities for the development of skills, shaping of aspirations and organization of community members, and the coordination of the wants and needs of community residents. Not in isolation, but together with educational and political institutions, these business entities represent the foundation of community life.

141. Although space does not allow an exploration of the genetic, cultural, and kinship linkages between blacks in America and elsewhere, the full remediation of the harms of slavery and segregation endorsed in this dissertation includes the repair of cultural and kinship bonds broken through black enslavement.

142. Additional attention should be given to the following institutions essential for everyday life such as financial institutions, banks, investment/financial planning firms, grocery stores, and farmers/vertical farming. Vertical farming is the practice of producing food in vertically stacked layers, such as in a skyscraper, used warehouse, or shipping container. The modern ideas of vertical farming use indoor farming techniques and controlled-environment agriculture (CEA) technology, where all environmental factors can be controlled. One such proposal would include...
The fund should support the creation of technology hubs and incubators as a critical part of community industry and opportunity. The tech industry will continue to grow and provide jobs and extremely profitable business opportunities and black communities should benefit from that growth. For the fund’s long-term success, the following challenges will have to be overcome. Americans have lower broadband adoption than in other countries with comparable gross domestic product.\textsuperscript{143} Moreover, of the one-third American adults who had not adopted broadband in 2010, non-adopters were disproportionately black and Hispanic.\textsuperscript{144} The ability to use technology is becoming increasingly important in the workplace and jobs in the rapidly growing information technology sector pay almost 80\% more than the average private sector wage. The number of STEM jobs will grow at a rate of double to non-STEM jobs, but there will be an estimated 1.2 million unfilled STEM jobs.\textsuperscript{145} Likewise, in Silicon Valley, blacks are almost non-existent despite diversity efforts from many tech companies.\textsuperscript{146}

The Tech Hubs and Funds can serve as, both, training centers aimed at teaching black community residents the ins and outs of software engineering, coding, and a Venture Capital vehicle. The Venture Capital vehicle will support black tech start-ups.\textsuperscript{147}

Every HBCU should have an innovation hub to help start and support start up and business ideas. An example is the Innovation Hub created at Howard University. At Howard University, Mayor


Muriel Bowser announced a partnership to establish DC’s first Technology and Innovation Hub, which will expand the District’s growing technology and innovation ecosystem. The District’s partnership with Howard University will focus on leveraging University resources for venture capital firms to support medium to late-stage technology and innovation startups.

Similarly, Cofound Harlem, a nine-month startup incubator in Harlem, New York, offers office space, mentorship, services, and $50,000 of funding to new start-ups. One approach is to focus progressively on increasing public and private sector funding for STEM programs in school districts that are poor STEM performers. An example of this is the nation’s largest STEM program provider in the U.S., Project Lead the Way (PLTW), and its partnership with Lockheed Martin to provide $6 million to urban school districts throughout the country for math and science education. Another very productive approach is to teach black students to code. There are currently two great not-for-profit organizations (Black Girls Code and The Knowledge House) taking the lead on accomplishing this. Both organizations aim to “build a STEM education-to-jobs pipeline in underserved neighborhoods,” as well as “fixing the underrepresented minority demographic within the technology industry” by offering programs such as computer programming, coding, as well as website, robot, and mobile application-building courses.

Co-operatives are a big, structural reform that blacks can implement right where they live, giving the Black community a practical and effective way to push back against the greed of the centralized, hierarchical corporate model. If blacks can create more co-op businesses, member accounts would translate into individual assets (equity share and investment refund) while the net worth of the business contributes to individual wealth, and is a communal asset. The wealth and


assets accumulated through co-operatives can be passed along from generation to generation. This approach supports the following range of economic development projects. These include creating model developments where black communities own businesses and housing, through co-operative ownership and buying apartment buildings and homes in non-gentrified, underdeveloped portions of communities.

Community Land Trust

Community land trusts are nonprofit, community-based organizations designed to ensure community stewardship of land. Community land trusts can be used for many types of development (including commercial and retail), but are primarily used to ensure long-term housing affordability. To do so, the trust acquires land and maintains ownership of it permanently. With prospective homeowners, it enters into a long-term, renewable lease instead of a traditional sale. When the homeowner sells, the family earns only a portion of the increased property value. The remainder is kept by the trust, preserving the affordability for future low- to moderate-income families.

Venture Capital

Nowhere is the lack of diversity more evident than in venture capital, which is dominated by white men who fund very few startups founded by women and minorities. African American men receive two percent of the venture capital funding other startups get, while black women get a tiny fraction. The Greenwood Project, founded by a Howard University Alumnus, is crowdfunding an incubator that invests funds to build startups managed by the most ambitious minority entrepreneurs in the world, with the aspiration of pumping billions of dollars back into black communities by establishing a successful technology company owned by the black middle class.

The mission of the Greenwood Project is to build generational Black wealth by creating more black tech startups, funding them with African American investments, and keeping the profits in black communities. They espouse the use of African American collective resources to create more Black millionaires. Therefore, African Americans must redirect a greater portion of the $1.2 trillion of annual income back to black communities via African American businesses.
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Small Business Administration

The Small Business Administration (SBA) is an important player in this area. However, changes are needed to address disparities in African Americans borrowing from the SBA. These efforts include improving SBA’s responsiveness to African American businesses and preparing more black community residents on how to take advantage of the SBA’s resources and services.

Promoting and Expanding Current Enterprises

Existing majority black-owned enterprises like Oprah’s OWN network, TV/Radio One, Revolt TV, TIDAL, Macro Ventures, and professional firms need continued support and ever-increasing opportunities to remain competitive. To more significantly affect employment, however, most of these current enterprises require a mechanism to greatly expand their share of the market.

Expand Partnerships with African and Caribbean countries

Utilizing partnerships with African and Caribbean countries and business leaders to combat undercapitalization of black businesses is one approach to spur and support business growth and development. In 2014, Tony Elumelu, one of Africa’s richest businessmen, helped organize a three-day summit in Washington, D.C. with 50 African heads of state and hundreds of business leaders from the U.S. and Africa. The goal was to strengthen the economic bond and opportunity for all involved. Furthermore, Mr. Elumelu’s foundation launched an entrepreneurship program with 100 million dollars that will touch 10,000 entrepreneurs across Africa and the United States. The goal is to train and mentor minorities and create platforms for them to have commercial business engagements.

Three barriers to black business development present challenges to the proposal above—access to capital, access to credit, and low goodwill. Each of these has roots in the historic and contemporary reality of white racial dominance. The discriminatory practices of the

---

Jim Crow Era substantially obstructed wealth creation, political engagement, educational equity for African Americans. The reparations proposals that follow provides institutional redress for those and other harms.

B. EDUCATIONAL FUND

“Without education, there is no hope for our people, and without hope our future is lost.”

– Charles Hamilton Houston

Background: Education represents an almost intractable problem in black communities. Redressing the 245-year legacy of education deprivation followed by 100 years of educational discrimination serves as one of reparations biggest challenges.

After the Civil War, the denial of education to most blacks became a matter of social policy enshrined in legislation. Although the law no longer proscribed black education, for most blacks their states refused to provide them with equal educational opportunities. Slavery was over, but that simply put over 90% of the blacks that lived in the South in the same degraded posture of their Northern counterparts. Unfortunately, for most, it was even worse. That legacy of educational discrimination continues with us today as black students continue to lag behind their white counterparts despite gains in black family income.

More than 50 years after the Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. the Board of Education, black schools remain separate and unequal in many respects. Redressing the two hundred and 45-year legacy of educational deprivation followed by 100 years educational discrimination serves as one of reparations biggest challenges.

158. Id.
A. Black Education\textsuperscript{159}

- Black student’s reading scores at 9 years old are 35 points below whites and 7 points below Hispanics
- Black student’s reading scores at 13 years old are 29 points below whites and 6 points below Hispanics
- Black student’s reading scores at 17 years old are 31 points below whites and 7 points below Hispanics
- Black student’s math scores at 9 years old are 28 points below whites and 2 points below Hispanics
- Black student’s math scores at 13 years old are 32 points below whites and 8 points below Hispanics
- Black student’s math scores at 17 years old are 32 points below whites and 10 points below Hispanics
- Black student’s science scores at 9 years old are 41 points below whites and 7 points below Hispanics
- Black student’s math scores at 13 years old are 39 points below whites and equal to that of Hispanics
- Black student’s math scores at 17 years old are 52 points below whites and 18 points below Hispanics
- On average black students scored 96 points below whites and 1 to 27 points below all Hispanic groups on the Verbal section of the SAT
- On average black students scored 106 points below whites and 25 to 39 points below all Hispanic groups on the Math section of the SAT
- The black student dropout rate is 13.6% compared with 6.9% for whites and 27.8% for Hispanics.

Despite the great legal significance of the \textit{Brown} decision to desegregation in America, its educational relevance is almost negligible. \textit{Brown} and its progeny simply failed in two key respects.\textsuperscript{160} It provided neither integrated schools nor equal educational resources for the vast majority of black children since its issuance.\textsuperscript{161} A vital aspect of this underscores the claim that reparations has not and will not

\textsuperscript{159} National Institute for Education Statistics, Status and Trends in the Education of Blacks, (2003). The most recent data from the study is cited. Dropout rates were computed based on graduation from ages 16-24.

\textsuperscript{160} See generally Brown, 347 U.S. at 483.

\textsuperscript{161} See Bullard, Robert, et. al. Sprawl City 139-56 (2000).
come for black Americans through the courts.162 Derrick Bell has similar misgivings about Brown, based on his theory of interest convergence and racial realism.163 Regardless of the reason for the Brown decision, however, its failure to bring about equitable funding or integrated classrooms for most black children is almost unquestioned.164 The reason Brown failed, in those respects, however, rests with the majority of white parents of America more so than the courts.165 These parents and their elected officials immediately and consistently take initiative to prevent Brown from accomplishing its intended goal.166 They shut down entire school systems, began a massive private school movement that withdrew substantial numbers of white students from the public schools, moved away from their homes and neighborhoods into all white suburbs, and fiercely opposed busing.167 In large part, the racialized pattern of education that resulted from those actions is the norm for today. With the exception of a small percentage of black children in predominantly white public and private schools, most schools across the country remain separate with unequal educational resources.

Roy Brooks’ solution to this draws from what he sees as successful educational models in black “independent” or “community” schools focused on the educational needs of black children.168 Many of these schools, Brooks points out, are associated with the Council of Independent Black Institutions (CIBI) or the Institute for Independent Education (IIE).169 They emphasize black heritage along with academic excellence. Growing out of black educational activism of the 1970s, these schools connect with a “spiritual and intellectual genealogy” of black schools dating back to the early nineteenth century, Brooks points out.170 Brooks contends that a black public school sys-
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162. Id. at chapter 1.
163. Derrick Bell argues that the Brown court’s decision on flowed largely from executive branch pressures to respond to communist attacks on American segregation that hindered America’s progress in the cold war. His theory is that white courts will act in the perceived interest of the white majority and the “civil rights” advancements for blacks only occur when they converge with what is understood as the perceived interest of the majority. Racial realism, according to Bell, is acceptance that as long as blacks are a racial minority in this country the will experience some degree of mistreatment and discrimination.
164. See Brown, 347 U.S. at 483.
165. Id.
166. Id.
167. See Derrick Bell, Silent Covenants 94-113 (2005).
169. Id. at 225.
170. Id. at 226.
tom should be developed on the model of these black independent schools.  

The school system, proposed by Brooks, has four key ingredients: parental and community involvement, strong leadership, prepared and committed teachers, and a comprehensive curriculum. Parental and community involvement provide a critical underpinning of the successful independent and community schools serving black needs today. A black school system, as envisioned by Brooks, will look to parents and communities as essential ingredients of effective schools. A dynamic principal plays a vital role in Brooks’ proposal. He explains:

She must take the initiative in identifying and articulating goals and priorities; set instruction as the first priority; hand pick the staff; supervise and evaluate teacher performance; spend half the school day in the classrooms and the halls; find ways to reward excellent teachers with greater responsibilities; and set a consistent tone of high academic expectations and a non-patronizing attitude.

Along with strong principals, Brooks calls for a cadre of African American teachers who can “understand the needs and conflicts the children face. . . [and] have the ability to infuse African American children with pride through positive reinforcement and high expectations of academic and personal excellence.” Brooks believes these teachers will identify with many of the struggles of the students and will both challenge and inspire them to excel. Another critical element of Brooks’ African American school system is the curriculum. Unlike some of the independent black schools he identifies, Brooks’ school system would not adopt an Afrocentric curriculum. Instead Brooks posits that, “education must. . . include traditional Eurocentric philosophies and ideas, in addition to knowledge about the culture and heritage of all ethnic minorities in this country.” Brooks does not define what he means by Afrocentric or multicultural curricula. On the other hand, the academic focus for the curriculum is clearly

171. Id. at 227.
172. Id.
173. Id. at 225.
174. Id. at 226.
175. Id. at 227.
176. Id.
177. Id. at 229. Brooks calls for the use of a multicultural curriculum in his proposed school system that includes black history and culture. This curriculum does not differ from what he argues should be used in predominantly white public schools, as well, but sees little hope in its acceptance.
stated. He explains, “African American public schools will emphasize basic skills—reading, writing, math, and critical thinking—and, recognizing the importance of building self-esteem and developing racial survival skills, will teach personal values, conflict resolution, family issues, and health related topics.”\textsuperscript{178} His basis for the schools would be educational necessity as opposed to neighborhood makeup.\textsuperscript{179} While Brooks supports white schools based on the particular needs of white students, he opposes racially isolated schools based on neighborhood characteristics as “smack[ing] of bigotry.”\textsuperscript{180}

While Brooks’ proposal makes a significant contribution to the educational challenges facing most African American K-12 school systems, Brooks’ approach fails to account for the inner-city schools that have majority black staff, including principals and teachers, who work hard and do their very best to offer a quality education to the children they serve but still fail to qualify as the kind of school Brooks hopes to create.\textsuperscript{181} A return to the small segregated schools of the 1950s with equalized funding could result in the development of Brooks’ black school system, but the sheer number of students and the vast city, county, and state institutional structures make that all but impossible today. Achieving Brooks’ school system in almost any major American city would require the reform of the entire school system.\textsuperscript{182} Laws, regulations, and policies governing everything from lunchroom staff salary to the curriculum would have to be reformed across America’s cities.

We propose that black children and parents be offered more alternatives to meet their educational needs. To create these alternatives, a reparations educational trust fund would be established. The fund would provide grants in the major areas of black concentration identified above for the development of public charter schools and independent schools designed to meet the needs of black children. Charter schools operate free of most of the bureaucracy and budget obligations of public schools. Across the country, charter schools have galvanized parents and students with enthusiasm. In their develop-

\textsuperscript{178} Id. at 228.
\textsuperscript{179} Id. at 230.
\textsuperscript{180} Id.
\textsuperscript{181} Id.
\textsuperscript{182} Brooks’ main point, that blacks need to be in control of black schools at all levels to transform the educational experience of their children, is not lost on me. Some means of overcoming the educational bureaucracy in public schools is needed to effect the change that Brooks seeks. I believe charter schools can provide that mechanism.
ment and their operation, charter schools hearken back to the neighborhood schools that black parents sought to create in the 1970s. Because of their structure, charter schools generate and mandate parental involvement. Moreover, a child’s attendance requires an active decision by parents that often reflects an investment in a child’s education that public schools simply do not require. Moreover, charter schools result from parental initiative to start the school and operate without the bureaucracy that intimidates many parents due to their increased autonomy. Additionally, the ability to organize the school around a particular set of principles and values, establish curricula, attendance schedules, and uniforms in accordance with the school charter provides an enhanced incentive for parental involvement and focus for children that breeds excitement. It is not surprising that many charter schools today have waiting lists for children to attend.\[183\]

As public schools, charter school funding would be limited to the start up costs of the parents organizing the school including consulting and administrative costs. By making this funding available while providing parents with a successful model, the fund would seed the creation of thousands of charter schools around the country. For support, these schools would have to demonstrate a commitment to the reparative principles articulated above. Accordingly, students would be educated in a way that reflects the principles of the reparations charter. An Afrocentric curriculum would also be an important aspect of supported schools, though this article would make that a preferential rather than a mandatory requirement. Committed educators understanding the reparative objective of the school will be the best judges

\[183\] There are, nonetheless, may persons who frown upon charter schools. The three major complaints are that they increase racial separation (most charter schools are primarily single race schools with blacks and Latinos), they lack funding comparable to public schools, and they do not improve the scholastic performance of the students. Responses are limited to two of these three concerns since the third — racial isolation in these schools helps to underscore their appropriateness for these purposes. The national teachers’ union and other organizations of public school workers express concern that charter schools receive less funding and may pay teachers lower wages. This is a legitimate concern for public school teachers but is not an educational based concern. Most private schools also pay lower wages for teachers, yet teachers choose to work in these schools because of the increased job satisfaction. I empathize with teachers and believe that they job do warrants higher pay, but that shortcoming in the charter school system call for a political response at the state legislative level rather than a change in the schools themselves. Opponents also claim that student test scores do not improve in charter schools. The relationship of student test scores to race and income is highly documented. Schools can impact those numbers in the right environment. Just as black independent schools help decrease the disparity in test scores, black charter schools will serve likewise. These schools can’t undo the fullness of the systemic challenges of American society, by they can certainly improve the quality of education for many more black children.
of the comprehensive educational profile of schools and their ability to succeed. Nonetheless, from the perspective of this article, an Afrocentric education is preferable over a multicultural model. This article’s concept of an Afrocentric education does not exclude education about European, South American, Asian, or other contributions to world history, philosophy, science, law, etc.

Under this proposal, supported charter schools are designed with a reparative purpose. Although admissions will be open to children of all races, the purpose of the charter schools is to provide an education that best addresses the harms of slavery and segregation. For reasons presented below, an Afrocentric education is best suited to this task. Nevertheless, these schools would operate autonomously and would reflect the particular character of the parents and the areas in which they operate.

From the perspective of this article, the primary distinction between an Afrocentric curriculum and a multicultural curriculum is the lens through which study takes place. The traditional educational model assumes the white male as the lens and examines everything from that perspective. A multicultural model operates without a center point, focusing on the inclusion of sources and stories from diverse groups. An Afrocentric educational lens, in a reparative context, views things from the perspective of the black community. It specifically seeks to address the miseducation regarding black life, culture, and history propagated under the Reign of Terror. Multicultural education, in contrast, focuses on a model of inclusion for broader educational purposes. As I explain below, the particular history of blacks in America necessitates a more intentioned educational approach to correct the historic and contemporary fallacies regarding black life. Under this proposal, supported charter schools are designed with a reparative purpose.

Although admissions will be open to children of all races, the reason for the schools is to provide the education that best addresses the harms of slavery and segregation. For reasons presented below, an Afrocentric education is best suited to this task. Nevertheless, these schools would operate autonomously and would reflect the particular character of the parents and the areas in which they operate.  

184. The hallmark and primary strength of charter schools is the investment of parents, students, and administrators to the charter, mission, and purpose of the school. To maintain those vital characteristics this article suggests that outside the broad model provided by the educational trust fund, sponsored schools have the freedom to design their charters to meet the partic-
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Research shows that charter schools are no panacea.\(^{185}\) Their performance can and, in too many cases, do fall below that of traditional public schools.\(^{186}\) Beyond this, charter schools typically exclude many special needs students who may require accommodations and greater support for their educational success.\(^{187}\) Moreover, political ideologues have used charter schools as means to reduce educational funding for cities which tend to have larger numbers of African American and Latino students.\(^{188}\) In openly hostile opposition to current educational professionals, some have maintained that professional preparation of charter school teachers is unnecessary or optional, presumably to suppress teachers’ wages and benefits.\(^{189}\) This proposal rejects that or any model of charter schools that proposes less qualified staff and diminished support services for students. These advocates have often endorsed charter schools as wholesale alternatives to traditional public education with suspect motivations contrary to the values of a reparative educational model. Notwithstanding these shortcomings, charter schools can provide important educational benefits along with traditional public and private schools.

Beyond the development of charter schools, increased educational alternatives mean building on the success of existing independent and community schools. As mentioned above, black private schools provide a vital and effective service to black students and communities. It is estimated that independent black schools currently educate 53,000 students.\(^{190}\) Many of these schools offer important models for charter and new private schools. Along with seed money for charter schools, the fund would also finance the development of some 20 black academies in target areas of the country. These academies would accept students from the sixth through the twelfth grades.

---


\(^{186}\) Lisa Lukasik, Deconstructing a Decade of Charter School Funding Litigation: An Argument for Reform, 90 N.C. L. Rev. 1885, 1889 (2012).

\(^{187}\) Id.

\(^{188}\) Id.

\(^{189}\) Amazingly, the persons adopting these views send their children to private schools with the highest credential teaching staff while proposing a dollar store model of education for students of color and struggling whites.

\(^{190}\) Brooks supra note 168, at 223-25.
and would build on the model of the Frederick Douglas Academy in Harlem.  

The Frederick Douglas Academy, considered one of the best high schools in America, is 83% black, 14% Hispanic, and 2% Asian and white. The school employs a creed and a set of established rules for students, employs attendance in a summer enrichment program, and demands four hours of academic work per night for its students. Student performance on the state Regents Examination exceeds the average of New York City schools by 30% to 40% in each subject area. In conjunction with schools developed on the Frederick Douglas Model, the fund should support the creation of schools focusing on the needs of black children and organized specifically around science and technology. America suffers from a current, and anticipates a continued, shortage of citizens able to provide the highest levels of technical expertise. This shortage provides an opportunity for black students with high levels of training to develop companies and consulting firms able to meet those needs. Success in those fields, however, requires an early decision to provide the requisite skills at the primary and secondary level, recognition and support of students gifted in those areas and nurturing interest and excitement of students around science, technology, and engineering. The creation of academies that instill students with the skills to perform in these areas and the commitment to use their gifts to further the well-being of their communities is a long-term investment that will pay huge dividends for black communities.

As with charter schools, the fund would make grants available to establish independent schools in particular communities. Unlike charter schools, however, the fund would provide the primary financing for the school's development, initial operating costs and endowments. As with charter schools, the fund would use a board of expert educa-
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191. In the alternative, the fund could focus its support on independent high schools that would stress academic excellence and personal development for black children.
192. Bell, supra note 163, at 172-74.
193. The student creed states:
   The community of scholars at The Frederick Douglas Academy is dedicated to personal and academic excellence. Choosing to live in the community obligates each member to a code of civilized behavior. Allegiance to these ideals requires each Frederick Douglas Academy Student to refrain from and discourage behaviors which threaten the freedom and respect every individual deserves. As a Frederick Douglas Academy Student:
   I will practice personal integrity; I will respect the rights and property of others; I will discourage bigotry, while striving to learn the differences in people, ideas and opinions; I will demonstrate concerns for others, their feelings, and their needs for conditions that support their work and development.
tors with diverse experiences to evaluate grant submissions and funding plans for schools. The criteria for funding, however, would necessarily include a demonstrated commitment to the reparations principles articulated above, just as with the charter schools. Although 20 academies, with 700 to 1,000 students each, represent a small percentage of black school-aged children, it again increases the choices that black children and parents have and drastically improves the quality of education for thousands of black children.

This inculcation of black self-hatred was standard fare in American educational institutions and popular culture. Cornel West articulates the breadth of these views in the thought of the most revered Western scholars from Immanuel Kant to David Hume. Thomas Jefferson, the great Western advocate of equality, himself said:

Comparing them [Negroes] by their faculties of memory, reason, and imagination, it appears to me that in memory they are equal to the whites; in reason much inferior, as I think one could scarcely be found capable of tracing and comprehending the investigations of Euclid, and that in imagination they are dull, tasteless, and anomalous.

Abraham Lincoln, who is viewed as the great liberator in American society, made the following statement regarding black inferiority:

I agree with Judge Douglas he [a black] is not my equal in many respects—certainly not in color, perhaps not in moral or intellectual endowment. But in the right to eat the bread, without the leave of anybody else, which his own hand earns, he is my equal and the equal of Judge Douglas, and the equal of every living man. . . I have no purpose to introduce political and social equality between the white and the black races. There is a physical difference between the two, which, in my judgment, will probably forever forbid their living together upon the footing of perfect equality, and inasmuch as it becomes a necessity that there must be a difference, I, as well as Judge Douglas, am in favor of the race to which I belong having the superior position.

196. Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, Query XIV, at 202 (1784), https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/evans/N20681.0001.001/1:207?rgn=div1;submit=go;subview=detail;type=simple;view=fulltext;q1=comparing+them.
Even John Marshall Harlan, in his famous dissent from the majority decision upholding segregation in *Plessy v. Ferguson*, wrote:

> The white race deems itself to be the dominant race in this country. And so, it is, in prestige, in achievements, in education, in wealth, and in power. So, I doubt not, it will continue to be for all time, if it remains true to its great heritage, and holds fast to the principles of constitutional liberty. ¹⁹⁹

The foregoing examples exemplify the views of white superiority and supremacy that are dominant within American society. Beliefs contrary to this view by whites, as often by blacks, were aberrations of American thought. Accordingly, whites who taught blacks in the Freedman’s bureau and other settings, like the foregoing “advocates,” in no way rejected the dominant notions of black inferiority and white supremacy. ²⁰⁰ Unfortunately, this ideology has also penetrated the thoughts of many blacks concerning themselves and their African heritage.

Malcolm X captured the sentiment in one of his final speeches:

> And by the colonial powers of Europe having complete control over Africa, they projected the image of Africa negatively. They projected Africa always in a negative light: jungles, savages, cannibals, nothing civilized. Why then naturally it was so negative [that] it was negative to you and me, and you and I began to hate it. We didn’t want anybody telling us anything about Africa, much less calling us Africans. In hating Africa and in hating the Africans, we ended up hating ourselves, without even realizing it. Because you can’t hate the roots of a tree and not hate the tree. You can’t hate your origin and not end up hating yourself. You can’t hate Africa and not hate yourself.

> You show me one of these people over here who have been thoroughly brainwashed, who has a negative attitude toward Africa, and I’ll show you one that has a negative attitude toward himself. You can’t have a positive attitude toward yourself and a negative attitude toward Africa at the same time. To the same degree that your understanding of and attitude toward Africa becomes positive, you’ll find that your understanding of and your attitude toward yourself will also become positive. And this is what the white man knows. So they very skillfully made you and me hate our African identity, our African characteristics. You know yourself — and we

have been a people who hated our African characteristics. We hated our hair, we hated the shape of our nose — we wanted one of those long, dog-like noses, you know. Yeah. We hated the color of our skin, hated the blood of Africa that was in our veins. And in hating our features and our skin and our blood, why, we had to end up hating ourselves.

And we hated ourselves. Our color became to us a chain. We felt that it was holding us back. Our color became to us like a prison, which we felt was keeping us confined, not letting us go this way or that way. We felt that all of these restrictions were based solely upon our color. And the psychological reaction to that would have to be that as long as we felt imprisoned or chained or trapped by Black skin, Black features, and Black blood, that skin and those features and that blood that was holding us back automatically had to become hateful to us. And it became hateful to us. It made us feel inferior; it made us feel inadequate; it made us feel helpless.

And when we fell victims to this feeling of inadequacy or inferiority or helplessness, we turned to somebody else to show us the way. We didn’t have confidence in another Black man to show us the way, or Black people to show us the way. In those days we didn’t. We didn’t think a Black man could do anything but play some horn — you know, some sounds and make you happy with some songs and in that way. But in serious things, where our food, clothing, and shelter was concerned and our education was concerned, we turned to the man. We never thought in terms of bringing these things into existence for ourselves, we never thought in terms of doing things for ourselves. Because we felt helpless. What made us feel helpless was our hatred for ourselves. And our hatred for ourselves stemmed from our hatred of things African.201

The extensive mis-education of African Americans resulted in the majority of American blacks disassociating themselves with the affairs of Africa, the Caribbean, and other blacks across the diaspora. The Black Power Movement of the 1970s and the Afrocentricity movement of the 1980s both represent strong symbolic efforts to re-associate black Americans with Africa and the larger black world. These efforts, though they have made cultural inroads in art, music, and hairstyles, have not resulted in the substantive association of most blacks with other diaspora communities nor with Africa. The educational fund can play a critical role in advancing the development of substan-

tive associations among people of African descent. Through the support of Afrocentric curriculum in black educational institutions, much of the mis-education of the past three centuries can be confronted head on. The fund can further concretize re-association through the development and support of sustained educational exchanges with black institutions across the diaspora and in Africa.

One such program would be the establishment of black Educational Collaboratives in the United States, Nigeria, South Africa, Kenya, Ghana and the Caribbean. An Educational Collaborative would be a cross between a think tank, a summer abroad program, and a Jewish Kibbutz. The Collaboratives would bring together black youth from around the world, ages 17 to 21, for a summer. Academically, students would undergo a course of study for college credit. Students’ time would be balanced between class, local community service projects, and strategy sessions where students would develop mechanisms for strengthening relations in the political, economic, and educational spheres. The coursework would be focused on political science, economic theory, and history. The goal would be to promote black cooperation on a global scale by identifying the need and opportunities for joint projects and partnerships. These Collaboratives would operate as funded programs, housed at select HBCUs in the United States, the University of the West Indies in the Caribbean, and the premier universities in Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, and South Africa, respectively.

The fund would also play a major role in strengthening HBCUs. HBCUs play a vital role in the well-being of African Americans. They, along with the black churches, represent the strongest black institutions in the United States. From their inception after the Civil War, many HBCUs began with a reparative notion. One of the principal goals was to provide educational opportunities to those who had been denied them. Many of these institutions’ founding and current missions reflect the role of education in addressing the harms done by slavery. Beyond their missions, these schools play a crucial
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202. In this regard, a multicultural curriculum provides less opportunity to address the uniqueness of black children and the relationship between their education and their personal and communal restoration.

203. Based on language, political stability, infrastructure and contemporary relationships with America, I recommend these countries as initial sites for program development.
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role in black lives. Despite the well-publicized financial troubles of a few, most of the more than 81 schools are financially sound, and as a whole, they play an indispensable role in promoting black well-being. Sixty-seven of the schools have a majority of students who qualify for the Pell Grant.205 This federal grant is mostly limited to families with incomes below $35,000, while half of Pell Grant recipients are from families with incomes below $15,000 a year.206 Even at the schools with the fewest Pell Grant recipients (Howard, Spelman and Hampton), one-quarter to one-third of those student bodies receive Pell Grants.207 These schools clearly play a pivotal role in offering opportunities to many low-income black students. Despite representing only three percent of the country’s two-year and four-year institutions, HBCUs graduate 28% of black bachelor degree students.208 Over 75% of blacks with doctorate degrees attended an HBCU.209 A few additional statistics regarding HBCUs are as follows:

- Seven of the top eight producers of African American baccalaureates overall were HBCUs, including Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (#1) and Howard University (#2).
- Eight of the top eleven producers of African American baccalaureates in agriculture, agriculture operations and related sciences, were HBCUs, including Tennessee State University (#1) and Tuskegee University (#3).
- 16 of the top 21 producers of African American baccalaureates in biological and biomedical sciences were HBCUs, including the entire top six: Xavier University of Los Angeles (#1), Hampton University (#2), Howard University (#3), Morgan State University (#4), Jackson State University (#5) and Tennessee State University (#6).
- Six of the top ten producers of African American baccalaureates in education were HBCUs, including Alabama State University (#1).
- Seven of the top eleven producers of African American baccalaureates in engineering were HBCUs, including North Carolina A&T State University (#1).

206. At 24 schools, 75 or more students receive Pell Grants. Id.
207. BLACKS HIGH. EDUC., supra note 205.
The top three producers of African American baccalaureates in health professions were HBCUs: Southern University and A&M College (#1), Florida A&M University (#2) and Howard University (#3).

Eight of the top nine producers of African American baccalaureates in mathematics and statistics were HBCUs: #1 Morehouse College, (#2) South Carolina State University, (#3) Alabama State University, (#3) Spelman College, (#5) Southern University and A&M College, (#6) Tennessee State University, (#7) Hampton University and (#9) Howard University.

The twelve top producers of African American baccalaureates in the physical sciences, including (#1) Xavier University of Louisiana, were all HBCUs.

Three of the top five producers of African American baccalaureates in psychology were HBCUs: (#1) Florida A&M University, (#3) Hampton University and (#5) Howard University.210

Overall, HBCUs play a major role in providing education for blacks. Yet, HBCUs need to be strengthened to serve a reparative purpose. Despite their ability to do more with less, many HBCUs have attrition rates that are far too high. Generally, HBCUs suffer from inadequate resources to accomplish their missions. Even the best schools are underfunded to compete successfully with many white schools for the best prepared black high school graduates. Further, these schools often place greater teaching demands on their faculty, providing them fewer resources and less time to develop their scholarship. At many schools, faculty have heavier teaching loads because there are too few faculty members relative to the number of students. These types of constraints routinely hinder schools in their competition for the most prolific scholars and hinder their reputations for supporting scholarship. For many schools, limited resources hamper their administrative efficiency and the improvement of their infrastructure and facilities. As shown above, HBCUs have a vastly disparate number of students receiving financial aid. This phenomenon places a huge and unique administrative burden on these schools. Because of

the foregoing, there is often a feeling that these schools are inferior to their white counterparts. National college rankings, such as U.S. News and World Report, consistently rank HBCU schools in its lower tiers.\textsuperscript{211} No HBCU ranks in the first or second tier of the U.S. News ranking of America’s Top National Universities.

This broader societal impression of inferiority to predominantly white or majority schools goes along with a feeling of inferiority that some blacks have regarding HBCUs. In fact, among American-born blacks there is a generally acknowledged sentiment that black businesses and schools are inferior to their white counterparts. Rather than the result of careful study or extensive experience, this sentiment flows from the undervaluation by whites of such entities and the entities’ actual shortcomings that may or may not be greater than comparable majority institutions.\textsuperscript{212} A general presumption of poor service and inferior quality often attaches to black business and educational entities. To be competitive, HBCUs must shed this perception. Most of the actual shortcomings of HBCUs can be tracked to resources. Greater resources focused toward specific reparative educational objectives and financial baselines that allow improvements in infrastructure, faculty support, and administrative management will more fully enable these schools to realize their reparative missions.

To accomplish this, the reparations educational trust fund would establish an HBCU division devoted solely to strengthening these institutions. This article proposes that the fund make grants available to schools with demonstrable success toward fulfilling their missions that show a need for infrastructure and administrative management support to function more effectively and enhance their competitiveness. As with primary and secondary education, a board of qualified professionals would make decisions about funding for schools. Beyond general funds, the board would be tasked with responsibility for funding programmatic and department specific funding in priority areas. These would include funds for equipment, endowed chairs, research,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{211} Spelman College entered the top 100 ranking of national liberal arts colleges in 2003. Its current ranking at 72 of 104 schools is the sole inclusion of an HBCU in the top 100 in a national ranking. Howard University is currently ranked 124 among National Universities. At the regional level, HBCUs have fared better. In the most recent rankings of Southern schools Hampton University, Tuskegee University, and Xavier University of Louisiana, currently rank at 18, 24, and 27, respectively. Historically Black Colleges and Universities, U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORTS (May 24, 2017), https://www.usnews.com/best-colleges/rankings/hbcu.https://www.usnews.com/best-colleges/rankings/hbcu.
  \item \textsuperscript{212} The basis of assertion rests in the author’s experiences attending and teaching in HBCUs and other institutions.
\end{itemize}
and post-doctoral fellowships. Funding would also be directed toward the creation of fellowship programs for students in particular areas of study critical to developing and maintaining strong black institutions and communities. These include law, medicine, engineering, computer and digital technologies, environmental sciences, political science, education, business management and finance. Under these fellowships, schools can better compete for new students and better support the existing students in those areas of study. The added finances and prestige of fellowships can go a long way toward producing future success.

Finally, the board would seek to expand and deepen the top professional schools and graduate programs. Increasing the number and the caliber of students graduating from HBCU graduate and professional programs increases the numbers of professionals who can create and sustain the institutions that serve the needs of the black community. Lawyers, doctors, and business managers are critical to reparations. As stated above, the “black middle class” today creates few jobs and job opportunities for others. Although, black lawyers and doctors tend to create jobs with relative stability their small numbers correlate with too few jobs.

As with primary and secondary education much of the funding would require that institutions demonstrate their commitment to the reparative goals of the trust and communal responsibility. So, for example, if North Carolina A&T were to apply for a $100 million-dollar grant for research, equipment, fellowships, etc. for their college of engineering, their application would have to identify how the research done, equipment used, and fellowships awarded would serve a reparative purpose while promoting communal responsibility. One of the many possible college grant programs could address technological issues that face one or more black communities in the Caribbean, Africa, or the United States. Through the purchase of equipment, students and faculty could gain experience using the equipment that supports research vital to one or more black communities. Concomitantly, fellowships could be used to attract competitive students by requiring applicants to articulate how their future course of study advances the goals of the reparations trust. There are numerous ways that grant criteria can be shaped to further the goals of the trust. Even research in areas unrelated to the perceived interest of black commu-

natalies can provide black businesses and technologists with some competitive advantage in the marketplace. This article does not suggest that research agendas be constrained to a simplistic formula, but applicants must be required to think in terms of the explicit and implicit goals of the trust and meaningfully relate their proposals to those goals.

As a final charge for HBCUs, some funding should be used to establish meaningful relationships with universities in Nigeria, South Africa, Kenya, Ghana, as well the University of the West Indies. Grants should establish requirements for meaningful collaboration on research, joint projects, technology transfers, student exchanges, and visiting professorships where feasible. These along with other criteria articulated above and developed by the board will help institutionalize practices that will further the Educational Fund’s reparative charter.

C. POLITICAL FUND

The Negro demands less by his ballot, not only in actual results but even in mere respect for himself as a voter, than any of all the groups that go to make up the American citizenry; although some of these groups are far smaller in numbers and even weaker economically.

Relative to our numbers in the American population, blacks are still substantially underrepresented in national office. There are three black senators, out of one hundred, in the United States Senate.214 Only 48 out of 435 members of the House of Representatives are black.215 Although black representation in some state legislatures is much better, black representation in statewide offices is even worse. There are no black governors, and only Virginia and Massachusetts have elected a black governor in the past 130 years. Black people’s greatest political advances have been in local elections. In this regard black representation has increased dramatically in mayoral, city council, and city commission posts.216 This increase in political power over the past 30 years in large cities like Chicago, Philadelphia, Atlanta, New Orleans, Memphis, and Detroit, has coincided with a decrease in

---

215. Id.
the economic base of American cities as suburbs developed as the principal sites of new economic opportunity. Leadership in many large cities today means struggling to address education, transportation, unemployment, housing, crime and pollution problems with a dwindling tax base. For the past 20 years, the suburbs have been the center of job growth and job creation in America. These suburbs, which are predominantly white, often develop around cities with predominantly black populations. In these situations, mayors and city councils spend much of their time in crisis mode—demonstrating that political power without a corresponding economic base functions like an empty promise. This article identifies this as the problem of “political impotence.”

Black communities reflect a host of political ideologies: Marxists or social democrats, conservatives, feminists, disillusioned liberals, nationalists, and others. This article adopts the position that, developing strong black political institutions will result from recognizing the importance of these diverse views for promoting the well-being of black communities rather than seeking to marginalize them as “traitors.” This phenomenon weakened black political development in the late 1960s and 1970s through the castigation of black feminists as “race traitors” for raising concerns about sexism and the mistreatment of black women within black communities and organizations. This article suggests that the insight offered from these diverse perspectives be recognized and valued. Growth and maturity bring an ability to see beyond one’s frame of reference and appreciate the views and experiences of others. This recognition represents a foundational part of reparative black politics.

218. An examination of the current problems facing Atlanta and other American cities and its relationship to the growth of suburbs as dominant economic forces. See generally Robert et al., supra note 140.
219. Id.
220. See Robert et al., supra note 140.
221. Brooks, supra note 168 at 168-84. (explaining that the failure of black towns in the late 19th and early 20th century was because of an inadequate economic base to support the needs of the residents).
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Political scientist Ron Walters offers a valuable reflection on the three historic black political agenda conferences in 1972, 1976 and 1980. Walters’ detailed portrayal allows us to see how the tension between accommodation and struggle described by Marable was manifest in each conference. Walters makes clear that black elected politicians opposed efforts towards political independence and militancy. In the 1972 conference, the militant and uncompromising agenda developed by delegates was revised by the steering committee following criticism from outside forces. By 1980, the conference had become almost exclusively accommodationist. It was sponsored by a Democratic Party based organization that resisted making statements considered harmful to the party. After the democratic candidates participating in the primary elections snubbed the conference by not showing up for a scheduled forum with conference attendees; Jesse Jackson offered reporters a soliloquy, with his usual rhetorical flourish, on the matter along with a veiled threat of protest. This type of politics has unfortunately characterized black political life since the end of Reconstruction. Historian Dr. Carter G. Woodson made the following observation about black political operatives in his classic 1933 work The Mis-education of the Negro:

These Negro workers are supposed to tell their people how one politician seeking office has appointed more Negro messengers or charwoman in the service than the other or how the grandfather of the candidate stood with Lincoln and Grant through their ordeal and thus brought the race into its own. Another important task of these Negroes thus employed is also to abuse the opposing party, showing how hostile it has been to the Negro while the highly favorable party was doing so much for the race.

The names have changed but the practices are still the same. Democratic and Republican appeals to black voters are still based in past practices of political patronage and historical support of black
Woodson’s view was that politics as a primary means of advancement was foolhardy. He wrote:

It is unfortunate, too, that such a large number of Negroes do not know any better than to stake their whole fortune on politics. History does not show that any race, especially a minority group, has ever solved an important problem by relying altogether on one thing, certainly not by parking its political strength on one side of the fence because of empty promises.233

Woodson’s assessment characterizes too much of black politics from Reconstruction to the present. The issue of voting strength is a perennial issue for blacks in America. Despite civil rights gains enfranchising the majority of black adults, black political strength is still hamstrung by vote dilution and political impotence. Viable black political institutions are essential to overcoming political marginalization in national and state legislative bodies while promoting a black political and economic agenda that sufficiently enhances the resources of predominantly black cities to meet the needs of their residents.

Although all politics are “local” politics, perhaps more than any of the above considered issues, anticipates involvement in a system of governance that extends beyond black communities. Unlike the history of community-based black economics and education that developed during the Reign of Terror, black political participation outside local offices necessarily extends beyond black communities. From the city councils and the county commissions to the state legislatures and United States congress, black elected officials represent particular communities, but are entrusted with the collective governance of the whole and not just their legislative districts. These politicians draft legislation and vote on bills that involve the entire electorate. In the same way, mayors, governors, state-wide office-holders, and the president are duty bound to execute the laws for the benefit of the whole. If the majority of that whole is black, as with some cities, that job has much less racial tension. But, when black communities make up a political minority these officials are bound to work well beyond the bounds and needs of black communities. The question that naturally follows, for some, is the viability of black political institutions outside of majority black electoral districts. Still others, accepting the possibility, may ask about the nature of such institutions and their relationship to the larger political community.

232. Sadly, the campaigns for Bush, Kerry, and Clinton in recent history all come to mind.
233. Id.
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Black politics and black political institutions would do well to concentrate their resources in black communities. This in no way prohibits expenditures in other places but the development of strong political institutions in the areas where the majority of blacks live will produce many more benefits than the election of, say, a black president. Although blacks make up a large percentage of the population of the South their votes for president, U.S. Senator, and Governor have often had little influence in these southern states. This is Brooks’ dilution problem—because blacks constitute a numerical minority their votes are diluted, and they are unable to influence the outcome of certain elections. This article’s response to this in a most basic sense is to worry less about choosing the winner and more about choosing the policy. An understanding of political power limited to deciding who wins elections is overly simplistic and short sighted. It is that very approach to political organizing reflected in “get out the vote campaigns” every two to four years in black communities that perpetuates a simplistic view of politics that consists primarily in voting once every few years. Even the black agenda conferences, laudable in their initial conceptualization, devolved into a means of influencing Presidential elections every four years rather than an organ for the political development of black communities.234

Walters’s examination of black presidential politics makes clear that: (1) black politicians have limited leverage within parties because they lack an organizational based relationship to the black electorate; (2) they are bound by party loyalty in order to receive political patronage (get out the vote funds and political appointments); and (3) they have focused on selecting candidates for office over influencing the party platform.235 What Walters identifies as essential to blacks exercising greater leverage in the national political arena is absent in black politics. Instead there is institutionalization that provides for a systemic political participation.236 It bears repeating here that blacks’ inability to achieve institutional political power in the United States flows from their exclusion from meaningful participation in the political process in the North before the Civil War and in the South following reconstruction.237

234. Walters, supra note 224, at 107-08
235. Id. at 106-07
236. Id. at 186.
But for the Reign of Terror, blacks today would be the beneficiaries of over 100 years of substantial political participation which certainly would have included several United States Senators, governors, and a host of other elected officials. In light of this history, a reparative political institution will need to foster the “political development” of black communities denied during the Reign of Terror.

Blacks make up significant numbers of the residents of key states across the South: Mississippi 37%; Louisiana 33%; South Carolina 30%; Maryland 29%; Georgia 29%; and Alabama 26%.238 Black political institutions should begin with a local and regional focus organizing the black electorate in these southern states and a selection of large cities with substantial black populations.239 Rather than relying on the race of the candidate, these institutions will have to develop support by crafting local and regional objectives from the political ideologies of black communities. As noted above, these ideologies cover a spectrum that includes disillusioned liberals, nationalists, feminists/womanists, Marxists/egalitarians, and conservatives.240 Although a disillusioned liberal/radical egalitarian ideology is the most supported, community nationalism most heavily structures black public opinion because its adherents control the community organizations and information networks.241 Social democrats, feminists/womanists, and conservative ideologues make up the balance though there is only weak support for a conservative vision.242 Black political institutions will need to craft a political agenda and platform that takes seriously the ideologies of black communities in guiding public policy in their local context. This will constitute a deepening and broadening of policy analysis for black communities. One result of that process will be the ability to readily find and form coalitions across party and racial lines. This article identifies this process of political development as “political sophistication.” It is the political organizing and development that began under reconstruction but was shattered by the Reign of Terror. Political sophistication may threaten black Democratic candidates who take their support in black communities for granted. In that regard, however, this article suspects that it will serve to develop more

239. Cities would include Chicago, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia, Houston, and Los Angeles.
240. Dawson, supra note 222, at 316.
241. Id.
242. Id.
responsive Republican and Democratic candidates who will be forced to deal with a more dexterous electorate.

Strong political institutions will not always secure the victory of a black supported candidate but should always result in the development of policies at a state and local level that supports the development of black communities irrespective of election results. The hegemony of liberal integrationist ideology in black politics in many respects has prevented the development of national and regional structures that use political influence to support the development of the independent black institutions necessary to create healthy black communities. Instead, black political interests are almost exclusively viewed in terms of civil rights and public welfare legislation.

As long as blacks represent 26% of America’s poor and racial discrimination continues, blacks will have a substantial interest in such legislation. Nonetheless, a wide array of public policy issues including trade policies with African nations and the Caribbean, tax relief for small businesses, local control of schools, and increased research grants for HBCUs are germane to the long-term development of black communities. Black political representation, by and large, however, has not moved beyond party loyalty to form strategic alliances on legislative issues that also help black constituents. In other words, black Democrats should vote with Republicans when doing so further the interest of black communities and black Republicans should do likewise. When black politicians have the financial and electoral support to be more committed to the diversity of their constituents’ interests than party loyalty, they will increase their level of influence and respect in the political arena. Discussions on this problem have often degraded into a debate about affiliation with the Republicans, Democrats, or some third party. This debate really misses the point.

Under this proposal, party affiliation is much less significant than the political sophistication that ensures that black communities’ needs are being addressed regardless of the party in power. A reparations political trust will have to be established with a requisite board of directors to create the political institutions necessary to provide black communities with a meaningful voice in the American political system. The board will be expected to follow the guiding principles of the reparations charter described above to create and fund the organizations, discussed below. Political sophistication begins at the local grass roots level. In many respects, black politicians of both major parties have neglected the political education of the electorate. The first step
for building black political institutions is the creation of a nonpartisan, issue-oriented membership organization. This organization would operate through local chapters and a national policy office. It would conduct grassroots organizing to inform residents about the political process and then support the residents' involvement in local and regional issues. Organizing would utilize existing informational networks in black communities including churches, schools, civic organizations, and event venues. In addition to these more traditional networks, the internet and radio could provide critical channels of communication to reach diverse sectors of communities.

Radio broadcasting is a primary source for local news and information in black communities. This article proposes two means for using radio to support the groups’ efforts. First, local chapters should advertise and promote a daily local radio broadcast featuring interviews with local politicians and on-air radio personalities as a means of informing the electorate. Second, the national policy office should sponsor a syndicated daily one-hour national broadcast with a nationally known personality to meet with black leaders and others to discuss reparations.

Young adult involvement, education, and organizing should be a fundamental strategy of this organization.243 By training and involving youth, the organization furthers two critical objectives: (1) strengthening its volunteer workforce; and (2) building a foundation for future political organizing. This article suggests that the organization establish a separate youth division led by young adults that develops and follows through on coordinated projects and activities. The story of the Civil Rights Movement in America cannot be told without discussing the role and activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)—the youth counterpart to the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). SNCC not only conducted a great deal of organizing and education, but many of its members developed into important leaders and activists.244 Imparting a sense of purpose and possibility to young adults will continue to pay dividends well into the future of black communities.

243. These efforts would be focused on promoting the interests of black communities and guided by the tenants of the community.
244. John Lewis, Julian Bond, Eleanor Holmes Norton, James Foreman, and many other former SNCC members continue to play important leadership roles in black communities across the country some 49-years after the death of Dr. King.
Local chapters would serve as clearinghouses on local, county, and regional political information including political office, bills being considered, zoning and development plans, etc. To facilitate this capacity, a political database development project would be created and maintained. The project would develop a database of political information incorporating state, county, and local government activities that would be available to members through generated reports and web based access. The national policy office of this organization would work with the local chapters to coordinate activities within and across states, establish and maintain an active web presence featuring the political information database, and facilitate citizen communication with congressional representatives through dinners, forums, letter writing and call in campaigns. The national office would also keep local chapters aware of developments in Washington relating to their local areas, create a legislative score card, and interface with the reparations think tank, described below, to gain insight into political issues facing communities.

To advance the far-reaching objectives of the reparations charter above, substantial scholarship would have to be undertaken. Discussions above regarding HBCUs address some of these needs but far from all. This article proposes the creation of the Bethune Washington Institute to support the scholarship mandate of the reparations charter. The Institute would operate like the Brookings Institute as a non-partisan organization committed to supporting the research of a wide range of scholars on issues related to questions of reparations. Scholars with full time commitments at other institutions would serve as affiliates, working along with the Institute fellows in conducting research, publishing findings, and making policy recommendations based on that research. Beyond governmental policy, the Institute’s scholarship would address the economic, educational, legal and political policies of private groups and individuals as well. Through its work, black economic, political, and educational institutions committed to reparations would receive meaningful insights into fulfilling their objectives. Furthermore, relevant questions regarding cultural, medical, and familial reparations will be addressed through research, publication, and the use of developed networks of dissemination. American discourse regarding politics, economics, and education routinely addresses race in an explicit or implicit fashion. The development of a well-funded institute of noted scholars providing focused scholarship relating to these issues could significantly influence those
discourses and the way questions of race are framed more broadly.\textsuperscript{245}
To accomplish this, the Institute will have to develop substantial public inroads into the primary media outlets through the use of press releases and media contacts. Moreover, this article propose that the Institute establish and operate its own press in order to facilitate the distribution and dissemination of work done by its fellows and affiliates.

To foster political maturity in black communities, the Institute would also operate a program focused specifically on the development of black political leaders. The program would provide funding to religious organizations, community centers, and civic organizations to establish a youth political club, like the Scouts, that would educate high school students on the role and responsibilities of political leadership and its relationship to community well-being. The clubs would take regular field trips to observe local, state, and national politicians in the process of governing and meet with their representatives to learn about what they do and how decisions are made. In conjunction with the trips, the youth members would be required to develop legislation for their community’s that they would attempt to pass in an annual mock legislative session with other students from their state. The clubs would then send a small delegation to a National Youth Congress in Washington, D.C. where they would observe the Congress, and either meet with their Congressional representatives, federal agency executives, or White House staffers in conjunction with a national legislative session with other students from around the country. By establishing this organization as an affiliate group, the Institute would make an important stride towards the growth and development of future black political leadership.

While each of the foregoing organizations plays an important role in the development of political maturity for black communities, neither is structured to conduct lobbying on important political issues. To fulfill that role, this article endorses Brooks’ proposal of a Black Political Action committee or Black PAC to provide a traditional lobbying function in the United States Senate and House of Representatives on political issues regarding black communities. A Black PAC operating in the context of a well-developed think tank and a national

\textsuperscript{245} This organization would differ from the Joint Center for Political Studies in the same way a well-run university differs from a quality liberal arts college. Its mission, programming, and resources would allow it to address a broader range of issues, employ a much larger cohort of scholars and affiliates, and thereby have greater influence on public policy.
grassroots organization could effectively undertake the daily lobbying efforts necessary to educate and solicit the support of representatives on issues important for black communities. In this capacity, Black PAC could also develop and fund political advertising when and where necessary to educate the electorate and generate support for its issues.

The final step towards political maturity that I propose is the Candidate Fund. The Candidate Fund would operate like the Club for Growth. Its purpose would be to work toward the election of national and local candidates supporting policies that promote or allow the reparative objectives identified in the reparations charter. The Candidate Fund would function as a bipartisan multiracial organization promoting the election of candidates of all races supporting the reparations objectives above.246 Through a strong web presence, the Candidate fund would disseminate information during elections about candidates and their positions on issues, advise its members, and offer advocacy on particular ballot initiatives. The Fund’s primary goals would be to provide financial support to candidates from its members and others and use that support to make connections with candidates for its members through dinners, galas, forums, and other sessions. The organization would also work together with other political groups across racial and party lines in coalitions to elect and remove candidates from office.

VI. NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION AND BLACK LAWYERS ACTIVISM IN BLACK ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Economic empowerment and independence allows African Americans to better develop their own communities and retain the spending power that would usually benefit other communities. Typically, the idea of supporting Black-owned businesses simply means buying their products or services. However, Black attorneys are in the position to provide a service to Black businesses. They can use their knowledge, skills and resources to help Black businesses thrive, keeping more money in the Black community. Through a combination of long and short-term strategies, the National Bar Association can increase the economic power and self-sufficiency of the Black commu-

---

246. The Fund would also prioritize the use of resources to support the election of black candidates in need of financing with a bias toward the election of black women to office.
Engaging the Executive Branch:

During the first month of the 45th President’s tenure, NBA President Kevin Judd sent a first 100 days agenda to the administration, which mirrored the NBA’s legislative agenda and economic empowerment agenda. It read in part:

Economic Equity and Empowerment.

The National Bar Association supports and prioritizes the Administration’s policies, regulations and support for legislation that protects the economic interests of African Americans and all economically disenfranchised minorities. The National Bar Association opposes the disparate treatment and disparate compensation of people of color and women in the workplace. For this reason, the Association proposes that there be a substantial increase in attention, policies and funding for implementation and enforcement of equal pay for equal work. Moreover, the National Bar Association proposes that President Trump make this goal a part of his Inaugural Address, issue regulations to accomplish the goal, and to support legislative within the first 100 days.

Black Economic Empowerment.

The National Bar Association recognizes that there is a growing wealth gap between African American families and White families, and understands that economic empowerment and independence al-
low African Americans to better develop their own communities and retain the spending power that would usually benefit other communities. For this reason, the Association proposes that there be a substantial increase in attention, policies and funding for implementation of efforts directed to Black Economic Empowerment. Moreover, the National Bar Association proposes that President Trump make this goal a part of his Inaugural Address, issue regulations to accomplish the goal, and to support legislation within the first 100 days as follows:

1. Develop a mentor-protégé program and network among Black entrepreneurs;
2. Help develop plans for potential Black business owners to find and develop industries that are unique and provide needed services to minority communities so that we do not overly saturate particular business sectors in our communities;
3. Work with Black business organizations to set up free educational clinics that teach Black high school students about entrepreneurship;
4. Provide educational clinics to imprisoned and formerly imprisoned individuals about starting businesses and support legislation that advances these types of efforts;
5. Provide workshops for professionals to establish service-oriented businesses in Black communities – law firms, dentist and doctor offices, accounting offices, real estate broker offices etc.;
6. Assist Black entrepreneurs with developing better business connections on the African continent, Caribbean nations and South America to develop international independent economic growth that is mutually beneficial to African Americans, Afro-Latino and African communities; and encourage their members to financially support Black-owned businesses and majority Black-owned banks;
7. Continue to grow the small business sector through increased government contracts to recognized small businesses. One way to accomplish growth in this sector is to work with Congress to exceed the current small business government contracting set-aside minimum from 16% to 23% and increase the target goals of 23% to 30%;
8. Continued support of the Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) program which expands funding opportunities in the federal innovation research and development arena through expansion of the public/private sector partnership to include the joint venture opportunities for small businesses and nonprofit research institutions. This program has the vast ability to make
America more competitive on the technological front globally, while stimulating small business and the investment market; and

9. Encourage small businesses to participate in global procurement opportunities through focused investment in seed funding programs for the costs associated with doing business abroad. Diversifying small business opportunities abroad would increase the economic stability of this sector by providing more revenue streams that can then be invested in domestic markets.

Women’s Economic Agenda.

The National Bar Association recognizes that substantially more work is required to empower women in the workforce, particularly Black women, who fall at the bottom of most economic matrixes. For this reason, the National Bar Association proposes that President Trump make these following goals a part of his Inaugural Address and issue regulations to accomplish the goals within his first 100 days in office and support the following legislative initiatives:

1. Increase minimum wage (including tipped workers);
2. Establish adequate tools to investigate wage discrimination;
3. Institute paid sick-leave;
4. Institute paid family and medical leave;
5. Expand family and medical leave;
6. Establish affordable and high-quality child care options for low and moderate-income families;
7. Institute adequate training and pay for child care workers;
8. Expand the child care tax credit, and efforts to make the child tax credit permanent and indexed to inflation;
9. Increase funding for early childhood education and expanded pre-kindergarten;
10. Expand Medicaid;
11. Increase Social Security; and
12. Fund more workforce development opportunities for women.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this article advances the argument that if we establish ourselves economically, we will enhance our ability to cure many of the social ills that plague our communities and we as black lawyers have a significant role in making this happen. We must step up to the plate and make it happen. This is our new revolution.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, I discuss the problems that face the State Reporting system of the African human rights system under Article 62 of the African Charter of Human and People’s Rights. I conclude that because of lack of human rights consciousness on the part of large sec-
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tions of people in Africa and because of the neo-patrimonial nature of African States, there is not sufficient pressure on African governments to honor their human rights obligations. The result is that most African States fail to honor their obligations under Article 62 of the Charter. They fail to provide their State Reports on time. When Reports are submitted they tend to be of low quality. States also fail to participate in the State Report examination process on time and when they participate, their delegations, sometimes, include persons who have no expertise on human rights issues.

This paper will confirm all of these failures when it makes a detailed examination of Ghana’s participation in the State Reporting system under the Charter.

I conclude by stating that the fight to ensure that African States take their human rights obligations seriously, is part of a longer and more tenacious battle to ensure greater liberalization and deeper democratization in African politics. It would take a multiplicity of policies and strategies to succeed and so this should be seen, really, as a long-term project; and to be realistic, it is not likely to succeed in the near term because presently, politically and sociologically, Africa is a stony place to sow the seeds of human rights.

The same day went Jesus out of the house, and sat by the sea side. And great multitudes were gathered together unto him, so that he went into a ship, and sat; and the whole multitude stood on the shore. And he spake many things unto them in parables, saying, Behold, a sower went forth to sow; And when he sowed, some seeds fell by the way side, and the fowls came and devoured them up: Some fell upon stony places, where they had not much earth: and forthwith they sprung up, because they had no deepness of earth: And when the sun was up, they were scorched; and because they had no root, they withered away. And some fell among thorns; and the thorns sprung up, and choked them: – Matthew Chapter 13. 1-7 KJV

PART I

1.0 INTRODUCTION – THE HISTORY AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THE AFRICAN CHARTER ON HUMAN AND PEOPLE’S RIGHTS

The African Charter on Human and People’s Rights – the Charter – is the primary regional human rights instrument of the African

1.1 PROMOTING HUMAN RIGHTS THROUGH STATE REPORTS

Generally, under international human rights treaties, States are required to submit Periodic Reports to their treaty monitoring bodies to indicate how they are meeting their human rights obligations. State Reporting is thus a central monitoring device for protecting and promoting human rights. It is a minimum obligation that States must meet and it is an important obligation because it is one of the primary mechanisms for determining whether a State is complying with its human rights obligations. This is also the objective of the State Reporting system under the Charter.

1.2 CONCLUSIONS OF COMMENTATORS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AFRICAN STATE REPORTING SYSTEM

The general consensus among commentators on the Reporting system under the Charter is that it has been ineffective. Kofi Quashigah is critical of the Reporting system; he concludes that “. . . a review of the process . . . does not depict a very bright picture.” Frans Viljoen is equally censorious. He states that the record on State Reporting has not been impressive and concludes that it will require the continuous

2. The AU replaced the OAU in 2001 as the Pan-African Institution of the African continent.
4. Evans & Murray, supra note 3, at 50-51.
6. KOFI QUASHIGAH, supra note 3, at 261.
attention of all players to ensure its effectiveness.\(^7\) Malcom Evans and Rachel Murray are even more damning. They say that “There is no doubt that the existing system is far from effective in attaining even these minimal prescribed and desired goals.”\(^8\) “In the past, so great a premium has been placed upon securing cooperation and avoiding confrontation [between the Commission and States] that there has been a danger of the process spilling over into collaboration. . . .”\(^9\)

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PAPER – SOWING THE SEEDS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN STONY PLACES

Why have African States failed to take the Reporting system seriously? In trying to answer this question, I shall use Ghana’s participation in the Reporting system as a point of reference. I shall demonstrate the weaknesses of the State Reporting process of the African human rights system, by analyzing Ghana’s participation in the State Reporting process. This is because Ghana is one of the countries on the African continent that should be committed to honoring its international human rights obligations as Ghana seems to be committed to liberalism and democracy.

Michael Bratton and Nicolas van de Walle define political liberalization as the process of reforming authoritarian regimes. It involves relaxing the controls that regulate political activity. Particularly, it is about the State increasingly recognizing the basic human rights and liberties of its citizens.\(^10\) Democratization is about the process of constructing better participatory and competitive political institutions in a society.\(^11\)

In terms of liberalization, Ghana’s 1992 Constitution was founded broadly on liberal principles and it contains strong human rights protecting provisions.\(^12\) Ghana also has an extremely robust press, which criticizes the government, openly and generally, without untoward consequences.\(^13\) In terms of democratization, since 1992, Ghana has had six progressively free and fair elections.

---

7. FRANS VILJOEN, supra note 5, at 390.
9. Id. at 75.
11. Id. at 194.
13. Const. Rep. Ghana Ch. XII, art. CLXII.
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So, if an African State would take its human rights obligations—both domestic and international—seriously, then it is a State like Ghana. But as I shall demonstrate in the course of this paper, despite Ghana’s seeming commitment to liberalism and democracy, Ghana has failed woefully to meet its Reporting obligations under Article 62 of the Charter.

Why has Ghana not taken its Article 62 responsibilities seriously? In this paper, I shall argue that the sociological and political environments of a typical sub-Saharan African country make it easy for African States to disregard their human rights obligations.

This paper is divided into five parts. Part I has introduced the central concerns of this paper. Part II will examine the sociological and political environments in which human rights are supposed to be protected in Africa. Part III discusses the nature and problems of the State Reporting system within the African human rights system. Part IV discusses how the problems of State Reporting in the African human rights system is manifested in Ghana’s participation in the State Reporting process and explains why Ghana has not met its obligations under Article 62 of the African Charter. Part V concludes the paper.

PART II

2.0 A STONY PLACE: THE SOCIOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL ENVIRONMENTS IN WHICH HUMAN RIGHTS ARE PROTECTED IN AFRICA

Article 62 of the Charter, states that:

Each state party shall undertake to submit every two years, from the date the present Charter comes into force, a report on the legislative or other measures taken with a view to giving effect to the rights and freedoms recognized and guaranteed by the present Charter.14

Consequently, States that have ratified the African Charter must submit Reports to the Commission every two years indicating how they are protecting and promoting human rights within their jurisdictions. But are African States disposed to honor their human rights obligations, domestically and internationally?

2.1 HUMAN DIGNITY AND LACK OF HUMAN RIGHTS CONSCIOUSNESS

Berger makes a distinction between the consciousness which forms the basis of identity in non-industrialized societies and the consciousness that forms the basis of identity in modern capitalist societies, and argues that they have implications for human rights protection. In non-industrialized societies, because of the stability of institutions, individual identity is strongly influenced by the institutional roles that society assigns to individuals, and concepts such as honor are central to the consciousness of individuals and motivates their behavior.

In contrast, modern societies are relatively egalitarian. Here, institutional holds on people are comparatively weak, and the individual has to develop his own subjective identity to survive. Consequently, concepts such as honor are obsolescent and have been replaced with concepts like human dignity. Human dignity lies at the heart of human rights. It is the fundamental consciousness of human dignity in modern societies that has resulted in the creation of institutions that aim to and effectively promote and protect human rights.

Ghana is a relatively unindustrialized society, where communitarian values dominate social life. Although sophisticated individualism is developing in the urban areas of Ghana, it faces the headwinds of the strong communitarian ethos that prevails in the more rural parts of the country. This means that human dignity, while found in the Ghanaian consciousness, usually gives way to communitarian values. It also means that the sophisticated individualism which is required to ground human rights protection in Ghana, is relatively undeveloped. In fact, as I shall show below, Ghana’s Report addresses this issue and suggests that this lack of human rights consciousness is one of the reasons that explain the difficulties of protecting human rights in Ghana.

2.2 NEO-PATRIMONIALISM

Politically, States in Africa are neo-patrimonial. Bratton and van de Walle argue that neo-patrimonialism combines the patrimonialism of traditional authority with the written laws and bureaucracy of mod-

16. *Id.*
17. *Id.*
18. *Id.*
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ern legal-rational authority.\textsuperscript{19} Like a patrimonial society, authority in a neo-patrimonial state is personalized. Patronage and clientelism are the dominant feature of the political system. Unlike the situation in modern bureaucracies, state officials in neo-patrimonial political systems are not loyal to the rules of the bureaucratic institution in which they work. Their allegiance is to the ruler personally, and the ruler and his coteries undermine the effectiveness of the administrative State by using the State for patronage and clientelist practices.\textsuperscript{20}

Another feature of neo-patrimonial political systems is that state resources are the central means of acquiring political support and state officials will stop short of nothing and will misuse public resources to garner political support.\textsuperscript{21} Misuse of public resources, however, means that neo-patrimonialist regimes lack developmental capacity and political legitimacy, and are prone to economic crises.\textsuperscript{22} The result is that public infrastructures are poorly maintained and officials lack operating funds.\textsuperscript{23}

What are the consequences of neo-patrimonialism for protecting and promoting human rights? Under-investments in public human rights institutions undermine human rights protection because public human rights institutions such as the courts, ombudsmen, and the police do not have the required resources to carry out their human rights mandates. When it comes to meeting the State’s international human rights obligations, such as preparing and submitting State Reports, under-resourced and under-paid officials are unlikely to approach their work with any enthusiasm.

I shall argue that lack of human rights consciousness and neo-patrimonialism are the main reasons why African States fail to meet their legal obligations under the Reporting system of the African human rights system.

\textsuperscript{19} Michael Ratton and Nicolas Van De Walle, supra note 10, 61-66.
\textsuperscript{20} Id.
\textsuperscript{21} Id. at 66-67.
\textsuperscript{22} Id. at 67.
\textsuperscript{23} Id.
PART III

3.0 THE LEGAL BASIS FOR STATES' REPORTS AND PROBLEMS WITH ARTICLE 62

As I have already indicated, Article 62 of the Charter is the legal basis upon which the Commission receives and examines State Reports. Interestingly, as stated, Article 62 does not specifically mention the Commission as the institution with authority to receive and examine such Reports. Article 62 merely states that after a State ratifies the Charter, it must submit a Report, every two years, providing information on the legislative and other measures that it has taken to honor its obligations under the Charter. Since, it was unclear to whom a State was to submit its Report and what was to be done after the Report had been submitted, a gap had been created in the State Reporting part of the African human rights system. This gap had to be closed. In 1988, at its third session, the Commission asked the African Assembly of Heads of States and Government to assign it with the responsibility of receiving and examining State Reports. In 1988, at their 24th Ordinary Session, the Assembly of Heads of States and Governments acceded to this request and granted the Commission the power to receive and examine States' Reports. The Assembly also gave the Commission power to provide general guidelines that would assist States to prepare their Reports.

3.1 GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING STATE REPORTS

In line with the authority granted to the Commission by the Assembly of Heads of States and Governments, the Commission issued general guidelines on how States should prepare and submit their Reports. The first guidelines were the “Guidelines for National Periodic Reports under the African Charter” and they were adopted in 1989.

The “Guidelines for National Periodic Reports under the African Charter,” hereinafter to be called the First Guidelines, require that a State must submit two types of Reports. First, a State must submit
an Initial Report. In the Initial Report, a State must indicate the basic conditions, the basic programs and the basic institutions of the State that assist it in fulfilling its Charter obligations. Subsequently, the State must submit a Periodic Report every two years. The object of a Periodic Report is to provide up to date information on how the State has implemented the Charter during the two years since it submitted its last Report.

3.1.2 Initial Report

The Initial Report must be made up of two sections. It must be made up of a section on civil and political rights and a section on economic and social rights.

3.1.2.1 Initial Report: Civil and Political Rights

The section of the Initial Report devoted to civil and political rights must itself be divided into two parts. First, there must be a general part, which must indicate the general legal framework within which, civil and political rights are protected by the State. In the second part, the State must indicate the legislative, administrative or other measures that it has taken to protect Articles 2 to Articles 13 of the Charter within the State’s jurisdiction. The Initial Report must include copies of laws that protect civil and political rights and where texts cannot be included, information that explain, such laws.

3.1.2.2 Periodic Reports: Civil and Political Rights

The section of the Periodic Report devoted to civil and political rights must also have two parts. The first part must provide information on the political and legal framework within which the Charter’s civil and political rights are protected within the State. The second part must show how the individual substantive civil and political rights

29. Id. Introduction, 4, at 49 and 37.
30. Id.
31. Id.
32. General Guidelines Regarding the Form and Contents of Reports from States on Civil and Political Rights, I Para 4, at 38.
33. Id. Para I(4)(a) - Para I(4)(a)(v).
34. Id. Para I(4)(b)(i) - Para I(4)(b)(iv).
35. Id. Para I (5).
36. Id.
37. Id. Para I (7)(a).
of the Charter are protected by the State.\textsuperscript{38} The State must also provide information on the measures that it has adopted to implement the Charter, as a result of interactions between the Commission and the State.\textsuperscript{39} It must also provide information about any difficulties\textsuperscript{40} and any progress\textsuperscript{41} it has faced in implementing the Charter.

Since the aim of the Reporting process is to determine how the State is actually promoting and protecting the Charter, the State must include in its Periodic Reports, decisions of its courts and its administrative bodies that show how it is protecting civil and political rights.\textsuperscript{42} Again, copies of legislation and other texts relevant to civil and political rights protection in the country must be attached to the Reports.\textsuperscript{43}

\subsection*{3.1.2.3 Economic and Social Rights}

A State must also provide information about how it is protecting economic and social rights in its Initial and Periodic Reports.\textsuperscript{44}

\subsection*{3.1.2.4 Initial Report: Economic and Social Rights}

In its Initial Report, a State must provide information about how it is protecting and promoting economic and social rights.\textsuperscript{45} The State must also provide information about the basic conditions, institutions and programs that the State is using to promote economic development.\textsuperscript{46}

The information that a State is required to provide in its Initial Report, in relation to economic and social rights, is both specific and detailed. So, for example, the State must provide information about its principal laws, administrative regulations, collective bargaining and court decisions that protect and promote the right to work.\textsuperscript{47} The State is expected to provide information on how it is protecting workers’ rights to freely choose their employment, freedom from forced labor and from discrimination in employment.\textsuperscript{48} The State also has to

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{38} \textit{Id.} Para I (7)(b).
  \item \textsuperscript{39} \textit{Id.} Para I (8)(a) - Para I (8)(d).
  \item \textsuperscript{40} \textit{Id.} Para I (8)(e).
  \item \textsuperscript{41} \textit{Id.} Para I (8)(f).
  \item \textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id. at 4 ¶ (9).}
  \item \textsuperscript{43} \textit{Id. at 4 ¶ (10).}
  \item \textsuperscript{44} \textit{Id. at 4 ¶ (1).}
  \item \textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id. at 10 ¶ (40).}
  \item \textsuperscript{47} \textit{Id. at 4 ¶ (3).}
  \item \textsuperscript{48} \textit{Id. at 4 ¶ (4)(a).}
\end{itemize}
provide information on its policies that promote full employment in a political environment that protects civil and political liberties. The State must indicate the measures that it has taken to ensure that the best possible employment market prevails within its economy; these measures must include information on manpower planning procedures, collection and analysis of employment statistics, and organization of employment services. The State must provide information on its technical and vocational guidance and training programs. It also has to show evidence about how it is protecting workers from arbitrary termination of employment and its policies against unemployment. The State must provide statistical information on the extent of unemployment and underemployment in the country and the difficulties that it faces in protecting the right to work.

3.1.2.5 Periodic Reports: Economic and Social Rights

In its Periodic Reports, a State is expected to provide information on the extent to which it has protected the individual economic and social rights guaranteed under the Charter. It must indicate, especially, any progress or any difficulties that it has faced in fulfilling its Charter’s economic and social obligations. Principal laws, regulations, collective bargaining agreements and court decisions referred to in the Periodic Report must also be submitted with the Report. Again, since the aim of the Reporting process is to determine how the State is actually promoting the Charter’s economic and social rights, the State must include decisions of the courts and administrative bodies that protect economic and social rights in its Periodic Reports. Copies of legislation and other texts relevant to the protection of economic and social rights must be attached to Periodic Reports.
3.2 The Umozurike Amendments

The Commission adopted amendments to the First Guidelines in April 1998, because the Commission recognized that the First Guidelines were too detailed and too lengthy and could serve as a disincentive to States submitting Reports. The official title of the Amendments to the First Guidelines is “Guidelines to Periodic Reporting Under Article 62 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Right by U O Umozurike”, but they have come to be better known as the Umozurike Amendments.

Under the Umozurike Amendments, a State still has to submit Initial and Periodic Reports. In the Initial Report, a State has to provide a brief account of its history, its form of government and the relationship that exists between the various branches of government. The Initial Report must include basic documents such as the State’s constitution, criminal code, criminal procedure code, and any landmark decisions, that courts have made on human rights. It also has to provide information on the major human rights instruments that it is a party to and the steps that it has taken to ensure that these instruments are enforced domestically.

A State also has to provide information on how it is protecting civil and political rights, economic, social and cultural rights, and group rights. The Report must also provide information about how it is improving the conditions of women, children, and the disabled, and the steps it has taken to protect the family and improve its cohesion.

A State must provide information on how it is ensuring that individuals honor their duties under the Charter. The State must also discuss the problems that it is facing in implementing the Charter.

61. Id.
62. Id. at 80, ¶ 1.
63. Id. at 80, ¶ 2.
64. Id. at 80, ¶ 3.
65. Id. at 80, ¶ 4(a).
66. Id. at 80, ¶ 4(b).
67. Id. at 80, ¶ 4(c).
68. Id. at 80, ¶ 5(a).
69. Id. at 80, ¶ 5(b).
70. Id. at 80, ¶ 5(c).
71. Id. at 80, ¶ 6.
72. Id. at 80, ¶ 7.
73. Id. at 80, ¶ 8.
also has to show how it is promoting human rights education within the country, and the Charter in its international relations.

3.3 Criticisms of the Guidelines

The First Guidelines and the Umozurike Amendments have been subjected to considerable and justified criticisms by commentators. Evans and Murray suggest that the First Guidelines are “complex, repetitive and lengthy.” Ankumah also claims that they are inadequate because they are unnecessarily detailed in some areas and not sufficiently comprehensive in other areas. Ankumah also criticizes the First Guidelines on the grounds that they are difficult to follow. For example, as I have shown above, Initial and Periodic Reports are repeatedly discussed under the same heading. Ankumah does not think that these suggestions about how States should prepare their Reports is appropriate because they are confusing. She argues that it would have been better to discuss all the issues relating to Initial Reports under one heading and then all the issues relating to Periodic Reports discussed under another heading. Evans and Murray also criticize the Umozurike Amendments as “brief, to the point of being vacuous.”

3.4 Preparing State’s Report

I must now discuss the process of preparing a Report by a State under the Charter. Viljoen argues that the process of preparing a State’s Report should be an opportunity for the State to assess the extent to which it is honoring its obligations under the Charter. A State, must therefore involve all the human rights institutions in the country in the process of writing the Report. The process of Report writing should be a process of introspection for the State and through this process, the State should examine its laws to ensure that they comply with its human rights obligations. Ankumah also believes that the involvement of NGOs in preparing State Reports, is likely to improve the quality of Reports because excellent Report writing re-

---
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quires adequate and quality staff, access to information and critical analysis, time and material resources, which many African State bureaucracies lack.\(^8\)

3.5 Record of States in following the Guidelines for State Reports

It seems that it is only in exceptional circumstances that States follow the formal and substantive requirements of the Guidelines. Viljoen argues that generally, States merely list their legislative provisions and policies in their Reports.\(^2\) Evans and Murray are also not sure how much the Umozurike Amendments have influenced State Report writing. This uncertainty may be due to the fact that the Umozurike Amendments are so vague that it is difficult for States to know exactly what the Commission requires from them.\(^3\)

Reform of the Guidelines

After about 27 years of operating the First Guidelines and the Umozurike Amendments, and after all the criticisms that they have faced, it may be time for the Commission to re-issue new guidelines. I suggest a procedure that is likely to lead to a formulation of new and better guidelines. NGOs interested in developing new guidelines should take the initiative in the process. This is because the Commission is not likely to have the time and resources to lead the process and if States or the AU led the process, it would drag on for years.

The development of new guidelines should be guided by the experiences of the Commission and the work of other treaty bodies, such as the Human Rights Committee of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of the International Covenant on Economic and Social Rights. The aim should be to develop guidelines that States could adhere to. The process of creating new guidelines should especially examine whether it is realistic to expect States to submit Reports every two years. After the new guidelines have been developed, a workshop should be organized between States, the Commission, and NGOs to debate and adopt the Guidelines.

\(^8\) An Kumah, supra note 70, at 81-82.
\(^2\) Viljoen, supra note 5, at 373.
\(^3\) Evans & Murray, supra note 3, at 62-64.
3.7 Late Submission of Reports

As I have already stated, Article 62 also requires that States provide Periodic Reports every two years after presentation of their Initial Reports. No State has been able to meet this requirement. One reason for this poor record could be the time interval during which States are expected to prepare and submit Reports; two years is probably too short a time for States to prepare adequate Reports and if States met this requirement, the Commission would be unable to examine all the Reports in a timely manner. Malcolm Evans and Rachel Murray believe that the two-year Reporting cycle is an unrealistic expectation.84

To encourage States to meet their Reporting obligations, the Commission decided that States could consolidate their past Reports. The present situation therefore is that States must provide Reports every two years, but they could consolidate their past Reports if they are unable to meet this legal requirement. Consequently, it is not likely that any State would ever meet the two-year Reporting requirement.

3.8 Non-Submission of Reports

Late Reporting, however, is not the only problem that the African human rights Reporting system faces. Some States just refuse to meet their Reporting obligations. Evelyn A. Ankumah believes that this is “the most glaring and difficult problem undermining the effectiveness of the examination process. . . .”85 Viljoen blames States; he suggests that States do not submit Reports because of weak domestic bureaucracies.86 Evans and Murray, on the other hand, partly blame the Commission; they believe that failure to submit Reports is due mainly to the fact that the Commission is determined to use non-confrontational methods to encourage States to take human rights obligations and the work of the Commission seriously.87

In order to pressurize States to submit their Reports on time, the Commission, in its 5th Annual Report, requested the Assembly of Heads of States and Governments to pass a resolution to encourage

84. Id. at 75.
85. ANKUMAH, supra note 70, at 108.
86. VILJOEN, supra note 5, at 375.
87. EVANS & MURRAY, supra note 3, at 56-57.
States to submit their Reports on time. The Assembly of Heads of States and Governments passed the resolution in 1993.\textsuperscript{88}

3.9 Preparation for Examining States’ Reports and the Role of NGOs in this Process

The process of examining Reports under the Charter is as follows: for the Commission to examine a Report, the Commission must receive the Report at least 3 months before the coming session. A legal officer of the Commission will study the Report and prepare a questionnaire in relation to the Report. The Commissioner, who acts as the rapporteur for that country, will review the questionnaire. Sometimes, questions are sent to the Reporting State, and the State is expected to provide its answers in writing before the Report is examined.\textsuperscript{89}

If the Commission relied exclusively on States to provide the information upon which it would examine how States are honoring their human rights obligations, the information available to the Commission would be skewed in favor of States. Consequently, the Commission must have information from other sources to supplement the information provided by States. NGOs are the most likely sources of such information. If the Commission receives information from an NGO, on a State whose Report is to be examined, it evaluates the information and if the information is useful, it incorporates the information into the questionnaire and uses the information as the basis for posing questions to the State.\textsuperscript{90}

3.9.1 The Process of Actually Examining States’ Reports and Its Problems

Examination of a State’s Report occurs publicly, and a representative of the State introduces the Report. The Commissioner, who acts as the rapporteur for the State, comments on the Report and then poses questions to the State delegation. Other Commissioners could also pose questions at this stage. The State’s delegation then makes oral responses to the questions after they have been given opportunities to prepare their responses. After the “questions and answers” ses-

\textsuperscript{88} Quashigah, supra note 3, at 267.
\textsuperscript{89} Viljoen, supra note 5, at 377.
\textsuperscript{90} Id. at 382.
sion, the Chairman thanks the delegation and the examination is concluded.\textsuperscript{91}

The quality of the deliberations depends very much on the quality of a State’s delegation. Often the head of the delegation is a Minister of State and usually, he will be the person to introduce the Report. However, it is important that the delegation includes senior officials and experts who could answer substantive questions involving facts and policy.\textsuperscript{92} If members of the delegation are not senior officials they will have difficulty answering questions with authority. If the delegation does not include persons who have expertise on the human rights situation in the country, they may not be able to answer questions in sufficient detail even if they could deal with policy issues.\textsuperscript{93}

There are a number of problems with the actual examination of the Report process. First, some States’ representatives fail to turn up when their Reports are to be examined. The problem of the non-presence of State representatives has led the Commission to postpone examination of particular States’ Reports, sometimes for more than two years, such that by the time the Report is actually examined, the information in the Report is outdated.\textsuperscript{94}

Another problem with the examination process is the quality of States’ representatives. Ankumah claims that, oftentimes, States’ representatives are hesitant when it comes to answering specific questions. She suggests that this may be due to the fact that they lack the knowledge that allows them to contribute positively to the substance of the discussions.\textsuperscript{95}

A third problem is the structure of the examination process itself. Viljoen contends that the manner in which the examination of States’ Report is conducted is hardly conducive to a genuine dialogue. Instead of the State presenting a summary of the Report—highlighting the salient aspects of the Report—considerable time is taken up by presentation of the Report.\textsuperscript{96} The Commissioners then pose questions to the State’s representatives for about two hours and then the State representatives are given 30 minutes in which to reply.\textsuperscript{97} The result is

\textsuperscript{91} Id. at 377-78.
\textsuperscript{92} Id. at 378.
\textsuperscript{94} Ankumah, supra note 94, at 96-97.
\textsuperscript{95} Id. at 107.
\textsuperscript{96} Viljoen, supra note 5, at 380.
\textsuperscript{97} Id. at 380
that representatives avoid the difficult questions posed and engage in platitudes and vague statements.\textsuperscript{98}

Quashigah also believes that the Commission’s financial constraints affect the effectiveness of the examination of the Report process. Inadequate finances mean that the Commission is not able to provide the secretarial and translation services that are required for effective Reports examination. Financial difficulties also mean that the Commission cannot sit a sufficient number of times within a year and a sufficient number of days during its sessions for it to deal adequately with Reports.\textsuperscript{99}

3.9.2 The Role of NGOs During Actual Examination of States’ Reports

The fact that NGOs are encouraged to participate in a State’s Report writing process and are allowed to comment on a Report before it is submitted to the Commission, does not mean that they cannot submit ‘shadow’ Reports, which provide their views about the human rights situation in a country, as part of the Reporting process. NGOs can approach the Commission’s Secretariat and submit information and questions or ‘shadow’ Reports as part of the Reporting process.\textsuperscript{100}

Initially, NGO involvement in the preparation of shadow Reports was constrained by the fact that NGOs did not have access to State Reports locally before they were sent to the Commission. Consequently, Viljoen suggested that the Commission should provide NGOs copies of State Reports before the examination of the Report commenced. This is because State Reports are public documents and they should be available to the public even before the Report is examined.\textsuperscript{101} This weakness has been corrected and presently State Reports are posted on the Commission’s website quite some time before a State’s Report is examined.

3.9.3 Concluding Observations

Viljoen believes that the object of the Reporting process is to make an objective assessment of how a State is honoring its human rights obligations.\textsuperscript{102}

\begin{footnotesize}
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rights obligations so that it could improve the human rights situation in the country. A way to achieve this objective would be for the Commission to provide the State with Concluding Observations after it has reviewed the State’s Report. Concluding Observations will form the basis of a continuing dialogue between the State and the Commission. They would also provide NGOs with benchmarks through which they could monitor the human rights situation in the country.\footnote{Id. at 385-86.}

Even though the Charter is silent on the issue of Concluding Observations, Rule 85(3) and 86(1) of the Commission’s 1988 Rules of Procedure could be the basis for the Commission’s Concluding Observations. Unfortunately, at the initial stages of the Reporting process, the Commission did not often apply this rule and so it did not issue Concluding Observations. Viljoen does not think that this should be a reason to be critical of the Commission. He suggests that the Commission may not have initially issued Concluding Observations because it wanted to avoid confrontation with States. These days, the Commission seems more willing to issue Concluding Observations. As it has gained confidence, it seems more willing to enforce its mandate.\footnote{Id. at 387.}

Generally, the Concluding Observations that have been issued include a summary of the Commission’s findings, the positive factors in the Report, the factors constituting obstacles to a State honoring its human rights obligations, areas of concern and recommendations. Some of the recommendations allow for future assessments. Others are however, vague, too deferential, too idealistic, or too extensive to act as benchmarks to States for compliance and to the human rights community for monitoring.\footnote{Id. at 388.}

3.9.4 Follow Ups

Viljoen also states that the Commission has not had a consistent policy on ‘Follow Ups’, after it has examined a State’s Report. Sometimes it follows up by requesting supplementary information from the State—information to be provided at the next examination.\footnote{Id. at 389.} Most States, however, fail to provide the information that is requested from them by the Commission and unfortunately, the Commission also does not send reminders to States about the supplementary informa-
tion that they are expected to provide, so there is not a continuous
dialogue between the Commission and States.106

3.9.5 Closer Relationship between the Commission and the AU
and other International Human Rights Bodies
to Improve States’ Reports

Generally, Quashigah believes that a closer relationship between
the Commission and the AU would improve observance of human
rights in Africa.107 He suggests that a way to improve the States’ Re-
porting process is for the AU to publicize issues relating to the Re-
porting process and for the AU to sanction States that fail to
implement the Commission’s recommendations.108 Quashigah be-
lieves that the Commission and the AU could take a cue from the
manner in which the political organs of the Organization of American
States (the OAS) participate in the Inter-American human rights sys-
tem and the role that European States play in the European Social
Charter system. According to Quashigah, the political organs of the
OAS actively participate in the Inter-American human rights system
by highlighting human rights violations to OAS States and NGOs.
Through this publicity, a forum is provided for human rights violations
to be discussed and monitored.109 He also suggests that the Assembly
of African Heads of States and Governments, the Executive Council
of the AU and the Pan-African Parliament, etc., could play similar
roles in the African State Reporting system to improve it.110

Quashigah also argues that the Pan-African Parliament could
play a role similar to the role that is played by the European Parlia-
ment, in promoting human rights in Europe. It could do this through
monitoring whether States are implementing the recommendations of
the Commission.111 Quashigah concedes that the Pan-African Parlia-
ment cannot sanction recalcitrant States. However, he believes that
through the publicity that the Pan-African Parliament gives to States’
Reports, States could be forced to honor their human rights
obligations.112

106. ANKUMAH, supra note 70, at 109.
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3.9.6 A General Evaluation of the State Reporting System

Let us now make a general evaluation of the State Reporting system under the Charter and provide explanations about why it has been generally ineffective. What accounts for the general ineffectiveness of the Reporting process?

At the beginning of this paper, I argued that two factors explain this situation. First, because of the general lack of human rights consciousness in Africa, there is little pressure from citizens of African States to force their States to honor their human rights obligations. Secondly, African States are neo-patrimonial States and such States, by their very nature, do not take their human rights obligations seriously. I also suggested that because of their propensity to mismanage their economies, neo-patrimonial States are prone to fiscal crises and this leads to chronic under-investments in their public institutions. Under-investments make it difficult for public human rights institutions to carry out their mandates such as submitting State Reports according to Article 62 of the Charter.

It is also for these reasons that I am skeptical of Quashigah’s suggestion that, like the situations in Europe and in the Americas, the AU and its institutions could bring pressure on African States to honor their human rights obligations. The European human rights system is very effective because citizens of Council of Europe States, recognize the importance of human rights and put sustained pressure on their States to promote and protect human rights both in their domestic and foreign policies. This, generally, pro-human rights attitude is also reflected in the way Council of Europe institutions treat European States that are tempted to dishonor their human rights obligations. A State that is a member of the Council of Europe, that persistently dishonors its human rights obligations will be subject to considerable pressure from Council of Europe institutions. This will make it difficult for such a State to be a persistent violator.

Nothing like the European situation prevails in Africa. Generally, there is at best, an indifference to human rights protection in African States. This indifference to human rights and civil liberties is manifested in many aspects of African intra State relations in which States turn a blind eye to other States that persistently violate human rights. Until the state of human rights consciousness and the present neo-patrimonial nature of politics change significantly, human rights pro-
tection in Africa would continue to look like a situation of sowing seeds in stony places; they are not likely to germinate and flourish.

PART IV

4.0 EXAMINATION OF GHANA’S STATE’S REPORTS IN THE AFRICAN HUMAN RIGHTS SYSTEM

In this part of the paper, I shall evaluate the State Reporting system by analyzing in detail how Ghana has participated in the process. As I have already explained, I have chosen to analyze Ghana’s participation in the Reporting system, because Ghana is a country that seems to be committed to liberal democratic constitutionalism and its 1992 Constitution contains strong provisions that protect human rights. If a country in Africa should take its human rights obligations seriously, then it should be Ghana.113

4.1 History and Problems with Ghana’s Reporting Obligations

Ghana is a West African State. In 1957, it was the first African country south of the Sahara to gain independence from European colonialism. After a checkered political history, in which there was considerable political instability, Ghana returned to a constitutional democracy and multi-party politics in 1993. Ghana ratified its Charter in 1989.

4.2 Failure to Meet its Reporting Obligations under Article 62 of the Charter

The first problem with Ghana’s participation in the Charter’s Reporting system, is that Ghana has failed to meet its legal obligation to submit a Report to the Commission and take part in the examination of its Reports every two years, as required by Article 62 of the Charter.

As I have already indicated, Ghana ratified the Charter in 1989. This means that under Article 62, Ghana should have presented its Initial Report by 1991, and its subsequent Periodic Reports every two years beginning in 1993. It is unclear when Ghana presented its Initial Report because there is no Initial Report from Ghana on the Com-

113. See discussion at Part 1.3 above of this paper.
mission’s website.\textsuperscript{114} There is, in fact, only one Report from Ghana and it is described as Ghana’s Second Periodic Report covering the years 1993-2000.\textsuperscript{115} It is also unclear whether Ghana presented a first Periodic Report after its Initial Report. It may well be that the Report posted on the Commission’s website and described as Ghana’s ‘Second Periodic Report’ is the first Report after the Initial Report, because Ghana was supposed to have submitted its first Periodic Report in 1993. It is also possible that the Report is, in fact, a combination of the Initial Report and the first Periodic Report. It is difficult to know the exact status of the Report from the information gleaned from the Commission’s website.

Interestingly, the Commission’s website indicates that the Report was supposed to cover the years 1993-2000. However, from the Commission’s website, the Report was submitted in September 1998. How the Report submitted in September 1998 could also cover the years 1999 and 2000 is difficult to understand. However, if indeed the Report was supposed to cover the years 1993-2000, then it consolidates four (4) Periodic Reports, 1993-1994, 1995-1996, 1997-1998 and 1999-2000. Although it was submitted in September 1998, the Report was, in fact, examined at the April-May 2001 Ordinary Session of the Commission. This means that it took almost three years for the Report to be examined. It is certain that by the time the Report was examined, the information contained in the Report had become outdated.

Since then, Ghana has not presented any Reports. This means that as of 2016, Ghana has nine Reports outstanding. It is not clear when Ghana will submit these outstanding Reports. If its past record is a guide to its future actions, it is not likely that Ghana will satisfy its Reporting obligations any time soon.

4.3 Contents of Ghana’s Report

Ghana’s Report does not indicate the years that it was supposed to cover. It is merely titled “Report on Ghana’s Compliance with its Reporting Obligations Pursuant to Article 62 of the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights.” Taking into consideration the fact that by the time the Report was submitted, Ghana had at least three (3) Reports outstanding, one could have expected the Report to ex-

\textsuperscript{115} Id.
plain why Ghana had not met its Reporting obligations in 2000. But, the Report does not explain this. The Report, also, does not indicate the Ministry or Government Department that prepared the Report. Further, it does not indicate the person or persons who presented the Report during the examination process.

4.3.1 Background

The Report begins with a background; it provides a brief history and geography of Ghana. At the time the Report was submitted, Ghana had a population of 18.5 million people. Ghana had also transitioned from the military government of the Provisional National Defense Council (PNDC) to the constitutional administration of the National Democratic Congress (NDC).116

The Report provides a brief description of Ghana’s political and constitutional system: Ghana’s political system is divided between an Executive, who is responsible for executing the laws passed by a multi-party Parliament, and an independent judiciary, who guarantees the rule of law.117 This is the general legal framework within which Ghana is supposed to protect human rights.

4.3.2 Ghana’s Report on Civil and Political Rights

Ghana’s Report discusses how Ghana is protecting the Charter’s civil and political rights.118 The Report proceeds as follows: first, a civil or political right protected under the Charter is identified. The Report then identifies the equivalent right that is protected under Ghana’s 1992 Constitution. Where possible, legislations passed by Ghana’s Parliament and cases decided by Ghanaian courts that protect the civil or political right are also identified.119

For example, the Report refers to Articles 2 and 3 of the Charter, which prohibit discrimination and ensure equal protection to all under the law. The Report then refers to Article 12 of the 1992 Ghana Constitution, which protects the fundamental human rights of all persons. Article 12 of the 1992 Ghana Constitution also prohibits discrimina-

---

117. Id. at 2-4.
118. Id. at 5.
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The Report also discusses how Ghanaian law, institutions and processes protect the Charter’s other civil and political rights.

4.4 Economic Rights

The section on economic rights begins with an outline of the recent economic history of Ghana starting from 1983, when Ghana launched its Vision 2020 program aimed at ensuring that Ghana attained middle-income status in 2020. The Report then discusses the substantive economic rights that Ghana protects. Again, it follows the approach of the section that deals with civil and political rights. First, the Report refers to an economic right that is guaranteed by the Charter; then it discusses the equivalent economic right that is protected under Ghanaian law.

For example, the Report refers to Article 15 of the Charter – the right to work – and then it refers to Article 24 of the 1992 Ghana Constitution, which protects the right to work. The Report identifies the Industrial Relations Act, the Workmen’s Compensation Law, the Factory, Offices and Shops Act, the Labor Decree, the Investment Code, etc. as the laws that protect the right to work in Ghana. It also refers to Article 36 of the 1992 Ghana Constitution, which states the Directive Principles of State Policy, which require the government of Ghana to manage the economy so that it could maximize the rate of economic growth in a manner that is compatible with personal freedoms.

120. Id. The Report refers, mistakenly, to Article 17 of the Ghana Constitution, when in fact it should have referred to Article 15 of the 1992 Constitution, which protects dignity of persons, the right to liberty and prohibition against torture, cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and punishment.
121. Id. at 6-8.
122. Id. at 8-24.
123. Id. at 26-27.
124. Id. at 26.
4.5 Social and Cultural Rights

The Report also has a section on protection of social and cultural rights in Ghana. It refers to Articles 16 and 17, as the provisions that protect the right to health and the right to education respectively in the Charter. The Report then identifies Articles 25, 26(1) and 38 of the 1992 Ghana Constitution as the Ghanaian constitutional provisions that protect the right to health and the right to education.\textsuperscript{125}

The Report discusses the educational programs that the Ghanaian government has implemented to ensure that Ghana’s obligation to promote education under the 1992 Ghana Constitution and under the Charter are honored.\textsuperscript{126} The Report discusses the impact that these programs have had on literacy in Ghana. Between 1970 and 1995, the Report claims that the literacy rate in Ghana doubled from 30\% to 64\%. However, the Report also concedes that there is a serious gender disparity in the literacy rate; for example, as at 1995, while 76\% of men were literate, only 53\% of women were literate.\textsuperscript{127}

Interestingly, there is no discussion on the right to health in the Report.

4.6 Cultural Rights and the Right to Dignity

The Report discusses how Ghana is protecting cultural rights and human dignity. As usual, it begins by referring to the Charter.\textsuperscript{128} Articles 17(2) and 17(3) of the Charter protect the right to culture and human dignity. The Report then identifies Article 15 and Article 26 of the 1992 Ghana Constitution as the articles that protect human dignity. Article 26(2) ensures that practices that dehumanize or injure the physical and mental well-being of persons are prohibited. It then identifies some harmful cultural rights that have been abolished and the strategies that Ghana is using to promote human dignity.\textsuperscript{129}

4.6.1 The Rights of the Women

The Report also discusses the rights of the family, the rights of women, the rights of children and the rights of the disabled. Article 18(3) of the Charter and Article 27 of the 1992 Ghana Constitu-
section protect the rights of women. The Report suggests that gender equality has improved significantly as a result of socio-economic developments in Ghana and the activities of gender advocates. The Report surmises that due to the activities of gender advocates, the Ghana government has adopted affirmative action programs to increase the presence and role of women in decision-making at the higher echelons of Ghanaian society.

4.6.2 The Rights of Children

Article 18(3) of the Charter protects the rights of children. The Report states that Article 28 of the 1992 Ghana Constitution protects the rights and dignity of children. This is to ensure their well-being and development. The Report discusses the programs that Ghana has developed to protect the rights of children.

4.6.3 The Rights of the Disabled

The rights of persons with disabilities are also discussed in the Report. Again, Article 18(4) of the Charter protects the rights of the disabled. Article 29 of the 1992 Ghana Constitution prohibits discrimination against persons with disabilities, especially when it comes to access to employment and accommodation. Homes are also required to be modified to be so that persons with disabilities could be accommodated in such buildings. However, the Report recognizes that discrimination against persons with disabilities continues to be a major challenge and this has made it difficult for such persons to receive education and employment.

4.6.4 The Rights of the Aged

There is no discussion about the rights of the aged in the Report.

4.7 Evaluation of the Report

Does Ghana’s Report satisfy the Commission’s guidelines on how Reports should be prepared? I have already indicated that it would be difficult to establish whether a Report satisfies the Umozurike

130. Id. at 32.
131. Id. at 33.
132. Id. at 34.
133. Id. at 35.
134. Id. at 35-36.
Amendments because the requirements of the Umozurike Amendments are very imprecise. It is also difficult to ascertain whether Ghana’s Report satisfies the First Guidelines. This is because, as we have already indicated, it is not clear whether Ghana’s Report is an Initial Report or a Periodic Report and the First Guidelines have somewhat different requirements for Initial and Periodic Reports. However, since the Report is described as a second Periodic Report, I will assess it on the basis that it is a Periodic Report.

As a Periodic Report, the Report does not satisfy the First Guidelines because it does not provide some of the information required by the First Guidelines. For example, it does not provide any information about the measures that Ghana has adopted to implement the Charter as a result of interactions between the Commission and Ghana.135

There are also other weaknesses in Ghana’s discussion about how it is protecting Charter rights. The Report merely lists the institutions created and the laws that Ghana has enacted to protect both civil and political rights, as well as economic and social rights. The Report, however, does not provide any in-depth analyses about how effective these institutions and laws have been in protecting Charter rights in Ghana. I note, for example, that in relation to civil and political rights, the Report states that within the broad legal framework in which human rights are protected, the judiciary is responsible for guaranteeing rule of law.136 Also, in relation to the economic right to work, the Report lists the institutions and the laws that protect the right to work.137 However, the Report does not tell us whether, in fact, the judiciary is able to effectively protect the rule of law and human rights in Ghana, nor does it tell us how effectively the right to work is protected in Ghana. In spite of the huge problem of unemployment in Ghana, there is in fact, no discussion about the problem of unemployment in the Report.

It must be acknowledged that there are more in-depth discussions on social rights, the rights of women and children, and the rights of the disabled. There are also attempts to grapple with some of the specific problems within these areas. But again, the Report is not sufficiently
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135. Ghana’s response to these failings could be that since the Report was Ghana’s first Report to the Commission, there had been no prior issues raised by the Commission about Ghana’s past Reports. This response would however be adequate if the Report under examination was Ghana’s Initial Report. As has been argued, the status of the Report is not clear.
136. Id. at 3–4.
137. Id. at 24–27.
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detailed for us to know whether progress is really occurring or not. It is also not satisfactorily critical of the situation in Ghana. For example, the Report states that the government is implementing programs to ensure that all children receive basic education and healthcare. But the Report does not inform us about how successful these programs have been. At best, the Report presents an unduly positive view of government efforts, without contending with the problems that the government faces in meeting these obligations.

4.8 Problems with Protecting Human Rights in Ghana

The Ghana Report also identifies the general problems that Ghana faces in protecting human rights. It identifies illiteracy as the first major problem. It argues that illiteracy undermines rights because a significant number of people are unaware of their rights and do not appreciate the rights of others. They are also unaware of their duties and obligations.

The second problem is cultural. The Report claims that, generally, Ghanaian culture is patriarchal. People also venerate authority and therefore do not assert their rights. They fail to demand accountability and transparency from officials. As a result, Ghanaians tend to tolerate rights abuses.

A third difficulty is the financial constraints that face government institutions charged with protecting human rights. Many of these institutions such as the Ghana Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ) and the National Commission on Civic Education (NCCE) do not have sufficient resources to mount public programs to promote human rights.

Finally, the Report identifies the criminal libel law as one of the hurdles that Ghana must surmount if it is going to be able to promote human rights. The Report argues that freedom of expression is a foundation upon which protection of human rights is founded. The media ought to be able to publish stories about human rights abuses without fear of prosecution and possible incarceration. However, the
existence of laws that criminalize libel make journalists timorous and this undermines the promotion of human rights and human rights education in Ghana.144

4.9 Evaluation of the Problems of Protecting Human Rights in Ghana

In the course of this paper, I have noted that one of the reasons why African States do not honor their human rights obligations, is that human rights consciousness is relatively under-developed amongst large segments of Africa’s populace. Another reason is that politics in Africa is of a neo-patrimonial nature. Although Ghana’s Report does not identify the problems in the way I have stated them here, it nevertheless raises these issues in indirect ways and argues that these issues are why it is difficult to protect human rights in Ghana.

For example, the Report identifies illiteracy, patriarchy, and lack of rights assertiveness as some of the reasons that make it difficult for Ghanaians to avow their rights.145 These problems could be classified as issues related to lack of the human rights consciousness. The Ghana Report also refers to the existence of laws such as criminal libel laws that are used to cower the press. Criminal libel laws make it difficult to expose human rights violations in Ghana. Again, in our earlier discussion on neo-patrimonialism, I stated that neo-patrimonial States do not take rights seriously. It should therefore not be surprising that a government in a neo-patrimonial State, like the Ghanaian government, would deploy instruments such as criminal libel laws to harass and intimidate the press. Thus, making it difficult for the press to highlight human rights violations in Ghana, even though, formally, it is committed to political liberalization and democratization.

Finally, the Report identifies the weak financial positions of public institutions, like the Ghana Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (“CHRAJ”) and the National Commission on Civic Education (“NCCE”) that have mandates to protect and promote human rights, as another reason why it is difficult to protect human rights in Ghana.146 Weak finances make it difficult for these

145. Id. at 38.
146. Id. at 39.
institutions to carry out their mandates. Again, throughout this paper, I have addressed the issue of the chronic financial crises that public institutions face in neo-patrimonial States and have suggested that this makes it difficult for public institutions to carry out their mandates. It is therefore not surprising that the Ghana Report would emphasize the under-investments in these institutions as a major reason why Ghana’s human rights institutions, are unable to carry out their objectives.

I believe that these are the same reasons – underdeveloped human rights consciousness and neo-patrimonialism – that explain why Ghana has failed to take its international human rights obligations and consequently failed to honor its obligation of presenting adequate State Reports every two years as required by Article 62 of the Charter.

4.9.1 How to Improve the Human Rights Situation in Africa

“But other [seeds] fell into good ground, and brought forth fruit, some an hundredfold, some sixtyfold, some thirtyfold.” – Matthew Chapter 13. 8 KJV

How can the seeds of human rights be planted in good grounds, so that they would bear fruit hundredfold, sixtyfold and thirtyfold, so that States will honor their human rights obligations, especially their State Reports as required by Article 62 of the Charter?

For this to happen, there must be sustained pressure from citizens of African States to force State institutions to honor their human rights obligations. Legal-rational administrative systems must be developed in place of the prevalent neo-patrimonial administrations to ensure that State bureaucracies operate within the law and protect the rights and properties of their citizens. Legal-rational administrations are more likely to recognize their obligations to prepare adequate State Reports that satisfy the requirements of Article 62 of the Charter.

These are long-term objectives and success cannot be guaranteed. No single policy can achieve these objectives on its own because it would require a multiplicity of strategies and policies. Among the revolutions that must occur are mental revolutions in which people take human rights seriously and governance revolutions that move away from authoritarian rule to deeper political liberalization and democratization. Until these occur, Africa will continue to be a very stony
place to plant the seeds of human rights protection, and States participation in the Charter’s Reporting system, will at best be perfunctory.

PART V

5.0 CONCLUSION

In this paper, I have discussed the problems that face the State Reporting system of the African human rights system. Under Article 62 of the Charter, African States that have ratified the Charter must submit Reports to the African Commission every two years showing how they are implementing the Charter within their jurisdictions.

The Reporting system has been subjected to considerable and justified criticisms. It has been argued that the Reporting system is ineffective. First, the guidelines issued by the Commission to assist States to prepare their Reports are not helpful to States. Secondly, States do not take the process seriously. Generally, they fail to meet their legal obligations as required by Article 60 of the Charter.

Some of these criticisms have been borne out in our analysis of Ghana’s participation in the Reporting process. In spite of the fact that Ghana ratified the Charter in 1989, as of 2016, Ghana has participated in the Reporting process only once, even though it should have submitted a minimum of nine Reports and should have participated in the examination process about the same number of times. And the only Report that Ghana submitted failed to meet the standards required by the guidelines issued by the Commission. Basically, Ghana’s Report merely lists Ghana’s constitutional provisions and legislative enactments that protect Charter rights. There are only very brief discussions about the programs that the Ghana government has implemented to protect the rights guaranteed under the Charter. One would have expected such a Report to provide an in-depth analysis of the state of human rights protection in the country, including the problems associated with protecting rights.

I argued in this paper that one of the reasons why African States do not take their human rights obligations seriously is the relative lack of human rights consciousness among a significant part of Africa’s populace. Thus there is little pressure from African citizenry on African State institutions to take their human rights obligations seriously. Secondly, African States are neo-patrimonial States and neo-patrimonial States, by their very nature, do not take human rights seriously. Also because of the mismanagement of their economies, which is as-
associated with neo-patrimonialism, neo-patrimonial States face chronic under-investment in public institutions and this makes their public institutions, including those charged with human rights protection, ineffective. This explains why States submit shoddy Reports, are usually out of time when they submit their Reports, and fail to appear before the Commission when their Reports are being examined or include persons in their delegations that have no human rights expertise when they appear before the Commission.

I conclude by stating that the fight to ensure that African States take their human rights obligations seriously, is part of a longer and more resolute battle to ensure greater liberalization and deeper democratization in African politics. It would take a multiplicity of policies and strategies to succeed and so this is really a long-term project; and to be realistic, it is not likely to succeed in the near term because presently, politically and sociologically, Africa is a stony place to sow the seeds of human rights.
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INTRODUCTION

It’s August 2017, and a rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, to preserve a monument of confederate general Robert E. Lee has just erupted in violence.1 It’s July 2015, and the Charleston Church
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shooter, Dylann Roof, has just been seen sporting the Confederate flag on his Facebook page. It’s April 2001, and an overwhelming majority of Mississippians have just voted to keep a portion of the Confederate flag emblem on their state flag despite the comments from several Black Mississippi residents that it is a “symbol of racism and slavery.”

It’s 1954, Brown v. Board of Education has just been decided and the state of Georgia has just redesigned its state flag in response to the Court’s decision, adding the Confederate flag.

These events are just a few events from a long history of incidents featuring the Confederate flag. Given the flag’s inception during the Civil War, its association with conflict and controversy may not seem surprising. The Confederate flag initially debuted during the years when the United States’ very union was threatened. It made a major resurgence in the 1950s, during the Civil Rights Movement, also a critical turning point in United States history. Controversy seems to follow the Confederate flag. Recently, an attorney sought to have the Confederate flag emblem removed from the Mississippi state flag as a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution. California passed a law in 2014 banning images and the flag itself from sale and display by the state government. As the 2016 presidential race raged on, a polling site in the town of Troy, North Carolina, hoisted the flag despite protests from many locals saying that the flag intimidated them on their way to the polls. The Charleston church shooting spurred a major turning point in the flag’s debate. That infamous event attracted more attention to the Confederate flag in the new millennium than arguably any other event.

The debate, thus, is neither new nor surprising. But over 150 years after its creation it seems like we are still asking the same ques-
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tion: is this flag a form of hate speech that should be subject to regulation or is it merely an expression of southern pride and culture? The Confederate flag debate does more than address preservation of the Confederate flag, it illuminates the limits of First Amendment jurisprudence relating to hate speech and, therefore, can shape how we understand the balance between hate speech and freedom of speech enshrined in the First Amendment.

The right to speech may be protected more strongly in the United States than any other nation. This freedom is protected to such an extent that the United States takes reservations on key treaties to preserve it. Consequently, proponents of banning the Confederate flag as hate speech face several challenging hurdles. However, these hurdles can be overcome by reworking the incitement to violence doctrine in a way that is analogous to both international treaties and other nations hate speech laws. This note advocates that adopting an incitement to discrimination and hatred doctrine would bring the United States in line with the majority of nations in the international community, help the United States come in full compliance with key international anti-discrimination and hate speech treaties, and most crucially finally create an effective channel for the United States to address hate speech like the Confederate flag.

Part I of this note gives a brief history of the Confederate flag. This segment presents, not only the factual history of the flag, but also how courts have treated the Confederate flag. Part II introduces the incitement to violence doctrine, including its development and application. Part III compares the United States’ incitement exception to international incitement doctrines, focusing on how those doctrines differ from the United States’ exception. This section brings the information in the previous sections together by demonstrating how the United States’ incitement doctrine can be adapted, much like international incitement doctrines, to reach hate speech like the Confederate flag. The final section, Part IV, briefly discusses the social implications of adopting an incitement to hatred and discrimination exception that would be capable of reaching the Confederate flag.

8. Id. (making a reservation to the prohibition of “propaganda for war and advocacy of national, racial, or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility, or violence” in Art. 20 of the ICCPR).
I. HISTORY OF THE CONFEDERATE FLAG

A. A Less than Glamorous Beginning

The Confederate flag has been controversial since its inception. Indeed, it came to being in an era of extreme controversy: the Civil War. But its history is less romantic than would be assumed, given current events. The flag was initially created for the practical purpose of ensuring separate southern state militias fighting during the Civil War on behalf of the south knew they were on the same side.\(^9\) Prior to its creation, the various southern states flew their own separate state flags on the battle frontier.\(^10\) This approach proved problematic since the confederate militias often fired on one another, unsure if they were looking at the flag of an enemy state fighting to preserve the union or that of their fellow confederates.\(^11\) To solve this problem the southern states decided that a single flag representing the confederate south should be adopted.\(^12\)

The symbols on the flag were also adopted more for practicality than decisive symbolism. For example, the red backdrop of the flag was selected rather than the original white backdrop because the white backdrop led to the flag becoming dingy on the battlefield.\(^13\) The St. Andrews cross was adopted for the purpose of distinguishing it from the straight lines on the United States flag and traditional cross of the British flag.\(^14\) The only real symbolic feature is the presence of the thirteen stars symbolizing the confederate states of the slave-holding south.\(^15\) Despite this rather uneventful inception, the Confederate flag was quickly used to rally tired and frustrated confederate troops on the battlefield during the Civil War.\(^16\)

Immediately following the Civil War, the Confederate flag was treated as contraband, especially by radical reconstructionists.\(^17\) While the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) would not take up the flag until the 1940’s, an analogous organization did adopt it during the reconstruction era: the Carolina Rifle Club of Charleston, South Carolina.\(^18\)

\(^10\) Id.
\(^11\) Id. at 8.
\(^12\) Id.
\(^13\) Id.
\(^14\) Id. at 4, 14-15.
\(^15\) Id. at 5.
\(^16\) Id. at 17.
\(^17\) Id. at 46, 49.
\(^18\) Id.
club’s mission was similar to that of the KKK, namely to “[provide] an organized defense of the White race against negro aggression” under the banner of the stars and bars.19

However, when reconstructionists removed the flag, it had more to do with the negative war-related connotation they associated with it than for any animus towards its symbolism as a banner of racial inferiority of Blacks.20 Not surprisingly, as zeal for reconstruction waned, so did resistance to the Confederate flag.21 Between 1865 and 1915, the United States prioritized reducing the sectional tensions between north and south over racial justice.22 In 1877, after the presidential election, a compromise was struck and the flag, which may otherwise have been banned, was allowed to remain.23 The existence of this compromise is no clearer than the nation ignoring the South’s almost immediate imposition of Jim Crow laws, the very laws that necessitated the Civil Rights Movement almost a century later which, then spurred the resurgence of the Confederate flag in the 1950s.24

The years between 1915 and the 1950 were relatively silent where the Confederate flag was concerned,25 but the flag was neither abandoned nor forgotten.26 During this time period, the flag was periodically resurrected by individuals seeking to demonstrate resistance to actions taken by the federal government or to show support for states’ rights.27 Between 1915 and 1950 the flag was frequently unfurled by students on college campuses.28 It was used by the Dixiecrat party.29 During the First World War the flag was used by southern troops seeking to uphold their distinct southern culture when they found themselves suddenly mixed with men from across the nation.30

19. NOTE: The stars and bars is a very common name for the Confederate flag, I will occasionally employ it, especially when emphasizing cultural links or southern heritage.
20. Tiberii, supra note 7, at 49.
21. Id.
22. Id. at 65.
24. Id.
26. Id.; Tiberii, supra note 7, at 78-96 (giving several examples of largely isolated uses of the Confederate flags between the years following reconstruction till 1948. During that period, when the flag was used, it largely due to the Dixiecrat Party’s adoption of the flag).
27. Coski, supra note 9, at 119.
28. Id.
29. Id. at 104-06.
30. Id. at 116-20.
The flag’s resurgence in the 1950s, however, had the irreversible effects of erasing, at least for the majority of Americans, its other uses of the flag by replacing it with its current use as a racial symbol. After the landmark Brown v. Board of Education decision, several southern states resurrected the Confederate flag as a symbol of resistance to federal efforts to desegregate the South. Georgia was the first, altering their state flag to embody the Confederate flag. South Carolina followed suit six years later by flying the flag above its state capital building. An Alabama governor, blatantly and alarmingly, raised the flag as part of his “Segregation Forever” campaign in 1958. Since its resurgence in the 1950s the flag continues to be used in as a symbol of White supremacy. This behavior is especially prevalent in European nations where the Nazi flag and symbols have been banned as a viable alternative. Currently, many people who know little of the flag’s history see White supremacy as the flag’s predominant, if not exclusive, message apart from its use as a symbol of southern pride.

What Does the Flag Mean to Americans

For several decades following the Civil Rights Movement, the Confederate flag took another lull from public attention. Recently it has made another major resurgence. The Charleston shooting drew everyone’s attention back to the confederate battle flag. The ensuing debate about whether the flag should be banned spurred Gallup and CNN to issue polls to Americans to determine how public opinion views the Confederate flag. According to the poll, 57% of those surveyed see the flag as a symbol of southern pride. But what is south-
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38. Jennifer Agiesta, Poll: Majority sees Confederate flag as Southern Pride Symbol, not Racist, CNN (July 2, 2015), available at http://www.cnn.com/2015/07/02/politics/confederate-flag-poll-racism-southern-pride/. (However, this statistic alone fails to tell the whole story. The poll results are sharply divided by race and educational attainment. For example, among Blacks 72%
ern pride? The term, especially when used as a justification for the Confederate flag, is treated as self-evident and is therefore rarely defined. When the Confederate flag is taken into consideration, particularly the idea that it is not discriminatory because it simply expresses southern pride, it is evident how “southern pride” may be invoked as a socially acceptable expression to conceal a socially undesirable expression of discrimination. This is where history becomes critical. Deconstructing an ideology as amorphous as “southern pride” requires a close analysis.

Almost immediately following the South’s defeat in the Civil War, the Confederate flag began to be used as a proxy for racial superiority under the guise of southern pride. Edward A. Pollard, an editor for the Richmond Examiner and more commonly known as the author of The Lost Cause, wrote shortly after the South’s defeat in the Civil War that the South must:

Submit fairly and truthfully to what the war has properly decided only what was put in issue: the restoration of the Union and the exercise of slavery; and to those two conditions the South submits. But the war did not decide negro equality; it did not decide negro suffrage...and these things which the war did not decide, the southern people still cling to, still claim, and still assert them in their rights and views.39

Pollard created the basis for what would become the concept of southern pride in an attempt to reconcile his pro-confederacy ideals with the new realities of the post-Civil War south.40 By admitting defeat in the Civil War to some issues, but not others, Pollard was asserting key elements of what he felt were the South’s essential cultural elements, which could not be conceded, i.e. southern pride.41 It was this ideology that inspired, shaped, and defined the South’s post war political and social life.42 In so doing, the South was boldly asserting that if they had been wrong in severing the Union, they were at least see the flag as a symbol of racism, while just 25% of Whites do. Additionally, 75% southern Whites see the flag as a symbol of southern pride while 75% of southern Blacks take the opposite view. When educational attainment is considered, the number of those who see the flag as a symbol of southern pride drops among Whites to 51%.

40. Id. at 71. See also Rebecca Graf, Origins of the Lost Cause: Pollard to Present, 4 Saber and Scroll 69, 71 (Spring/Summer 2015) (stating that Pollard and others were successful in indoctrinating both north and south with their ideologies and definitions of southern pride.).
41. Pollard at 50 (stating that slavery and White supremacy contributed to the creation in the south of a “noble type of civilization”).
right in their belief in White superiority over Blacks. This is the ideology that continues to persist.

“Despite the well documented history of the Civil War, legions of Southerners still cling to the myth of the Lost Cause as a noble endeavor fought to defend the region’s honor and its ability to govern itself in the face of Northern aggression. This deeply rooted but false narrative is the result of many decades of revisionism in the lore and even textbooks of the South that sought to create a more acceptable version of the region’s past. The confederate monuments and other symbols that dot the South are very much a part of that effort.”

For current speakers, asserting the southern pride argument as the sole interpretation behind the flag while failing to define the parameters and particulars of what exactly southern pride means and how the Confederate flag stands solely for that, Pollard’s statements provide a poignant point of reference for this largely elusive term. Southern pride prepared the South for Jim Crow, legitimized segregation, and created a culture of discrimination that only really began to be deconstructed in the 1950s.

One need not rely on history alone to support the idea that the Confederate flag may merely be a proxy for racial discrimination. Recent incidents in Charlottesville, Virginia and events in Anaheim, California demonstrate how the Confederate flag can stand independently of southern pride. Recently, in 2017 White supremacists held a Unite the Right rally in the college town of Charlottesville. The rally, composed of several white supremacist groups, including the neo-Nazi’s featured, not only the Confederate flag, but also the Nazi Flag, the European Identitarian Flag, the Vanguard American Logo, and several other flags of white supremacist hate groups. The Confederate flag’s association with these flags and use by such groups illustrates, at the very least, the flag’s power as a symbol of white supremacy. At the rally the groups chanted phrases like “White lives

43. Id. at 63.
45. Indeed, when conducting a search of the term southern pride, there are very few sources within the first 50 results in google, that feature the term absent any mention of the Confederate flag, slavery, the civil war or the confederacy. The term seems tied to the confederacy.
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matter, "You will not replace us" and "Jews will not replace us." 47
While the protestors rallied over the removal of a confederate statue, the overwhelming theme of the rally was white supremacy and the Confederate flag was a star player.

Anaheim, California was never a part of the confederacy and still today no one would consider it part of the South. Yet at a rally held by the Ku Klux Klan for what was deemed the “White lives matter” movement, the Confederate flag was used.48 Southern pride is a tenuous argument to make in a western state in a city just minutes from Disneyland. Even abroad, in nations where the Nazi flag has been banned, White supremacists hoist the Confederate flag to demonstrate their beliefs in White supremacy.49 While many nations have adopted the flag as a symbol of rebellion, the flag’s most prevalent use both in the United States is a symbol of White supremacy.50

Many, however, assert that for some the flag can be severed from this negative interpretation and use. Though the broad concept of southern pride itself is not so limited. (For example, a southerner myself, I share my own pride in my southern roots linked to rich and flavorful food, relaxed and slower paced society, and friendly interaction among strangers). However, when southern pride is asserted as a counter interpretation of the significance of the Confederate flag, that is likely not the sole message the user is seeking to convey, especially considering there are other readily available avenues to express southern pride that are readily available.51

Under this idea of southern pride “support for the confederate battle flag stems from deep pride in the culture of the Southern United States, [and] can be discussed best in terms of social identity theory.”52 According to this theory, support for the Confederate flag

47. Heim, supra note 1.
50. Speiser, supra note 49.
51. For example, I frequently say “y’all” when other words would be just as effective. But I continue to say “y’all” to demonstrate my Texas heritage and southern pride. I also frequently mention my love of grits and BBQ to show my pride in my southern heritage. Southern pride is not limited to the Confederate flag.
can exist independent of negative racial attitudes if “the groups pride is imbedded within its symbolism, and support for this symbolism is a mechanism for exhibiting one’s positive distinctiveness.” Unfortu-

nately, there is a critical weakness with this theory. What is at the heart of this positive distinctiveness? The events in Charlottesville and Anaheim reveal that the positive ingroup association mandates a negative outgroup association. The superiority of Whites (the positive ingroup association) necessarily depends on the inferiority of other races (the negative outgroup association). If this is the social identity of southern pride embodied in the Confederate flag, then, especially given our history and current events involving violent race relations, it can never be severed from negative racial attitudes. Thus, although it may be a way to “orient oneself to the rest of the United States,” such a view constitutes willful ignorance, and is far from a “healthy na-

tional self-concept.”

B. Legal Treatment of the Confederate flag

While history and current events are telling for the symbolic meaning of the Confederate flag, it is also critical to note how courts view the Confederate flag. From employment discrimination cases to student speech cases, courts in the United States have repeatedly found that the flag symbolizes White supremacy and the racial inferiority of Blacks.

United States courts have upheld restrictions of the Confederate flag in limited forums and in schools, holding that local governments have a right to forbid the flying of a flag whose message they “would rather not hoist above the city.” In such cases courts claim that the use of the Confederate flag by a municipality provides citizens with a “bully pulpit.” To courts in the United States, the Confederate flag is “clearly discriminatory and offensive,” even in cases where the discrimination or offensiveness does not rise to the level required to prove a prima facie case, such as in employment discrimination cases. Courts have repeatedly found that having a Confederate flag
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in the workplace subjects minorities to racial animus and discrimination.\(^{58}\) Likewise, in cases relating to student speech, United States courts find that the flag demeans individuals because of their race and can therefore be banned if it results in substantial disruption.\(^{59}\) Thus, the courts have not been shy about stating their view that the Confederate flag is a symbol of hatred and racial inferiority.\(^{60}\) Even though courts have recognized that the flag may serve as a symbol of southern pride, they conceded that a significant portion of the population views it as innately offensive.\(^{61}\)

---


60. See United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, n. 16 (1996) (noting that progress in race relations was linked to no longer saluting the Confederate flag on VMI's campus); Walker v. Tex. Div., Sons of Confederate Veterans, 135 S. Ct. 2239, 2258 (2015) (upholding the state of Texas's rejection of the Confederate flag as a license plate design because “public comments have shown that many members of the general public find the design offensive, and because a significant portion of the public associate the Confederate flag with organizations advocating expressions of hate directed toward people or groups that is demeaning to those people or groups” was well in line with constitutional limits.); Wynder v. McMahon, 360 F.3d 73, 79 (2004) (finding that the lower court had improperly granted dismissal of a Black employee’s discrimination case since he had indeed proven a prima facie case for discrimination by the use of the flag in addition to other incidents. Among the factors that the court considered in making its determination was “that when he was interviewed for a position with the Bureau of Criminal Investigation, he was made to stand facing a picture depicting a Civil War battlefield and a Confederate flag, thereby being subjected to racial animus.”); West v. Philadelphia Electric Company, 45 F.3d 744 (3rd Cir. 1995) (once again a United States court found that the presence of the Confederate flag was significant evidence of racial discrimination. In that case the plaintiff alleged a violation of Title VII had occurred due to the fact that he had received a card with KKK figures drawn on it, there was a large noose hanging in the work entrance, repeated racial slurs and a Confederate flag was painted on the side of a co-worker's helmet all subjected the plaintiff to racial discrimination while on the job. Though the principle issue was essentially an evidentiary one, the court still found that the actions taken on the part of his co-workers constituted racial harassment.); See United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, 41 n.16 (1996) (noting that progress in race relations was linked to no longer saluting the Confederate flag on VMI’s campus); see also Walker v. Tex. Div., Sons of Confederate Veterans, Inc., 135 S. Ct. 2239, 2258 (2015) (upholding the state of Texas' rejection of the Confederate flag as a license plate design because “[p]ublic comments have shown that many members of the general public find the design offensive and because a significant portion of the public associate the Confederate flag with organizations advocating expressions of hate directed toward people or groups that is demeaning to those people or groups.” was well in line with constitutional limits); see also Wynder v. McMahon, 360 F.3d 73, 79 (2004) (finding that the lower court had improperly granted dismissal of a Black employee’s discrimination case since he had indeed proven a prima facie case for discrimination by the use of the flag in addition to other incidents. Among other facts that the court considered in making it’s determination was “[t]hat when he was interviewed for a position with the Bureau of Criminal Investigation, he was made to stand facing a picture depicting a Civil War battlefield and a Confederate flag, thereby being subjected to racial animus.”).

The most analogous example from the global community is the Nazi flag in Germany after the Second World War. Prior to its use by the Nazis, the Swastika was a symbol of good luck. In fact, swastikas are still a good luck symbol in some parts of Asia. However, in Germany the weight of the Holocaust has overshadowed that interpretation of the symbol. Likewise, the rising sun flag from imperial Japan, though not banned, is not welcome in China or South Korea. The rising sun flag’s connection with the atrocities committed by the Japanese empire during that period, taint any prior positive connotations of that flag.

These examples demonstrate a general acknowledgment that the Confederate flag can and does in fact symbolize White supremacy and consequently, the racial inferiority of Blacks. The Confederate Flag has historically been linked to discrimination because the Civil War was, among other things, focused on maintaining the institution of slavery in the South, the very system that contributed to infected race relations in the United States. As is frequently asserted, these cases
demonstrate that any assertions that the Confederate flag is solely a symbol of southern pride, as is frequently asserted, is fallacious and clearly contradictory to the findings of several courts. Since United States courts have recognized this effect, it is logical to determine that the Confederate flag, does in fact act as a form of hate speech. Where the dilemma lies, however, is in the United States’ treatment of hate speech under our liberal speech regime. Incitement may hold the key to a solution.

II. THE INCITEMENT TO VIOLENCE DOCTRINE: AN APPROPRIATE VEHICLE FOR ADDRESSING HATE SPEECH?

Like the Confederate flag itself, hate speech can be a controversial topic. This controversy is not only shaped by precedential cases like R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, but also by ideologies and convictions deeply rooted in United States’ culture. Though it is generally agreed that hate speech does not fall outside the realm of protected speech in the United States, it would be inaccurate to say that speech that is considered hate speech is automatically protected by the First Amendment.

One of the leading definitions of hate speech, offered by Mari Matsuda, defines hate speech as a prosecutorial, hateful or degrading message of inferiority based on race, sex, nationality or religion and is directed against a historically oppressed group.66 It is usually not enough that the speech in question be offensive to qualify as hate speech, rather the listener receiving the message must also fall into a historically oppressed class of people. The character of the listener is just as significant as the speech itself.

The legal definition of hate speech in the United States, however, rarely allows for courts to provide recompense to victims of hate speech. The leading cases on hate speech prohibit United States courts from considering the harms the victims of hate speech suffer.67 In R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, the Court stated that restrictions on the content of speech are only allowed where the speech is of “such slight social value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be derived from them is clearly outweighed by the social interest in order and

---

No focus was placed on the classification of the victim at all, a marked difference from most international laws on hate speech. In this way hate speech law in the United States has been cobbled. The focus on the speaker by United States courts, with little consideration of the victim, is not only contrary to the majority of hate speech exceptions, but it also results in the United States failing to align with the majority of nations in the international community.

Hope, however, is not lost nor out of reach. The incitement to violence doctrine may serve as a ready and willing vehicle to address hate speech situations, like the Confederate flag issue in the United States. The three-part incitement to violence doctrine was adopted in *Brandenburg v. Ohio*, but that is not how the First Amendment exception began. In *Schenck v. United States*, the Court set the stage for the doctrine by creating the clear and present danger test.69 There, the Court concluded that the defendant’s distribution of leaflets to encourage men to evade the draft created “a clear and present danger that they will bring about the substantive evils that Congress has a right to prevent.”70 The clear and present danger test, first offered in *Schenck* and the predecessor of incitement, was again refined in *Gitlow v. New York*.71 In *Gitlow* the Court adopted a standard that closely resembles the incitement to violence doctrine, stating that “a State in the exercise of its police power may punish those who abuse this freedom by utterances inimical to the public welfare, tending to corrupt public morals, incite to crime, or disturb the public peace.”72 In *Stromberg v. California*, a case involving the advocating of communism, the Court reiterated the doctrine from *Gitlow* stating that “the State may thus provide for the punishment of those who indulge in utterances which incite to violence and crime and threaten the overthrow of organized government by unlawful means,” further refining the incitement doctrine.73 Following the ruling in *Stromberg*, courts repeatedly upheld statutes restricting speech that advocated a violent overthrow of the government.74 For example, in *Dennis v. United States*, the Court found that “overthrow of the government by force
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and violence is certainly substantial enough for the government to limit speech. Indeed, it is the ultimate value of any society.”75

However, nine years later in Cantwell v. Connecticut, the Court examined the incitement to violence exception. This time the Court found that the defendant’s conduct of playing anti-Catholic records in a predominantly Catholic neighborhood did not rise to the level of intentional incitement.76 By the 1940s, courts raised the incitement to violence exception bar to the current Brandenburg standard. This heightened Brandenburg standard is rarely satisfied, and, in the opinion of many, is impossible to breach, thereby making the incitement exception moot.77

In the Brandenburg decision, the Court found that a KKK leader had been wrongfully charged under an Ohio syndicalism statute.78 The statute prohibited “advocat[ing] . . . the duty, necessity, or propriety of crime, sabotage, violence, or unlawful methods of terrorism as a means of accomplishing industrial or political reform.” In this case, the defendant was charged with violating the statute when he made a film advocating for vengeance on the state for its suppression of the White race.79 The Court stated that the leader’s speech was not incitement but merely advocacy to take later action.80 Under Brandenburg, in order for the First Amendment exception to apply only if three elements are present. First, the speaker must intend for their speech to incite others to imminent lawless action.81 Second, the violent action advocated for must be imminent and likely to occur.82 Third, the action the speaker is advocating must be illegal.83 The court found that these conditions were not satisfied in Brandenburg since the defendant was not advocating for imminent action.84

Since Brandenburg, courts have been hesitant to use the incitement exception. Plaintiffs frequently fail to satisfy the intent element or fail to prove the immediacy of violence. Consequently, courts tend
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to conclude that the speech in question is mere advocacy. As in Brandenburg, the Court in Bible Believers v. Wayne County again found that a group’s action did not rise to incitement. In Bible Believers, the group attended an Arab festival marching with a severed pigs head and shouting statements like, “Islam is a religion of blood murder” over a megaphone. In failing to find incitement, the Sixth Circuit focused on the fact that police could protect the speakers from the anger of the predominantly Arab crowd, who only began to throw things at the Bible Believers in the absence of police protection. The court found that the group’s conduct was “peaceful” at all times. The court also found that the crowd was the one threatening to breach the peace rather than the Bible Believers, explicitly stating that “the speaker is not the one threatening to breach the peace or break the law.”

To suggest that incitement has never been satisfied would be false. For example, in Gitlow v. New York, the Court used the incitement to violence exception to uphold a state statute that forbid advocating the violent overthrow of the government. In Schenck, the Court upheld the clear and present danger test to uphold the criminal convictions of men distributing pamphlets to oppose the draft. Here, the court found that obstructing the draft was a sufficiently important interest to invoke a First Amendment exception. Likewise, in Dennis, the Court upheld the Smith Act, which prohibited any person from advocating the overthrow of the government, because such advocacy posed an immediate threat.

During the Civil Rights movement, the incitement doctrine began to be broken down and the strict bar we are now familiar with was introduced to protect civil rights organizers. In Edwards v. South Carolina, the Court found that the students’ actions did not constitute incitement merely because it “stirred people to anger, invited public dispute, or brought about a condition of unrest.” Consequently, the Court overturned the convictions of these student protestors. Also, in
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Gregory v. City of Chicago, the Court overturned convictions of civil rights protestors although the crowd was on the verge of rioting and the protestors were assaulted by listeners throwing eggs and rocks.\footnote{Gregory v. City of Chicago, 394 U.S. 111, 123-24 (1969) (Douglas, J., concurring).} In Justice Douglas' concurrence, he noted that the state cannot restrict a peaceful speaker merely because their speech attracts an angry mob of hecklers.\footnote{Id. at 123-24.}

This shift from the focus on the preservation and protection of the state to the protection and focus on the speaker illustrates how the doctrine shifts with the needs of the era. When incitement was used as a tool to protect the state, the country was facing fear of overthrow by communist parties (whether this fear was legitimate or not). However, in an effort to improve and advance the nation during the Civil Rights Era, the focus shifted to protect the speakers challenging the legitimacy of the long-held tradition of segregation. Thus, the incitement to violence doctrine is flexible and can be adapted to fit the needs of the nation at critical junctures.

Treating the two uses of the incitement doctrine as the same, however, fails to make a critical distinction on how the latter use advanced the nation while the former use did not. Despite its limited reach in the United States, internationally incitement is frequently invoked to address hate speech. The focus on incitement to discrimination and hatred rather than limiting the doctrine to violence, creates an exception to speech that is capable of addressing the Confederate flag.

III. ADOPTING AN INCITEMENT TO HATRED AND DISCRIMINATION STANDARD TO REACH THE CONFEDERATE FLAG

After years of defining the parameters of the First Amendment incitement to violence exception, the United States' position on hate speech remains in direct conflict to several other nations speech laws. Unlike abroad, restrictions on speech in the United States do little to protect against listener's competing human rights. This section looks at the incitement to hatred and discrimination exception in general to examine how other nations have worked the exception into their speech laws. It then goes on to address the deficiencies of the current First Amendment exceptions in United States, which impact hate
speech. After looking at these deficiencies, this section demonstrates how adopting an incitement to hatred and discrimination exception can be a legitimate option for the United States. The section concludes with an illustration of how incitement could apply to the Confederate flag using an example out of Mississippi.

A. How Other Nations Address Hate Speech

The modern trend abroad regarding hate speech is to exempt it from constitutional speech protections through an incitement to discrimination and hatred doctrine. Some nations pair this with criminal provisions for enforcement purposes while other nations include it in their constitutions. Whatever the approach, incitement to discrimination and hatred is a common exception to free speech clauses. Unlike incitement to violence, incitement to discrimination and hatred exceptions remove speech protections for speech that is deliberately intended or reasonably likely to result in perpetuating discrimination and hatred against specific populations (though it is not limited to specific populations in all cases). These exceptions are not intended to reach merely sensitive or offensive statements, but only statements that have an extreme impact on society. Hence, the doctrine is usually limited to public speech, even if uttered by individuals. Unlike incitement to violence doctrines, incitement to discrimination and hatred doctrines are not limited to the harm such speech causes the individual offended but the harms such speech causes society are factored in as well. One need not look outside the United States to realize that hate speech can step beyond mere offense and cause actual actions, some of which are violent. In nations where these laws are present, the laws exist to avert future racially motivated hate crimes.

Despite the United States’ fears that such an exception would have a severe quelling effect on speech, examples from other nations demonstrate that this fear is unfounded. Canada, whose Constitution resembles the United States’ in many ways, limits speech when it conflicts with other fundamental liberties. Under Section 2(b) of the Ca-
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nadian Constitution, everyone is entitled to freedom of expression. However, Section 12 of the Canadian Human Rights Act bars the display of any symbol or emblem that expresses or implies discrimination or that is “calculated” to incite others to discriminate. Like many other countries relying on an incitement to discrimination and hatred exception, Canada includes enforcement provisions within its criminal code.

In an important Canadian case, *Human Rights Comm. v. Taylor*, the defendant violated Section 13(1) of the Canadian Human Rights Act which prohibits sending hate messages by phone. The defendant asserted that the law violated Section 2(b) of the Canadian Constitution as his primary defense. The Canadian court agreed with the defendant but decided that even though the law did violate the free speech provisions of the Canadian Constitution, the language of the Charter was a justifiable limitation. The Canadian court noted that promoting equality and preventing the harms caused by hate propaganda outweighed the freedom of expression interest in that case. The Canadian court also upheld the criminal enforcement provisions for hate speech violations in *Regina v. Keegstra*. There, the defendant was charged with willfully promoting hatred. The court upheld both the conviction and the code, stating that protecting against hate warranted “overriding the constitutional guarantee to freedom of expression.” Though the Canadian constitutional protection on speech and the provisions limiting speech seem to be in conflict, Canada has reconciled their competing goals.

Canada is not an outlier when it comes to balancing freedom of speech with limitations on hate speech through incitement to discrimination and hatred. The global community is filled with countries that...
have liberal speech regimes but still manage to carve out an exception for hate speech through incitement style doctrines. Article 11 of the French Constitution states that, “the free communication of ideas and opinions is one of the most precious of the rights of man.” Article R645-2 of the French Penal Code restricts speech by making it a crime to display, exchange or sell memorabilia from the Third Reich, including the Nazi flag. In a recent French case, Ass’n Union des Etudiants Juifs de France v. Yahoo!, TGI Paris the French court held that Yahoo’s selling of Nazi memorabilia online to French citizens was a violation of the Penal Code.

South Africa, having adopted its current Constitution fairly recently in 1997, employed the best practices of other nations and wrote within their Constitution an exception for hate speech through an incitement to hatred doctrine. Section 16 of the South African Bill of Rights states that everyone has the right to freedom of expression. But like France and Canada, South Africa also limits this freedom. Section 16 of the South African Constitution states that speech protections do not extend to propaganda for war or to any advocacy of hatred that is based on race which, constitutes incitement to cause harm. This language creates a lower threshold than the United States’ “incitement to violence” doctrine.

Although Germany’s Basic Law, Grundergesetz, guarantees freedom of expression, Article 1 lays a foundation for placing limitations on speech by making human dignity paramount to all other rights. Article 1 Section 1 of the Grundergesetz states that, “human dignity shall be inviolable to respect and protect it shall be the duty of all state authority.” Given this backdrop, limitations on hate speech in Germany are hardly surprising. Germany’s criminal hate speech laws do not contain intent or violence requirements in direct contrast to United States law. In Germany, Section 130 of the Criminal Code
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makes it a crime to incite hatred in any manner capable of disturbing the peace. 115 Germany, in fact, has special laws in place that ban the Nazi flag since it is a symbol of not only racial hatred but also of a politically tyrannical party. 116

While nations like Germany, Canada, and South Africa have structures and histories analogous to the United States, even in nations whose constitutions or history do not closely mirror the United States’, freedom of speech and restrictions on hate speech coexist. The Australian Constitution does not have an equivalent to the United States’ Bill of Rights. The 1995 Racial Hatred Act of Australia, intended to combat the nation’s history of discrimination against the aboriginal population, is the instrument that prohibits hate speech. 117 If the speech is reasonably likely to “offend, insult, humiliate, or intimidate another person or a group of people,” then under the 1995 Act, that speech is prohibited. 118 The Australian court ruled that a variety of behaviors violate the Act, 119 including yelling racial epithets to aborigines and making racist comments in speeches. 120

India, a rapidly developing country, also has strong free speech laws that work in tandem with constitutional limitations on hate speech. Article 19 of the Indian Constitution extends and protects the right of free speech but it also includes a caveat. 121 Article 2 of India’s Constitution states that nothing within Article 19 “shall affect the operation of any existing law, or prevent the State from making any law, [which] imposes reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the right. . . in the interests of . . . public order, decency or morality.” 122 This Indian exception is distinct from those in other nations due to the ambiguous terms. The law states that “public order, decency, and morality” grant the government much more liberty to regulate speech than any of the other laws previously mentioned. 123

International treaties also address hate speech through an incitement to hatred and discrimination exception. Enacted in 1966, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) has been
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adopted by most nations and is the embodiment of international custom on a variety of issues relating to civil rights.\textsuperscript{124} Even though the ICCPR does not directly define hate speech, Article 20(2), which prohibits “any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence,” is generally seen as a bar on hate speech.\textsuperscript{125}

The ICCPR is not the only international law limiting hate speech. Article 4 of the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) also prohibits hate speech. The United Nations (UN) enacted CERD in the 1960’s in response to the explosion of racial discord in the United States and abroad. CERD defines hate speech as “all propaganda and all organizations which are based on ideas or theories of superiority of one race or group of persons of one colour or ethnic origin, or which attempt to justify or promote racial hatred and discrimination in any form, and undertake to adopt immediate and positive measures designed to eradicate all incitement to, or acts of, such discrimination.”\textsuperscript{126}

Internationally, limitations on hate speech are seen as legitimate and frequently coexist with liberal speech laws. These nations are able to hold to the ideal of freedom of speech without such regulations resulting in the rampant quelling of speech by the state that many proponents of unrestricted speech fear.\textsuperscript{127} There is something that the United States could take from these countries and try and expand its incitement doctrine or adopt an equivalent capable of dealing with hate speech, particularly where the Confederate flag is concerned.


\textsuperscript{125} Id. (In fact, the United States reservation on Article 20(2) basically recognizes this article as such. In its reservation, the United States declares that “Article 20 does not authorize or require legislation or other action by the United States that would restrict the right of free speech. . .protected by the constitution.”).


\textsuperscript{127} Indeed, in many challenges, the courts in these nations will side with free speech. They invoke the provisions and set aside free speech only in the case of gross violations, those that have far reaching effects or that substantially impact human dignity. For example, there is Australian case in which fines were imposed when a public official commented that the way to solve the aborigine problem was to just shoot them all. In India, despite the provisions, courts are still slow to invoke them, continuing to render judicial decisions reminiscent of the United States. Thus, the United States’ fears of a big brother state controlling all speech it deems offensive or threatening is simply unfounded in light of the evidence from abroad.
B. The Deficiencies of the Incitement to Violence Doctrine

The provisions in the ICCPR on speech, and those in other nations’ constitutions, present a viable option for addressing hate speech like the Confederate flag in the United States. Article 4 of CERD, Article 20(2) of the ICCPR, and other nations’ doctrines addressing hate speech differ from the United States’ incitement exception in terms of the speech they reach and how they reach it. These laws all take the rights of the listeners and society into consideration rather than solely the rights of the speaker. By contrast, United States law only accounts for listeners to the extent that the doctrine requires the listener to take some violent reaction before the court can even apply the exception.

The United States’ incitement to violence doctrine also differs from the incitement to hatred and discrimination doctrines in terms of the harm that it is trying to prevent. In the United States, the only harm recognized is violence. Abroad, both hate and discrimination are recognized as harms. The United States’ approach implies that any harm that comes short of instant violence is not sufficiently negative for the state to protect. Incitement to hatred and discrimination doctrines acknowledge a broader range of harms caused by hate speech. In this way, international regulations of hate speech are also distinct from the United States since rarely do they require physical harm. Rather, discrimination itself is considered a sufficient harm to justify regulation. Additionally, international laws on hate speech construe intent broadly, whereas the United States incitement to violence doctrine practically requires a smoking gun before intent can be found. This essentially renders the incitement to violence doctrine moot.

Limiting the doctrine solely to violence, as the United States does, creates a paradox. On one hand, it requires victims to violate the law before the state will even recognize the harmful nature of the speech. Thus, the doctrine is rarely applicable because victims of hate speech seldom have violent reactions when faced with such speech,

---

due to the normalization of hate speech that exists under the current law. On the other hand, limiting the doctrine to violence leads to a
heckler’s veto, a predominant reason courts have been reluctant to
apply the incitement to violence doctrine in cases involving hate
speech. A hecklers veto occurs when offended listeners, in an ef-
fort to silence the speaker, threaten or pursue actual violence. Since such a veto is clearly repugnant to our First Amendment, it usu-
ally neutralizes any use of the incitement to violence doctrine.

Bible Believers v. Wayne County clearly illustrates the problems
posed by the incitement to violence exception. A group of Christians
known as the Bible Believers marched at the local Arab International
Festival. The festival was intended to be a showcase of Arab unity
and culture. The Bible Believers marched with a severed pig’s head
and carried various posters, proclaiming that Mohammed was a false
prophet and stating that Muslims were damned to hell. A group of
tenagers began to throw bottles and food items at the Bible Belie-
vers. Despite interventions by the police to stop “heckling,” the
tenagers began to throw milk crates at the Bible Believers, at which
point the police at the festival forced the group to leave. The Bible
Believers initiated a lawsuit alleging that the county, in silencing them
by asking them to leave the festival, violated their right to free
speech. On appeal, the court found that the incitement to violence
doctrine did not apply, despite the fact that the teenagers were so in-
censed by the Bible Believers’ speech they took violent actions to si-
lence them. It specifically stated “the hostile reaction of a crowd
does not transform protected speech into incitement” and that there
was “absolutely no indication that the Bible Believers subjective in-
tent was to spur their audience to violence.” Ignoring the weakness
of the court’s reasoning in finding that there was no intent to incite
violence, the court paradoxically held that if a crowd is so incensed

129. Matsuda, supra note 66, at 2536.
130. Bible Believers v. Wayne Cty., 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015).
131. Bible Believers v. Wayne Cty., 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015).
132. Bible Believers v. Wayne Cty., 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015).
133. Bible Believers v. Wayne Cty., 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015).
134. Bible Believers v. Wayne Cty., 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015).
135. Bible Believers v. Wayne Cty., 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015).
136. Bible Believers v. Wayne Cty., 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015).
137. Bible Believers v. Wayne Cty., 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015).
138. Bible Believers v. Wayne Cty., 805 F.3d 228 (6th Cir. 2015).
and angered by speech, even when they resort to violence the incitement exception is not available to them.\footnote{139}

*Bible Believers* illustrates the problems posed by requiring violence to occur for the incitement doctrine to apply. When the teenagers reacted to the Bible Believers by throwing things at them, they became the violators of law under the incitement doctrine. Though this should have no legal effect, requiring listeners to have a violent reaction has a psychological effect on judges: Placing victims of the hate speech in a negative light and distracts from any harms that they suffered as recipients of the hate speech and turns the speaker into the victim. The other side of the paradox is that it replaces the very rationale of incitement with a hecklers veto, allowing those utilizing hate speech to not only go overlooked but to also gain the sympathy of the court.

C. Using Incitement to Address Hate Speech Like the Confederate Flag

To rework the incitement doctrine laid down in *Brandenburg* and reach hate speech in a way similar to much of the international community, the intent requirement needs to be relaxed and the doctrine must be expanded to reach speech that incites discrimination and hatred rather than just violence.

Proving intentional discrimination is often a challenge.\footnote{140} Rarely is there a smoking gun demonstrating a party’s true motivations. This is true not only in cases involving incitement, but also housing and employment discrimination cases. Indeed, plaintiffs face a heavy burden of proving intent in any case alleging discrimination where intent is a requirement.\footnote{141} Thus, the burden of proving intent has been called into question, especially when the goal of the legislation is curbing discrimination.\footnote{142}

\footnote{139. *Id.*}
141. *Brandenburg v. Ohio*, 395 U.S. 444, 447 (1969) (distinguishing mere advocacy from the intent to cause actual harm). It is easy to avert saying that you merely advocated, but intent is a challenging element to prove. See McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973); Tex. Dep’t of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 253 (1981) (“[T]he ultimate burden of persuading the trier of fact that the defendant intentionally discriminated against the plaintiff remains at all times with the plaintiff.”); St. Mary’s Honor Ctr. v. Hicks, 509 U.S. 502, 507 (1993).
142. Desert Palace, Inc., v. Costa, 539 U.S. 90 (2003) (holding that direct evidence is not necessary to obtain a mixed motive jury instruction); St. Mary's Honor Ctr., 509 U.S. at 521 (noting that when asserting a legitimate business reason for discriminating, some employers will blatantly lie about their intent); Rachid v. Jack in the Box, Inc., 376 F.3d 305, 312 (5th Cir. 2004).}
To even begin to adequately address hate speech like the Confederate flag in the United States, the intent requirement should be replaced with a substantial certainty approach, understanding that proxy discrimination in the Twenty-First century has replaced the intentional discrimination prevalent in the pre-Civil Rights Movement era. As overt discrimination became taboo after the Civil Rights Movement, those left clinging to antiquated ideas of racial superiority had to employ ever new and clever masks.\[143\] This is often referred to as proxy discrimination. Proxy discrimination occurs when a party uses an allowable classification, incarceration or credit worthiness for example, to screen for another protected classification, race for instance, that is otherwise a violation of law.\[144\]

Consider the terms “urban” or “inner city” for example. Though both terms have their own independent definitions, the majority of Americans know that those terms are both a proxy for the less socially desirable expression “ghetto.” Thus, when someone wants to say “ghetto,” but also wants to remain politically correct or hide less desirable beliefs, they would employ either the term “urban” or “inner city.”

Under the Restatement Third of Torts, there is an option for a bar lower than intent. Recognizing that harms can occur from reckless behavior, the Restatement Third allows courts to make a finding that a person can act with the intent to produce a consequence even if they don’t have the specific purpose of producing the consequence when the person acts knowing that the consequence is substantially certain to result.\[145\] “The application of the substantial certainty test should be limited to situations in which the defendant has knowledge to a substantial certainty that the conduct will bring about harm to a


\[144\] Barr v. Lafon, 538 F.3d 554, 564-69 (6th Cir. 2009) (acknowledging that the Confederate flag was disruptive as a racially discriminatory symbol, despite the plaintiff’s assertion that the flag was merely a symbol of southern pride); Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Ctr. v. St. Bernard Parish, 641 F. Supp. 2d 563, 571 (E.D. La. 2009) (finding that references to “ghetto,” “crime,” “blight,” and appeals to uphold the “shared values” amounted to little more than “camouflaged racial expressions”); Atkins v. Robinson, 545 F. Supp. 852, 871-72 (E.D. Va. 1982) (acknowledging that terms like “ghetto children” also served as a masked expression for racial discrimination); Deborah Hellman, \textit{Two Types of Discrimination: The Familiar and the Forgotten}, 86 \textit{Cal. L. Rev.} 315 (1998), http://digitalcommons.law.umaryland.edu/lac_pubs/285/.

\[145\] \textit{Restatement (Third) Restat 3d of Torts: Liability for Physical and Emotional Harm} \S 1 (Am. Law Inst. 2010).
particular victim. . . .”\textsuperscript{146} The substantial certainty approach or one similar is the best available mechanism to combat proxy discrimination, the modern form of overt racism, hatred, and discrimination.

Some nations do not even require proof of intent in hate speech cases, recognizing that the harmfulness of the speech is sufficiently negative, regardless of the speaker’s intent. Canadian courts reject an intent-based approach when upholding criminal hate speech laws, and instead focus on the impact of the hate speech on the recipient and society at large, instead of looking at the speaker’s intent.\textsuperscript{147} In order to reduce the weight of the intent requirement under the 1965 Act, the United Kingdom amended its Race Relations Act to make hate speech punishable if it amounts to harassment, regardless of the speaker’s intent.\textsuperscript{148} While Ireland’s Prohibition of Incitement to Hatred Act of 1989 includes an intent requirement, it also carves out an exception for cases in which the speech in question will likely stir up hatred despite the speaker’s specific intent.\textsuperscript{149} Similarly, South Africa’s hate speech law accounts for both intent and impact by providing for a finding of intent if the speech in question can “reasonably be construed to demonstrate a clear intention” to promote hatred.\textsuperscript{150}

Still, many nations and international conventions rely to some extent on an intent-based approach, reasoning that an individual cannot effectively advocate or incite hatred without having some form of an intent to do so.\textsuperscript{151} This is reasonable. The ICCPR has clearly upheld the intent requirement because both the Human Rights Committee and the UN Rapporteurs state that intent must be present in order to penalize hate speech.\textsuperscript{152} CERD however, has been less clear about the requirement of intent in its speech laws. More clarity is required to determine how strong of a role intent plays in CERD’s hate speech provisions.\textsuperscript{153} Unfortunately, these approaches do not account for the now prevalent use of proxy discrimination. By replacing or relaxing

\begin{flushright}
146. \textit{Id.}
148. Public Order Act 1986, c. 64 (Eng.).
152. \textit{Id.}
153. \textit{Id.}
\end{flushright}
the intent requirement in favor of a substantial certainty approach, the incitement to hatred and discrimination exception can become a more practical tool used to combat hate speech in the twenty-first century.

In addition to altering the intent requirement, the incitement doctrine should be expanded to include speech that incites discrimination and hatred, rather than solely violence. The Canadian criminal code prohibits individuals from inciting hatred.\textsuperscript{154} England’s Race Relations Act forbids the incitement of racial hatred.\textsuperscript{155} The Hungarian criminal code penalizes the incitement of hatred against racial and ethnic groups of the population.\textsuperscript{156} The New Zealand Human Rights Act punishes the incitement of hostility or contempt against anyone in New Zealand.\textsuperscript{157} Even international conventions like the ICCPR and CERD limit hate speech, not only when it leads to an incitement of actual violence, but also when it incites hatred or discrimination. It is not uncommon for countries to limit speech when it incites racism, hatred, and discrimination. The United States’ incitement doctrine, however, only applies to violence, thus severely limiting the speech that it can control.\textsuperscript{158}

Expanding the incitement to violence doctrine to include public discrimination and hatred would solve problems presented by the heckler’s veto and the current requirement for law violation created by the incitement to violence exception because incitement would no longer depend on a listener’s violent attempt to silence a speaker. Instead, courts must look at the facts presented in each case and determine if the speech would incite hatred or discrimination by the broader community toward the attacked group. This may seem like a challenging determination for courts to make, but in actuality, it is not. For instance, it does not take a lengthy analysis to understand that the symbolic power of a burning cross stems from a history of violence and racial discrimination against minorities by the KKK.\textsuperscript{159} It does not require much analysis or thought to realize that such

\begin{footnotes}
\item[155] Race Relations Act 1968, c. 71 (Eng.).
\item[156] 1978. évi IV. törvény a Bűnteto Törvénykönyvrol (Criminal Code) (Act IV of 1973 on the Criminal Code) (Hung.).
\item[157] Human Rights Act 1993, s 63 (N.Z.).
\item[158] Hernandez, supra note 77, at 815.
\end{footnotes}
speech perpetuates racist beliefs. Indeed, courts have made findings about hate speech and racist comments in other civil rights contexts that are tantamount to recognizing how hate speech can incite discrimination and hatred. Under the Australian Racial Hatred Act, the Australian court in McMahon v. Bowman heard the defendant shouting racial slurs at his aboriginal neighbor and found that this constituted an incitement to racial hatred because it encouraged future discrimination against the aboriginal population. Similarly, a Brazilian court found that a defendant violated Brazil’s law against racism because his publication of anti-Semitic literature and his denial of the Holocaust encouraged and legitimized future acts of racism.

Hate speech like the Confederate flag, has already been shown to perpetuate inequality. Refusing to regulate such speech often results in continuing the privilege of more powerful groups to dominate less powerful groups or viewpoints. Such speech also perpetuates hate crimes. Perhaps most critically, hate speech, especially in a subtle forms like the Confederate flag, have the most influence on perpetuating racist beliefs. Such speech “propagates and recycles racist stereotypes and ideologies,” making the goals and values enshrined in our Constitution even further out of reach. The Confederate flag creates this effect and produces harms that are not limited to discrimination against African Americans, but all Americans who are consequently forced to live in a society where racism and discrimination are allowed to prevail.

160. Teun van Dijk, Racism and Discourse in Spain and Latin America 5-6 (2005) (stating that mass media is one of the primary sources through which prejudices are created and promulgated).
163. Hernandez, supra note 77, at 828.
164. Hernandez, supra note 77, at 812.
165. Id. at 813.
166. Id. at 813-14.
167. Id. at 815.
D. An Example of the Incitement to Hatred Doctrine in Action: The Mississippi Flag Case

Under the ICCPR, the Confederate flag would be banned as speech that incites discrimination, hatred, and in several cases violence, against a group based on race. Likewise, CERD would ban the Confederate flag as propaganda that advocates one race’s superiority over another and as speech that incites discrimination. In South Africa, the UK, Canada and Australia, the flag would be banned because it advocates for discrimination for race-based discrimination. Examples from current events involving the Confederate flag reveal how susceptible the flag is to regulation under an incitement to discrimination and hatred standard. The families of the victims of Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, South Carolina could easily prove the elements of an incitement to discrimination claim against the Confederate flag. As previously shown, the flag has a history rooted in hatred and discrimination. The Charleston shooter affiliated himself with it for that very reason. Additionally, looking at events surrounding the Confederate flag within the past two years, it can be shown that the flag spurs hate and discrimination since many of the groups use the flag to perpetuate beliefs of White supremacy.

Charleston is not the only case where the Confederate flag was linked to violence. During the 2016 presidential election, many voters going to polling sites in the South had to deal with the Confederate flag being used to intimidate them on their way to vote.\footnote{DailyMail.com, (Nov. 2016), http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3915140/Confederate-flag-waving-parade-cars-trucks-drive-early-polling-stations-Florida.html.} Under an incitement to hatred and discrimination exception to free speech, these voters could contest the use of the Confederate flag pointing out that the users knew that the flag would be intimidating to many voters, particularly minorities. This coupled with the inflammatory rhetoric used by not only the Trump supporters utilizing the flags, but Trump himself, demonstrates how the flag is used to perpetuate discriminatory beliefs and hatred. In the past, school cases involving the Confederate flag also demonstrate how the flag would be subject to regulation under the incitement to discrimination and hatred doctrine. In many of those cases, the Confederate flag’s specific purpose was to serve as a proxy for racial discrimination and White superiority, in the delicate context of schools. Schools, more than many other institutions, are seen as the spaces where young minds are shaped, thus, the
courts finding that the Confederate flag perpetuates hate and discrimination was not challenging.

In the past, and even now, the Confederate flag has served as an ever-ready symbol of hate and discrimination. It was used as a battle flag in a war spurred by the South’s determination to maintain the institution of slavery. Its modern resurgence was spurred by federal mandates to integrate segregated schools. Neo-Nazi’s currently use it to symbolize their beliefs in White superiority: for example, the Charleston shooter sported it on his Facebook account and in August of 2017, several White supremacists sported the Confederate flag at the Charlottesville rally. Applying incitement to hatred and discrimination to the Confederate flag demonstrates the feasibility of adopting such an exception to protected speech in the United States. Incitement to hatred and discrimination is a popular doctrine amongst the international community, including nations who pride themselves on having broad speech protections like United States. The main difference between these nations and the United States is how the nation in question has decided to prioritize the importance of dealing with hate speech. Changing a policy or a law is simple, creating the political and social will power to bring about that change is where the challenge lies.

IV. TIME TO SHOW OUR VALUES: WHAT CONTINUING TO ALLOW THE CONFEDERATE FLAG TO FLY SAYS ABOUT US AS A PEOPLE

By refusing to recognize the Confederate flag as a form of hate speech and recognizing hate speech as a broader category of unprotected speech, United States courts have made a value judgment on the legitimacy of such speech that is tantamount to condoning all of the values and ideas hate speech, like the Confederate flag, conveys. Through the Equal Protection Clause, the various Civil Rights Acts, and our response to current events, the United States has already demonstrated that it does not value discrimination or hatred. Re-working incitement to reach speech like the Confederate flag not only allows the United States to come in line with the ICCPR, customary international law, and the rest of the international community, it allows the United States to tell the victims of such speech and society at large, that hatred and discrimination are not things that our society is prepared to continue to uphold.
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The United State Supreme Court recognizes that the right to free speech is not absolute and therefore at times it can be regulated, especially in instances where regulating such speech outweighs the value of the expression.\textsuperscript{169} When limiting obscenity, the Court stated that obscenity is utterly without redeeming \textit{social importance}.\textsuperscript{170} Likewise, fighting words are not protected by the First Amendment because such words are of “no essential part of any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight \textit{social value} as a step to truth that any benefit that may be derived from them is clearly outweighed by the \textit{social interest} in order and morality.”\textsuperscript{171} Moreover, we have determined that children should not be exposed to patently offensive speech, and thus, the Court ruled that such language as measured by contemporary community standards can be restricted without constitutional violation.\textsuperscript{172} Each of these modes of speech are limited because their content is either without or of such limited social value that the Court determined the regulation outweighed the value of the speech. In such cases, the court is not shy to take societal interest into account, stand face to face with First Amendment, and subject these forms of offensive speech to regulation.

The implications in each of these exceptions that have been carved out imply that the harms produced by hate speech are not as severe as fighting words, obscenity, slander or any other First Amendment unprotected speech. This idea is simply erroneous. It is erroneous in general and it is erroneous when we consider the Confederate flag specifically. The Confederate flag has proven to perpetuate hatred and in several cases it provoked violence. The effects of living in a society where racial hatred and discrimination is allowed to flourish impacts everyone who lives in that society. With the passage of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments along with landmark decisions like \textit{Brown v. Board of Education}, our society has shown we do not value discrimination and hatred.

The arguments presented for regulating the Confederate flag, as a mode of speech, may sound extreme. No doubt supporters of the Confederate flag, or even complacents find such a proposal radical and view it as a potential threat to the entire free speech regime. It is

\textsuperscript{170} Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 484 (1957).
critical to remember that at one time segregation, slavery, and discrimination against women and people with disabilities were all legal. In *Korematsu v. United States*, the Court even found that Japanese internment camps were justified for the purpose of ensuring national security.\(^{173}\) The United States value system has always been in flux, and consequently so has our jurisprudence. Our views on liberty, security, and even speech have advanced with time.

The incitement to hatred doctrine is not new. Thus, it is important to remember the changes proposed represent an incremental step in reform rather than a radical one. Such changes should be viewed as a natural progression in tandem with changing societal values, an indication of continued development. There are some flaws in expanding the incitement to violence doctrine and applying it to the Confederate flag and similar forms of hate speech. Such an application may suffer from overbreadth or constitute a content-specific ban. This, however, could easily be averted by applying incitement the way it has been applied by members of the international community, on a case-by-case basis and to all forms hate speech, not merely the Confederate flag.

Also, fears of a slippery slope of speech regulation, with the state acting as a rampant and uncontrollable regulator of speech, are not likely to occur. First, empirical evidence has shown that this fear is unfounded. Even in states that have similar laws, like South Africa and Australia, there has been no such quelling of speech or extreme censorship by the state. Even though these countries’ laws have recognized the legitimacy of restricting and regulating hate speech, litigation involving speech is a relatively rare occurrence in most of these nations.\(^{174}\) This demonstrates that fears of an overly regulated state are unfounded.\(^{175}\) In many of these countries, symbolic speech like the Nazi flag and similar symbols are also banned. Second, hate speech, the Confederate flag included, is rarely directed against the state. It is usually directed at individuals. Thus, when states employ the doctrine they would not be acting in their own self-interest, but seeking to preserve societal values that have already been enshrined in our Consti-


\(^{175}\) Hernandez, *supra* note 77, at 812.
tution and give some form of redress to a set of victims that previously went ignored by the courts. 176

CONCLUSION

Now is a critical time to reflect on the Confederate flag. It is time for proponents to ask themselves if it is possible to sufficiently sever the racial subjugation associated with the flag from its alleged use as a symbol of southern pride. Can Germany ever sever the holocaust sufficiently from the swastika for it to only symbolize good luck? The debate will no doubt continue. The flags presence in violent altercations, its convenience as a proxy for racial superiority, and the ban of the Confederate flag from many popular internet retailers demonstrate the United States is beginning to question the validity of the flag as just a mere symbol of southern pride.

Placing the Confederate flag in the realm of unprotected speech can send a clear message about our values at a crucial point in our history as a nation. The *Brown v. Board of Education* decision seized a similar opportunity to show our values. The reasoning in *Brown* rested not on rigid legal interpretations of existing law or precedent, but essentially relied on a social test that demonstrated how school segregation retarded the equality of opportunity central to our value system. Court decisions make qualitative value judgments on what is acceptable for our society. 177 Even the Constitution allows for amendment based on societal progress. 178 To deny progress and con-

176. This illustrates a key issue that cannot be sufficiently addressed in this note; that is the value that it is being placed on the individuals offended by the flag. These other forms of speech are restricted because the value of the speech is low in comparison to the expression. By allowing the confederate to continue to be utilized despite overwhelming support from the Black community to ban what they view as a racist symbol demonstrates that the value hateful speech (banning a symbol that was used in a war is very limited an thus does not likely threaten the whole speech regime, in this way it is like pornography or obscenity that can be limited) out-weighs the value of living free from hateful expressions. This is also linked to the full enjoyment of other liberties and thus can be said to have an impact on more than just speech, many of which are enforced under the equal protection clause of the constitution. Citation needed.

177. See, e.g., Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584 (2015) (rejecting the ban on gay marriage based on societal changes); Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896) (upholding the separate but equal doctrine); Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (rejecting segregation based on the damaging effects it had on Black students); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (recognizing women’s rights to an abortion within the first two trimesters); Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992) (recognizing the spousal notification requirement creates an undue burden).

178. U.S. Const. art. V (“The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Application of the Legislatures of two thirds of the several States, shall call a Convention for proposing Amendments, which, in either Case, shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as part of this Constitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of three fourths of the several States, or by Conventions in three
Banning the Stars and Bars

tinue to allow the Confederate flag to fly, despite its racist implications and continued presence in violent altercations, sends a clear message about what we value. We should ask ourselves whether what the Confederate flag is communicating is what we really want to say about our democracy.

fourths thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification may be proposed by the Congress; Provided that no Amendment which may be made prior to the Year One thousand eight hun-
dred and eight shall in any Manner affect the first and fourth Clauses in the Ninth Section of the
first Article; and that no State, without its Consent, shall be deprived of its equal Suffrage in the Senate."
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Abstract

This paper examines the African Court of People’s and Human Rights, the historical evolution, criticism, and explores issues that the Court may deal with as it assumes its new and envisioned role and form as the Merged Court.

I. Introduction

The African Union’s (“AU”) recent adoption of an amended draft Protocol on the Statute of the African Court of Justice and the African Court of Human and People’s Right to the Merged Court and the addition of a criminal jurisdiction to the Court, have called into question, the implications on domestic law, the relationship with the
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ICC, and whether the appropriate process was employed. This is especially true given the speed with which the proposed draft was approved by the ministerial meeting and subsequently recommended to the African Union for adoption. This Paper examines the historical development of the Court from the African Court of Human and People’s Right to the envisaged Merged Court, to show the gains and losses that the Court experienced leading up to the Merged Court, and whether lessons learned have been incorporated in the evolving revised Protocols. Furthermore, this paper examines important issues like the costs of running the courts, who may have access to the courts, the State Government’s role in fostering the tenets of the Protocols, conflicting state and regional treatises, and the decision to grant the Court power over international crimes and the effect that this has on the International Criminal Court (“ICC”). Further, this paper looks at the politics of the ICC and the AU by examining the recent cases of Kenya and Zimbabwe.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on December 10, 1948. This adoption came at the heels of the end of the Second World War whereby the United Nations Charter reaffirmed in its preamble. The preamble provides, “faith in the fundamental human rights, and the dignity and worth of the human person, in equal rights of men and women and of all nations large and small.” Further, the Universal Declaration recognizes “the inalienability of the dignity and equality of the human family as the foundation for freedom, justice and peace in the world.” Consequently, the member states pledged to declare


4. Id.

5. Id.
the Universal Declaration as the platform and standard for the achievement by all people and nations in promoting respect and rights and freedoms.6

Unfortunately, during the adoption of the United Nations Charter (“UN Charter”) in San Francisco in 1945, only two African countries (Ethiopia and Libya) took part in the conference.7 In the same vein, many African countries were colonies or trusteeship territories under the international trusteeship system whereby the trusteeships were forced under the UN Charter and in conformity with the UN Charter and its principles to “accept as a sacred trust the obligation to promote to the utmost the well-being of the inhabitants of these territories . . .” and also to “promote the political, economic, social and educational rights.8 The advancement of the inhabitants of the trust territories, and their progressive development towards self-governance or independence.”9 Although the request for freedom and independence was gaining ground with the African colonies because of the Declaration of Human Rights, the colonial powers were still reluctant to allow colonial self-governance, and therefore, degraded the principles of equality and respect for human rights as preserved in the United Nations Charter.10 That is why in the 1960s and later, the United Nations adopted a number of instruments embodying the principles enunciated under the Universal Declaration of Human rights.11

1. Africa’s contribution to the evolution of international human rights law

The independence and democratization for Africans are invariably connected to the realization of human rights.12 Looking at the historical development of Africa from the Organization for African Unity (“OAU”) to where it stands today would shed light on the

6. Id.
8. Id. at 8-9.
9. Id.
10. Id.
11. Id. These include the international Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, the international Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women, and the Rights of the Child were all created as a result of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and prompted because of the one-time colonies and African States. Id.
evolution of Human Rights, the courts and the present system of Justice as anticipated by the AU as a whole.

a. The OAU

The OAU was created in 1963 with the intent, among other things, to “promote unity and solidarity” among African States and to wipe out the remnants of colonization while it safeguards the “sovereignty and territorial integrity of Member States.” Consequently, the Organization took various important steps, strategies, and initiatives over the subsequent years that resulted in the establishment of the African Union in 1999.

These initiatives, and others, were the impetus that translated into the establishment of the African Union when the Assembly of the AU organized a session to accelerate the “process of economic and political integration in the continent.” Thereafter, a number of summits were held and which eventually crystalized the formal launching of the African Union, with the ultimate goal of creating “[a]n inte-


15. See Liwanga, supra note 13.

16. These submits were: Sirte Extraordinary Session (1999) which decided to establish an African Union—The Lomé Summit (2000) adopted the Constitutive Act of the Union.
- The Lusaka Summit (2001) drew the road map for the implementation of the AU
- The Durban Summit (2002) launched the AU and convened the 1st Assembly of the Heads of States of the African Union.
grated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens and representing a dynamic force in the global arena.”

Notable and practical accomplishments of the OAU include mediation in border disputes between countries within the continent, for example, the 1963-1964 dispute between Algeria and Morocco, and the Kenya and Somalia dispute from 1965-1967. In the same vein, the OAU during apartheid, acquiesced to international economic sanctions imposed on South Africa, should South Africa continue with the ongoing policy of apartheid. One of the listed initiatives by the OAU in 1993 for the promotion of peace and security in the continent was instrumental in the AU’s authority to the investigation of the 1994 genocide in Rwanda.

b. The African Union

The Constitutive Act, which provided for the establishment of the African Union, was ratified by two-thirds of the OAU’s members, and came into force on May 26, 2001. The African Union replaced the OAU in July 2002. In envisioning a Union like the European Union, the African Union was expected to be more economic in nature. Some of the organs of the African Union, created to help carry out its vision of “[a]n integrated, prosperous, and peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens and representing a dynamic force in the global arena,” included the Assembly of the Heads of States, AU Com-
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17. Liwanga, supra note 13.
18. Kuwali & Viljoen, supra note 13; see also African Union Official Website, supra note 15.
21. Id.
22. The Assembly is the African Union’s (AU’s) supreme organ and the Assembly is made up of the Heads of State and Government from all Member States and therefore a vital organ that does not only determines its policies but also tracks its implementation and decisions; see also African Union Official Website, supra note 15.
mission, financial institutions, Peace and Security Council, the Court of Justice, and an all-Africa parliament.

The principal objective of the AU was consistent with the goals, strategies, and initiatives set out under the OAU and includes amongst others:

- To achieve greater unity and solidarity between the African countries and the peoples of Africa;
- To defend the sovereignty, territorial integrity, and independence of its Member States;
- To accelerate the political and socioeconomic integration of the continent;
- To promote and defend African common positions on issues of interest to the continent and its peoples;
- To encourage international cooperation, taking due account of the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
- To promote peace, security, and stability on the continent;
- To promote democratic principles and institutions, popular participation, and good governance;
- To promote and protect human and peoples’ rights in accordance with the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights and other relevant human rights instruments;
- To coordinate and harmonize the policies between the existing and future Regional Economic Communities for the gradual attainment of the objectives of the Union;
- To advance the development of the continent by promoting research in all fields, particularly in science and technology;
- To work with relevant international partners in the eradication of preventable diseases and the promotion of good health on the continent.

23. The Commission is the principal organ of the AU, and occupied with the day-to-day management of the Union. Among the many things, it represents the Union and defends its interests. See African Union Official Website, supra note 13.
24. In 2004, the Peace and Security Council was created and has the authority to intervene in conflicts as oppose to the AOU old and criticized principle of non-interference in sovereign nations. Hence, the Council has the power to intervene in for example in cases of Genocide and crimes against humanity. AU Peace keepers have therefore served in Darfur, Sudan, Somalia and Burundi, to name a few. See Profile: African Union, supra note 20.
25. See discussions below.
26. Created to ensure the African people participate in governance, development and economic integration of the Continent.

In 1981, the OAU adopted the *African Charter on Human and People’s Rights* (the African Charter).²⁸ The OAU also established the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights (hereinafter “The Commission”).²⁹

The African Charter on Human and People’s Rights came into force in October 1986. Adding to Europe and the Americas,³⁰ this regional charter heralded Africa as one of the three major world regions with its own human rights convention.³¹ The Charter takes into consideration a wide array of political, civil, economic and cultural rights, and the rights of groups and duties for individuals.³² In short, the African Charter is an international human rights instrument that is intended to promote and protect human rights and basic freedoms in the African continent.³³ In addition, in 1987, the OAU also established the Commission on Human and People’s Rights in accordance with Article 30 of the African Charter.³⁴

d. The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Right (The Commission)

The African Commission is a quasi-judicial body, comprised of 11 members,³⁵ that handles matters arising from the 54 member states in the continent. It is primarily responsible for the protection of human rights, the promotion of human rights, and the interpretation of the African Charter on Peoples and Human Rights. The Commission may

²⁹. Id.
³². Id.
³⁴. Id.
³⁵. Id. Per Article 36, these commissioners serve for a renewable term of 6 years. Members of the commission are elected to serve in their individual capacities Article 32, and therefore, to act independently.
also consider individual complaints brought before it.\textsuperscript{36} In addition, the Commission would deal with any matter that may be entrusted to it by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government.\textsuperscript{37} The Commission reports to the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the African Union, formerly the Organization of African Unity.\textsuperscript{38} In order to reach its goals, the Commission is required to “collect documents, undertake studies and researches on African problems in the field of human and peoples’ rights, organize seminars, symposia and conferences, disseminate information, encourage national and local institutions concerned with human and peoples’ rights and, should the case arise, give its views or make recommendations to governments.”\textsuperscript{39}

Each state party is required to cooperate with the Commission and to submit a report (every two years). Additionally, the state party will explain in the report, the measures the state has taken and plans to take to ensure its citizens are covered by the rights and freedoms provided in the charter.\textsuperscript{40} Apparently, African states have been said to have not given the commission the required cooperation.\textsuperscript{41} States have failed to meet their reporting obligations, and even when the Commission has requested information, states have not responded to the Commission.\textsuperscript{42} In other cases, State parties have refused to allow commissioners on mission to even enter their countries, and the OAU’s inadequate budget to support the Commission has been said to have contributed to the ineffectiveness of the Commission’s mission.\textsuperscript{43}

State parties have refused to allow commissioners on mission to even enter their countries and the OAU’s inadequate budget to support the Commission has been said to have contributed to the ineffectiveness of the Commission’s mission.\textsuperscript{44} The Commission has been viewed and called “a toothless bulldog that only barks but cannot
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The Commission is said to have been more concerned with involving the States in its work, instead of efficiently exercising oversight over them in procuring the reports for example. Consequently, the failures of the human rights charter and the commission in achieving its intended human rights goals lead the African leaders to believe that solving the problems lie in the creation of an African Court on Human and People’s Right. Consequently, in June 1998, the members of the OAU met in Burkina Faso and voted to begin the process of creating an African Court on Human and People’s Rights.

e. The African Court of Human & People’s Rights

The African Court on Human and People’s Rights was established by the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, as part of the African Union. The 1998 Protocol to the Bangui Charter paved the way for the creation of the African Court on Human and People’s Rights (“ACHPR”) in 2004. To date, 28 countries have ratified the Protocol for the African Court. The first set of judges were installed in 2006. On the authority of Article 5, the Court could entertain petitions from State Parties, NGOs, inter-governmental organizations, and individual citizens regarding the interpretation and the application of the Bangui Charter, as well as any other human rights treaty as ratified by the State under Article 3. This provision extended the powers of the Court to incorporate other

45. Timothy Ewa Yerima, Comparative Evaluations of Challenges of African Regional Human Rights Court, 4 J. Pol. & L., 120, 120–28 (2011). This statement is even more significant given that the decisions of the Commission were not binding on the State parties. Id.
47. Magnarella, supra note 31, at 23.
48. See Protocol on the Statute of the African Court of Justice and Human Rights, supra note, 1 at 5.
49. Id.
52. Magnarella, supra note 31, at 23.
United Nations Human Rights Conventions ratified by States. Many African States have ratified such conventions including, but not limited to, the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, the Convention on the Right of the Child, and many others. Unfortunately, at the time of ratification, only two members of the OAU’s fifty-one members ratified the Protocol to create the Court. Between 2008 and 2014, the Court has received only 27 applications. The Court was operational in 2011, its seminal year during which at least eleven cases were filed. The Court received its first application in 2008 in the case of Michelot Yogogombaye v. The Republic of Senegal.

f. The African Court of Justice

In the same vein, an inter State Court of the African Union, the African Court of Justice (“ACJ”) was created by the Constitutive Act of the African Union of 2002. This was expounded upon in the Protocol of the Court of Justice of the African Union, in 2003, and became effective in 2010. However, in 2004 when the 1998 Protocol to the African Charter, discussed above, became effective, the Assembly of the Heads of States and Governments began the discussions on the merger of the two courts—The African court on Human and Peoples Rights and the African Court of Justice, which should then lead to the ultimate successor Court—the “Merged” Court. In a July 2004 decision, the AU Assembly resolved that the future Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights would be integrated with the African Court of Justice. The African Court of Justice’s role would have been to handle matters of economic integration and political matters like border disputes.

53. [Id.]
54. [Id.]
55. [Id. at 24.]
56. Schaak, supra note 51.
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g. The African Court of Human & People’s Right and the African Court of Justice - The Merged Court

The protocol to this Court (the Merged Protocol) was adopted in 2008, and requires a 15 country ratification to bring it into force. The court is to be comprised of two main sections: (1) a general affairs section which is to deal with interstate matters that was originally intended for the ACJ; and (2) a Human and People’s Right section, which inevitably inherits the role of the African Court on Human and People’s Right, alongside jurisdiction over a number of Human Rights treaties. Further, in 2009, the General Assembly of the Heads of States and Government of the African Union considered the addition to the arm of the uniformed African court of Justice and Human Rights. As a result, the Merged Court would also have a section with the authority to handle criminal matters such as war crimes and crimes against humanity. These discussions were culminated in 2011 with negotiations, a draft report, and a statute provisionally adopted by the Ministers of Justice and Attorney Generals. Logically following this provisional adoption, in 2012, the draft protocol on the Amendments to the protocol on the Statute of the merged court was finalized. Two years later, in May of 2014, the Special Technical Committee (“STC”) of the African Union went ahead and adopted the Draft Protocol that included the draft Statute of the ultimate three successor courts. These courts were the African Court of People’s and Human Rights, the African Court of Justice, and the International Criminal Division. In other words, the proposed court has three major mandates: general affairs, human and people’s rights, and international crimes. The full Assembly of the African Union formally endorsed

---


65. Schaack, supra note 51.

66. Id. at 4.

67. Du Plessis, supra note 2, at 4. The Au Assembly requested the AU Commission and the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights examine the implications of the courts being entrusted with power “to try international crimes like genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes” and then report to the assembly in 2010.
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this adoption in June 2014, in Equatorial Guinea. This arguably means that this new Protocol supersedes the one that merged the African Court of Human and People’s Rights and the African Court of Justice. Therefore, the protocol extends the jurisdiction of the yet to be established Merged court to crimes under international and transnational crimes. To be effective, at least 15 States ratifications are required for the Protocol and Statute to come into force. Although in January 2015, the AU Assembly proposed the ratification of the Malabo Protocol be fast-tracked, only five countries (Kenya, Benin, Congo Brazzaville, Guinea-Bissau, and Mauritania) had signed the Protocol, possibly indicating the lack of political will of the States.

III. SOME ISSUES WITH THE AFRICAN COURTS (AFRICAN COURT ON HUMAN & PEOPLE’S RIGHT AND THE AFRICAN COURT OF JUSTICE) TO THE MERGED COURT

A. Individual v. State Access to the Court

With the adoption of the Charter on Peoples and Human Rights under the auspices of the OAU in 1986, there was a kind of euphoria in the African continent as it was an indication that Africa, in emulating the example of the European Human Rights Court and Inter-American Human Rights, would be a step towards the advancement to deal with Human Rights issues embedded and plaguing the continent. Human rights violations tend to impact mostly individuals in Africa and, for the most part, these individuals may not be aware of their rights or the fact that their rights have been violated. Even when they are aware, they would likely want to pursue them in domestic courts mainly through the use of NGOs. Besides, based on Article 30 of the 2008 Protocol, direct access to the Human rights institution was available only to State Parties, the Commission, and in-

---
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Consequently, it is not common for individuals to have access to the human rights courts, a situation likely to continue even with the merged African Court. Therefore, it is inevitable that as a result, access to the Merged Court by individuals is likely going to still be a hurdle as exemplified by some cases. The 2009 well-known and the first case of the African Court of People & Human Rights, *Michelot Yogogombaye v. The Republic of Senegal*, illustrates this difficulty to a certain extent. Mr. Hissein Habre was the former Head of State of Chad and in 2008, had been granted asylum in Senegal since 1990. Mr. Habre was suspected of war crimes and acts of torture during his time in power. Senegal came under pressure to find a solution to criminally prosecute Mr. Habre. In 2008, the Parliament of Senegal adopted a law to permit the retroactive application of its criminal laws to him. Mr. Michelot Yogogombaye, a Chadian national, submitted an application to the African Court on Human and People’s Rights (African Court), alleging Senegal was violating not only its own Constitution, but the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights through its intentions to retroactively prosecute Mr. Habre. Mr. Yogogombaye prayed for a list of 12 actions from the Court, ranging from a suspension of the actions against Mr. Habre and the establishment of a reconciliation commission for Chad.

The response filed by Senegal raised several objections, the primary one being that the African Court did not have jurisdiction to hear the application. Article 5 (3) and Article 34 (6) of the Courts’ Protocol were reviewed by the Court. Article 5 (3) allows the direct submission of applications by individuals against State parties. But,
more troubling for the question of jurisdiction is Article 34 (6), which states that a State party must have made a declaration accepting the competence of the Court to receive cases under Article 5 (3). Mr. Yogogombaye had stated in his application, that Senegal had made such a declaration when the country ratified the Protocol. Senegal, on the other hand, argued no such declaration was made. The Court secured a list of State parties who have made Article 5 declarations from the African Union Commission. After a review of the list, the Court determined that Senegal, in fact, was not on the list of countries. Consequently, the Court determined it had no jurisdiction to hear a case brought by an individual under Article 5 (3) against a country who had not made an Article 34 (6) Declaration, allowing the Court to hear such applications. This case demonstrates how difficult it is for an individual to bring a human rights violation action to the court. Assuming a State has standing in bringing an action against another State, it is very unlikely to effectively do so, and especially given it is not a common judicial trend in Africa. This is buttressed by the fact that since the establishment of the African Commission, it has heard only one case against another state.

B. Cooperation of African Governments

African governments should be committed to comply with their obligations under the African Charter. This means they should seriously undertake their financial obligations, follow the decisions of the court, and provide their State reports regarding their human rights undertakings and protections. Most importantly and troubling would be the needed compliance of States with court rulings to give the court its effectiveness and integrity. The Court under the African Rights Court Protocol for example, may address human rights violations by ordering reparation or compensation, as well as employ any
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97. Yerima, supra note 45, at 123.
99. Yerima, supra note 45, at 126.
provisional measures in case of emergency, as it may deem appropriate and necessary.\footnote{100} The conundrum of such enforcement by the Court is with the fact that the violators of human rights in Africa tend to be mostly government agents, which makes enforcement of a court order potentially doubtful.\footnote{101} As scholar Makau Mutua aptly stated, “the Modern African State, which in many respects is colonial to its core, has been such an egregious violator that skepticism about its ability to create an effective regional human rights is appropriate.”\footnote{102} Accordingly the question looms as to whether the court will be able to try African Head of States and if the governments will obey court judgments.\footnote{103} It is therefore quintessential that the Member States be willing to pursue investigations, conduct trials and enforce judgment.

The case of \textit{The Prosecutor v. Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir of Sudan} is a clear example of how the failure of Member States to cooperate may lead to unenforceable consequences.\footnote{104} Al Bashir, former President of Sudan was suspected of crimes against humanity, war, and genocide allegedly committed in Darfur, Sudan.\footnote{105} Pursuant to the Security Council resolution 1564, which established an International Commission to inquire into these alleged crimes in Sudan, determined that indeed crimes against humanity and war crimes were committed and logically therefore referred the case to the ICC.\footnote{106} Investigations culminated in a warrant of arrest issued by the Pre-Trial Chamber I in 2009 for Omar Al Bashir for charges of war crimes, crimes against humanity, and another arrest subsequently extended to include the charge of genocide in July 2010.\footnote{107} Surprisingly, and perhaps embarrassingly for both the AU and the ICC, in spite of these existing arrest warrants, Al Bashir is still at large, even though he has been traveling freely to several different African countries. The re-
The refusal of these countries to pay heed to the ICC request has been nothing short of astounding. For example, the Pre-trial Chamber 1 concluded that the Republic of Malawi failed to comply with the cooperation requests issued by the Court with respect to the arrest and surrender of Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir during his visit on October 2011. The Republic of Chad failed to cooperate with the Court in the arrest and surrender of Omar Al Bashir during his visit on August 7-8, 2011, and again during his second visit there in February 2013. In April 2014, the Pre-Trial Chamber II found that the Democratic Republic of the Congo also failed to cooperate with the Court by not arresting and surrendering Omar Al Bashir to the Court during his visit to the DRC on February 26-27 2014. In March 2015, the Pre-Trial Chamber II concluded that Omar Al Bashir’s own country, the Republic of Sudan, failed to cooperate with the Court by not arresting and surrendering him to the Court over the last years; and that in July 2016, the Pre-Trial Chamber II decided that the Republics of Uganda and Djibouti failed to comply with the request for arrest and surrender of Omar Al Bashir to the ICC.

This failure of the African countries to cooperate with the ICC has been a topic of debate and criticism. It has even been suggested that the AU has given a carte blanch to its Member States to ignore or undermine the ICC. This view was heightened by the recent incident in 2015 that took place in South Africa involving, Al Bashir of the Republic of Sudan. Al Bashir, in spite of the arrest warrant, attended the 2015 African Union talks in South Africa. The issues of whether he could be arrested per the ICC issued warrants were to be decided by a South African Court. By the time that ruling was made, Al Bashir, under the apparent watch of the South African government, had already left South Africa. Needless to say, this sparked tension between the ICC and the South African government, with the latter attempting to pull out of the ICC.

110. President Zuma’s decision to pull out of the ICC was blocked by the country’s High Court as “unconstitutional and invalid” because it was not approved by Parliament. See O Dire Tladi, Interpretation and International Law in South African Courts: The Supreme Court of Appeal and Al Bashir Saga, 16 AFR. HUM. RTS. J., 310-338, 311-313. (2016); Konstantinos Magliveras, Substituting International Criminal Justice for African Criminal Justice, 13 (2015); see also
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The underlying question is whether a sitting head of state, wanted on charges of crimes against humanity, should be held accountable under international law? Apparently, there should be no claim to immunity by Al Bashir, and that South African diplomats, upon consulting the court before Al Bashir’s arrival in South Africa, were informed of the country’s obligation, as a member of the ICC court, to arrest and hand over Al Bashir.111 South Africa, a one-time champion of the ICC, wants to withdraw from the ICC citing it can no longer tolerate the court’s denial of immunity to incumbent leaders.112

This tense relationship of the African countries and the ICC is kind of paradoxical, especially given that the African countries initially and overwhelmingly supported the launch of the ICC. Specifically, 34 of the 60 country signatures required for the ICC to be launched in 2002 were African. The question then is, why this change of attitude and a failure to cooperate with the ICC? Perhaps it was reiterated in 2013, at the extraordinary Assembly of the African Union, where the AU passed the “Decision on Africa’s relationship and the criminal court” attacking the ICC’s constant investigation of African leaders and how that impacts reconciliation.113 In fact, Bashir’s indictment is said to have been the triggering factor for the conflict between the AU and the ICC, and consequently dampening the AU’s support for the ICC and African States.114 This dampening spirit was confirmed by the swift action of the AU in approving a resolution of non-cooperation because of Al Bashir’s arrest warrant.115


115. Id.
C. Costs of running the Courts

One of the major advantages of having the merged court is that it minimizes the costs from having to run two courts, the African Court on Human and People’s Rights and the African Court of Justice, and therefore saves the African Union millions of dollars. The idea of a merged court was floated by the then President of Nigeria, President Obasanjo in 2004, who worked to convince the other Heads of States as to why it will be efficient, cost-wise and resource-wise, especially given the limited resources of the African Union. However, this rationale may be undermined by the fact that adding the third division (criminal division) to the merged court invariably results in even more costs involved than would be to the African Human Rights Courts. This fact is buttressed when one looks at the mere U.S. $6 million budget in 2011 for the African Human Rights Court versus the U.S. $270 million in the 2006-2007 budget for the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. It is argued that the creation of the African Court should not be a draw back to the existing human rights defenses, and this must be realized whether the merged court is to function independently from a judicial institution devoted to criminal justice.

Perhaps this is why it has been suggested that a provision be made giving States the choice to accept the jurisdiction of only the general Affairs Section and Human Rights. Some genuine questions asked and important to be constantly considered include: Where will the money to run the court come from? Will international partners be willing to fund the expansion of the court? Was a cost evaluation made by the drafters of the protocol? If any, what will be the likely impact on the work of the African Court?

D. African Sub-Regional courts and the Decisions of the Courts

Besides the Human Rights Court and the Merged Court, there exist other established bodies in Africa embodying mandates that handle human rights, such as the Economic Community of West African
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States (“ECOWAS”) Court of Justice. Such courts tend to have conflicting mandates to that of the African Human Rights Court.\textsuperscript{121} Although ECOWAS’s court’s jurisdiction is to handle disputed matters arising under the ECOWAS treaty, it also has the authority to interpret other international human rights treaties including the African Charter. This right to interpret the human rights treaties is also justified given that State Members of ECOWAS have also acceded to the African Charter and the African Charter has been incorporated as an integral part of their different Constitutive Acts.\textsuperscript{122} For example, the preamble to ECOWAS, treaty (as revised) provides for the “respect, promotion and protection of human rights of the African Charter.”\textsuperscript{123} This is also reiterated in Article 4 (g) as a fundamental tenet of the treaty.\textsuperscript{124} Thus, ECOWAS could be said to have concurrent jurisdiction with the Human Rights Court that will inevitably extend to the Merged Court. That is, the African Court and the subsequent Merged Court would have jurisdiction over any instrument dealing with human rights, which has been ratified by all the concerned States.\textsuperscript{125} This invariably means that such jurisdiction would be exercised over sub regional courts like ECOWAS.\textsuperscript{126} However, there appears to be a conflict between ECOWAS Court Protocol and the Human Rights Courts and the Merged Court, in that Article 22 (1) of the ECOWAS provides that “no dispute regarding interpretation or application of the provisions of the treaty may be referred to any other form for settlement except that which is provided by the treaty or this Protocol.”\textsuperscript{127} On the other hand, Articles 3 and 7 of the Human Rights Court and Article 28 of the Merged Court Statute permits these Courts to entertain other human rights instruments, with particular reference to the Protocol of the ECOWAS Court of Justice.\textsuperscript{128} Therefore, the Court of Human Rights could technically find itself in a quandary if it were to claim that it has jurisdiction on a matter brought
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to it concerning the interpretation of Human Rights based on the ECOWAS Treaty provision.\textsuperscript{129}

In the same vein, and unlike under the Human Rights Court and the Merged Court, where individuals do not have direct access, under the additional Protocol to the ECOWAS Treaty, an individual could bring suit against a State Member.\textsuperscript{130} Whether these conflicts could encourage forum shopping remains to be determined.

E. Wisdom in establishing the Merged Court?

The wisdom in creating the Merged Court has been challenged. Some argue that the process by which the Protocol was developed and drafted was hastily done and consequently did not indulge proper consultation of experts. In February 2010, the African Union began the process to merge the courts with consultants and by June 2010, they had already produced a draft Protocol.\textsuperscript{131} Soon thereafter, the draft protocol was adopted in June of 2012, by the Ministers of Justice and Attorney Generals. Consequently, and in reality, the State governments did not really have any meaningful debate or enough time to study the draft content (only one year). Worse still, non-governmental entities barely had access to the draft document to do so.\textsuperscript{132} This undoubtedly leaves behind a sour feeling in these entities and the public as they have simply been excluded from an important matter which potentially impacts their lives, communities, and countries. Thus, embracing the Merged Court may be difficult for some States as they may feel they did not have an adequate voice in the process or were imposed upon. This is, perhaps, one of the reasons why so many States have not ratified the Protocol.

\textsuperscript{129} Yerima, \textit{supra} note 45, at 125. Also, besides Ecowas, there is also the regional court of the East African Community Court of Justice.

\textsuperscript{130} \textit{Id.} at 124. From the African Court of Human & People's Right and the African Court of Justice and Human Rights, Articles 30(f) and 8(3) requires the court to accept complaints from individuals and NGOs, but only where the state in question has made a declaration accepting to do so. The NGO will need to be accredited to the African Union before it can submit complaints to the court.


\textsuperscript{132} \textit{Id.}
F. Decision of the African Union to Give the African Court Jurisdiction over International Crimes

As mentioned above, the Merged Court has jurisdiction over three areas: general affairs, human rights, and international crimes. The International Criminal Law section will have three Chambers: A Pre-trial Chamber, a Trial Chamber, and an Appellate Chamber.133 The Protocol makes expansive extensions of issues relating to international crimes beyond genocides, crimes against humanity, and war crimes to include unconstitutional change of government, piracy, terrorism and more, it is said to overstretch the court and its resources and is, therefore, a potential problem for an efficient court operation.134 What this expanded jurisdiction invariably requires is a “full complement of staff and institutional resources to ensure justice can be done to that jurisdiction. . .” and to run international criminal trials.135 Consequently, “the fiscal implications raise questions about the effectiveness, independence and impartiality of the court.”136 Also, the reorganized African Court, with a criminal division, will need the institutional facility to protect victims and witnesses and be able to collect and preserve evidence effectively.137 In following the ICC standards, there needs to be an established defense or legal aid fund to ensure the impoverished accused have proper representation.138

The ICC provisions may have conflicts with domestic laws, for example, the elements of a crime under the protocol may be quite different from the elements under domestic law, which may then force the African states to re-write their domestic laws.139 In the same vein, crimes enumerated under the Protocol may be non-existent under the African domestic laws and, therefore, again cause the African states to amend their laws or introduce these laws in their domestic laws.140 One other overly expressed criticism is the relationship between the African Court of Justice and Human Rights and the ICC; in particular the relationship of the African leaders to the Rome Statute of the
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134. Woldegiorgis, supra note 131, at 6–7.
136. Id.
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138. Id. The Protocol apparently has this taken care of as it talks in Article 46 M about a Trust Fund “for the benefit of victims of crimes within the jurisdiction of the court, and the families of such victims.” Id.
139. Id.
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This relationship is important, given that about 43 African countries are signatories to the Rome Statute, the treaty that established the ICC.142 Surprisingly, the Protocol, itself, is silent about the ICC, leaving no clear pathway as to how the African States will deal with the ICC,143 although the Amended Protocol impliedly refers to it when it refers to “complementarity with national courts and courts of regional economic communities.”144 This relationship between the African Union and the ICC was made tense when the ICC referred and indicted sitting heads of African States, creating hostility among some African Union Members against the ICC.145 This was also compounded by the fact that the African Union advised its States members against cooperating and complying with the ICC.146 The Office of the Prosecutor (“OTP”) of the ICC has been criticized as being biased against African states inappropriately.147 The ICC has mustered its resources to prosecute mostly African cases while undermining violations from “diplomatically, economically, and financially strong countries” and consequently is said to be applying “selective justice.”148 Hence, it is also important that the relationship between the court and the ICC be clearly defined, especially given that the ICC seemingly has the authority to entertain cases pertaining to individual criminal responsibility of African Leaders.149 Besides, under the complementarity principle of Article 17 of the Rome Statute, the prosecution of a case by the African court does not necessarily prevent the ICC from still prosecuting the same case.150 To have an effective symbiotic relationship, the African Court should complement the work of ICC in a comprehensive manner, but to do so would require

141. Id. at 1.
143. Du Plessis, supra note 2, at 10.
144. Id.
146. Mbaku, supra note 142, at 9.
147. Id.
149. Mbaku, supra note 142, at 9.
150. Du Plessis, supra note 2, at 10.
the ICC to restore trust in the African continent by engaging them in
an effective and reconciliatory dialogue.\textsuperscript{151} Perhaps the appointment
of Fatou Besouda of Gambia, as the Chief Prosecutor of the ICC, may
be a starting point towards amending the strained relationship be-
tween Africa and the ICC.\textsuperscript{152} Looking at some recent issues dealing
with African leaders and the ICC would illuminate the “politics” of
the relationship between these two parties.

G. The ICC, the AU, and Politics: The recent cases of Kenya and
Zimbabwe

i) Kenya

In 2008, the ICC started investigations into Kenya’s 2008 post-
election violence that resulted in 1,300 deaths, others wounded and/or
raped, and with others (about 600,000) forced to flee.\textsuperscript{153} Six individu-
als were issued summonses and in 2012 charges were ultimately
brought against four of them, including Uhuru Kenyatta and William
Ruto, the now sitting President and Deputy President of Kenya, who
were elected in the 2013 presidential election.\textsuperscript{154} The four were
charged with crimes against humanity for apparently having partici-
pated in directing and inciting political and ethnic violence,\textsuperscript{155} for
which they all denied. In 2015, the case ended in a mistrial as pref-
aced by the presiding judge, “due to a troubling incidence of witness
interference and intolerable political meddling.”\textsuperscript{156}

In the same vein, the prosecution stated that:

[I]ts office had no choice but to suspend the case against President
Uhuru Kenyatta even before the trial began. That case, on charges
similar to those against Mr. Ruto, was hampered because the gov-
ernment was blocking most avenues of investigation and witnesses
were threatened and bribed.\textsuperscript{157}

\textsuperscript{151} Mbaku, supra note 142, at 10.
\textsuperscript{152} Id.
\textsuperscript{153} Evelyn Asaala, Transitional Justice in Kenya & the UN Special Rapporteur on Truth and
Jeffrey Gettleman, International Criminal Court Drops Case Against Kenya’s William Ruto, NY
ya-icc.html.
\textsuperscript{154} Assala, supra note 153, at 345. The case against Mr. Ruto and Mr. Kenyatta was ex-
traordinary given they were both sitting leaders not only facing criminal prosecution, but they
were actually indicted in 2011, which was well in advance of their being elected in 2013.
\textsuperscript{155} Id.
\textsuperscript{156} Simmons & Gettleman, supra note 153.
\textsuperscript{157} Id.
While most of Kenya and perhaps the African Union was jubilating at this decision, the ICC came to grips with the challenge to its authority. Even though the ICC had maintained its credibility by refusing to bow to Kenyan domestic politics and pressure to dismiss the charges or the AU’s position favoring dismissals & trials, this decision obviously left no doubts that the Kenyan government vehemently refused to cooperate with the tribunal. It believed the court was preventing Kenyans’ political stability as well as encroaching on its sovereignty. Without doubt, in September 2013, Kenya’s parliament took the step of withdrawing its membership from the ICC jurisdiction. This decision may also strengthen the perception that the ICC is not “subservient to domestic political interests or in tipping the domestic balance of power.” The rulings also undoubtedly demonstrate the frustration of the ICC in obtaining reliable evidence against high-ranking officials accused of committing atrocities. This situation is likely going to remain a prevalent challenge with the AU member countries, especially because the ICC has no enforcement agency at its disposal. The ICC cannot execute arrest warrants, nor gain access to crime scenes as well as the ability to search official records without the assistance of the national or local authorities.

ii) Zimbabwe

The recent overthrow of Zimbabwe’s president, President Robert Mugabe, in November 2017, who had been in power since the country gained independence from the United Kingdom in 1980, has also sparked questions about the AU and its authoritative policy stance against tolerance for the unconstitutional change of government by a coup d’etat or “out of the barrel of the gun.” Initially, under the predecessor organization of the AU, the general policy rule, referred

159. Id. at 457.
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to as the capital city rule, simply meant that whoever controlled the capital city, regardless of how that person acceded to the throne, was recognized as the sovereign representative by the other governments. Consequently, a spate of a coup d’êts rocked across the continent as principles of democracy were not respected or honored with the ultimate result of civil wars, weak economic growth, and instability. Hence, the city capital rule was denounced by the OAU in 2000 under the Lomé Declaration. The Declaration recognized that the city rule was a great threat to peace and democracy, especially as prompted by the coups that took place in Burundi and Sierra Leone in removing duly elected officials from power. The OAU’s successor organization, the AU, was quick to embrace this denial of the city rule and its Constitutive Act made provisions to not recognize governments that accede to power through unconstitutional means. The AU, therefore, empowered its Peace and Security Council (“PSC”) to monitor, sanction, or suspend any government that carried out an unconstitutional change of a government. In the same vein, and under Articles 23 and 4 of the 2007 AU African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance, the PSC was granted authority to monitor incumbent “infringement on the principles of democratic change of governments.”

The relevance and importance of this declaration was tested publicly in the recent case of Zimbabwe and put the AU under the microscope as possibly inconsistent with its own policy rules. Was the overthrow of Mugabe a coup d’état, which is denounced by AU policy? Even if it is not considered a coup d’état, was the seizure of power by the military, as accepted by the AU, a legitimization of the use of force in politics? In other words, was the overthrow of President Mugabe through unconstitutional means and


167. Roessler, supra note 166. See Desso supra note 166, at 3 (51% of the successful coup d’êts out of 169 attempted coups took place in Africa between 1950 and 2010. Between 1952 and 2014, there were 91 successful coups in Africa, and many of them being the predominant method of political change of power before the 1990’s).
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therefore should not be recognized? The AU faced this conundrum but it apparently and tacitly condoned the removal of Mugabe and ultimately stated that the military intervention was, nevertheless, not a coup, even though it had initially stated the contrary. The AU has been criticized for this stance because it was intentionally limited to the narrow position that an incumbent head of state was removed as a defining feature of the coup d’état as opposed to focusing on “the unconstitutional use of force to coerce an elected leaders to relinquish power.”173 This stance of not recognizing the overthrow as a coup that is apparently in support of the Zimbabwe military and its former Vice President (the coup perpetrators) and who are also now the post Mugabe government, is in contradiction with the tenets of African Charter on Democracy, Elections, and Governance.174

IV. CONCLUSION

Looking forward, one sees that the Merged Court really exists only on paper, pending the actual merger of the African Court of Justice and the Court of Human and People’s Rights. This also means the third leg of the three-legged stool, the criminal division within the Merged Court, has to be created. Likewise, many legal instruments have yet to be ratified for the court to enter into force. Thus far, only five countries have actually ratified the treaty to allow for the proposed Merged Court. This in itself is very troubling and leaves one wondering why the States are reluctant to ratify. Perhaps the African leader’s quid pro quo is based on the search for some immunity for the African leaders. At the African Union Summit in 2014 in Equatorial, Guinea, the African Union members voted to grant to themselves (the African Leaders) immunity from the prosecution from the envisaged Merged Court.175 Needless to say, there is a general outcry
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173. Roessler, supra note 166. (This stance is said to set a dangerous precedent and that it would have been more rational for the AU’s PSC to condemn the de facto coup, and inform Zimbabwe that it would be thrown out of the AU if the military did not release Mugabe from under house arrest, and hand over power to a transitional post Mugabe government and disappear from the scene).


175. Beth Van Schaack, Immunity Before the African Court of Justice & Human & Peoples Rights—The Potential Outlier, JUST SECURITY (July 10, 2014), http://www.justsecurity.org/12732/immunity-african-court-justice-human-peoples-rights-the-potential-outlier/. The proposed immunity clause reads: “No charges shall be commenced or continued before the Court against any serving African Union Head of State or Government, or anybody acting or entitled to act in such
against the Immunity Clause across the continent and even beyond, pointing to the fact that the draft protocol was in conflict with the African Union Constitutive Act.\textsuperscript{176} In particular, the portion that states the obligation of members is to “[p]romote and protect human and peoples’ rights in accordance with the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights and other relevant human rights instruments.”\textsuperscript{177} Along with the portion that allows the African Union “to intervene in a Member State pursuant to a decision of the Assembly in respect of grave circumstances, namely: war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity. . .”\textsuperscript{178} The latter is what has plagued the African countries like Sudan, Ivory Coast, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, and many others. If the Immunity Clause is effective then the government leaders who commit or allow such atrocities to take place under their watch, will not be held accountable. What human rights are then protected under all these proposed or ratified instruments? Perhaps this may help explain why African Union members have been antagonistic towards the ICC’s work to bring some sitting African Heads of States to justice, by objecting to jurisdiction over African defendants.\textsuperscript{179} Perhaps a regional criminal court is the model to follow as in the case of \textit{Habre} with the creation of a special court in Senegal. In fact, that case is said to serve as a model for how the implementation of African solutions to African problems may be carried out.\textsuperscript{180} One thing that is clear is that the existing Court on Human and People’s Rights will simply continue to function until the Merged Court becomes operational.\textsuperscript{181} Although Africa has made progress over the years on how to handle human rights issues, one cannot predict, with certainty, what lies ahead for the Merged Court. However, hopes and expectations are on the rise as Africans are scrutinizing the evolution of the regional Merged Court. Nonetheless, as one scholar stated, “the mere establishment of a Court empowered legally to condemn State Parties for human rights violations, is no guarantee of success. An effective
human rights mechanism requires more.”\textsuperscript{182} Consequently, the true issue is “whether or not the coming into being of the Court will promote or aggravate the situation of human rights on the continent.”\textsuperscript{183} Relatively, one cannot help but notice and wonder why more African countries have ratified the Rome Statute than have been bothered with the African Court. Should one expect an increase in the number of African countries seeking to exit the jurisdiction of the ICC? If this was to happen, it would be troubling for the ICC, which has been trying hard to counter the allegations of anti-African bias and “neo-colonialism.” However, one thing is for sure – even when the ICC admits it is rattled by these potential exits, it is “determined to keep going, and in particular to counter the allegations of anti-African bias.”\textsuperscript{184} The issue is whether the AU’s somewhat dislikes for the ICC are some catalysts for strengthening the African Court.


\textsuperscript{183} Woldegiorgis, supra note 131, at 8–9.

INTRODUCTION

When considering the U.S. Supreme Court Justices who are most protective of the First Amendment, a standard litany of names is listed: Oliver Wendell Holmes and Louis Brandeis are referred to as the fathers of the First Amendment;1 Hugo Black2 and William O. *
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Douglas\textsuperscript{3} receive kudos for their defenses of free-speech; William J. Brennan deservedly receives a lion’s share of attention;\textsuperscript{4} and the oft-overlooked Frank Murphy receives praise for his usually keen defense of civil liberties.\textsuperscript{5}

John Paul Stevens has received kudos for his free-speech populism.\textsuperscript{6} In more recent times, Anthony Kennedy\textsuperscript{7} and Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.\textsuperscript{8} have emerged as something of free-speech defenders. Even Clarence Thomas has received praise for his strong defense of commercial speech.\textsuperscript{9}

One Justice who has been underappreciated for his First Amendment jurisprudence is Justice Thurgood Marshall. Perhaps this is because some pay more attention to Marshall’s pivotal role as a Supreme Court advocate in school desegregation and as “Mr. Civil Rights,”\textsuperscript{10} focus on his opinions on racial discrimination,\textsuperscript{11} consider his

\begin{itemize}
  \item[4.] Geoffrey R. Stone, Justice Brennan and the Freedom of Speech: A First Amendment Odyssey, 139 U. PA. L. REV. 1333, 1333 (1991) (“During his long tenure on the Court, Justice Brennan established himself as one of the staunchest defenders of the freedom of speech the Court has ever known.”); David H. Souter et al., In Memoriam: William J. Brennan, Jr., 111 HARV. L. REV. 23, 25 (1997) (“In his equal protection and First Amendment jurisprudence, Justice Brennan elaborated a broad conception of democratic political culture, as expansive as the idea of a democratic way of life.”).
  \item[6.] See Gregory P. Magarian, The Pragmatic Populism of Justice Stevens’ Free Speech Jurisprudence, 74 FORDHAM L. REV. 2201, 2202 (2006) (“This substantively pragmatic approach to free speech controversies, filtered through a pragmatic judicial methodology, has led Justice Stevens to a populist focus on disparities in social power that can exclude economically and politically marginal speakers from public debate.”).
\end{itemize}
path-breaking work for public interest advocacy,\textsuperscript{12} or diminish his jurisprudence as a follower of Brennan.\textsuperscript{13}

This is a tragedy of sorts because Justice Thurgood Marshall consistently defended free-speech principles in his years on the U.S. Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{14} This essay explains that Marshall’s passionate defense of freedom of expression can be seen most clearly in his defense of free-speech rights even when the government acts not as sovereign, but as warden, employer, or educator. In other words, Marshall’s commitment to free-speech is shown most forcefully by how he consistently protected the free-expression rights of inmates, public employees, and public school students.

**INMATES**

Justice Marshall’s jurisprudence reveals a consistent pattern of expanding the constitutional rights of prison inmates. He wrote the Court’s opinions establishing a right to medical care\textsuperscript{15} and the right to a law library to ensure access to the courts.\textsuperscript{16} Marshall consistently emphasized that prisoners do not forfeit all of their First Amendment free-speech rights by virtue of their incarceration. As Professor Melvin Gutterman explained: “He had a sense, perhaps more than most of his colleagues, that there are real people living in the overcrowded facilities and that they matter.”\textsuperscript{17}

His commitment to prisoner rights can be seen most directly by his concurring opinion in *Procunier v. Martinez*, a case involving challenges to the California Department of Corrections mail censorship provisions and bans on law students and paralegals interviewing in-


The Court subjected prison regulations to a form of intermediate scrutiny and found that many of the regulations were unconstitutional. In his concurring opinion, Justice Marshall went further than his colleagues in criticizing the State's justifications for reading inmate mail. "The mails provide one of the few ties inmates retain to their communities or families—ties essential to the success of their later return to the outside world," he wrote.

Marshall explained in beautiful language, the importance of First Amendment freedoms for inmates who are otherwise cut off from the outside world:

The First Amendment serves not only the needs of the polity but also those of the human spirit—a spirit that demands self-expression. Such expression is an integral part of the development of ideas and a sense of identity. . . . When the prison gates slam behind an inmate, he does not lose his human quality; his mind does not become closed to ideas; his intellect does not cease to feed on a free and open interchange of opinions; his yearning for self-respect does not end; nor is his quest for self-realization concluded.

Procunier v. Martinez represented the high point for prisoner rights. Sadly, the Court reduced prisoner constitutional protections more than a decade later in Turner v. Safley. In this decision, the Court significantly reduced the standard of review to a form of rational basis—a "reasonably related to legitimate penological interests" standard. Marshall joined Justice John Paul Stevens' dissenting opinion.

Marshall continued his passionate defense of inmate First Amendment rights in his dissenting opinion in Jones v. North Carolina Prisoners' Labor Union. The case involved a prison labor union's challenges to several regulations adopted by the state of North Caro-
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These regulations included: (1) a ban on inmates soliciting other inmates to join the prison labor union, Prisoners’ Labor Union; (2) a ban on inmates meeting with other inmates about the union; and (3) a ban on bulk mailings concerning the union.27

A three-judge federal district court enjoined prison officials from instituting the regulations, writing: “There is not one scintilla of evidence to suggest that the Union has been utilized to disrupt the operation of the penal institutions.”28 On appeal, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed, upheld the policies, and ruled in favor of prison officials. The majority reasoned that the lower court started off incorrectly by not according appropriate deference to prison officials.29 The majority determined that group activity of prisoners in union activities “would pose additional and unwarranted problems and frictions in the operation of the State’s penal institutions.”30 The majority also dismissed the challenge to the prohibition on bulk mailings, writing that there were still other means of sending mail to inmates.31

Marshall dissented. He accused his colleagues of “tak[ing] a giant step backwards” towards the view that prisoners were simply “slaves of the state.”32 He acknowledged that running a prison was a challenging undertaking,33 but explained that courts cannot “blindly defer to the judgment of prison administrators.”34 According to Marshall, prison wardens naturally want to suppress disorder to avoid public criticism; “[c]onsequently, prison officials inevitably will err on the side of too little freedom.”35

Addressing the regulations, Marshall deemed them easily unconstitutional. He wrote that the solicitation ban was “particularly vulnerable to attack.”36 He said it made little sense to allow the inmate to exist in principle but then prohibit inmates from soliciting other inmates to join. He also found little trouble in determining the bulk
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mailing ban unconstitutional, because it clearly was being used to bolster the solicitation ban.  

Finally, Marshall addressed the ban on union meetings in the prison. He noted that the prison’s two expert witnesses testified at the district court level that union groups generally play a constructive role in prisons. Prison officials claimed that union meetings are risky and could lead to disruption. Marshall responded in classic First Amendment lore: “The central lesson of over a half century of First Amendment adjudication is that freedom is sometimes a hazardous enterprise, and that the Constitution requires the State to bear certain risks to preserve it.” He acknowledged that prison officials could regulate the time, place, and manner of union meetings, but “cannot outlaw them altogether.”

As indicated earlier, Marshall later joined in Justice Stevens’ dissent in Turner v. Safley, a predictable result for the Justice who seemingly cared most about inmates’ individual self-fulfillment and ability to express themselves. In Safley, the U.S. Supreme Court adopted a rational-basis type standard for evaluating restrictions on inmates’ constitutional rights. Under this standard, prison regulations were constitutional as long as they are “reasonably related to legitimate penological interests” such as safety or rehabilitation. The standard has led to a near insurmountable hurdle in many prisoner rights cases.

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

Justice Marshall consistently voted for public employees in First Amendment free-speech cases while on the Court. Most notably, he wrote the Court’s seminal public employee, free-speech decision Pickering v. Bd. of Education. In that decision, the Court ruled that public school officials in Illinois violated the free-speech rights of former science teacher Marvin Pickering, when they fired him for writing a letter-to-the-editor, critical of the school board’s allocation of mon-

37. Id. at 144-45.
38. Id. at 145.
39. Id. at 146.
40. Id.
42. Id. at 89.
43. HUDSON, supra note 25.
ies.\textsuperscript{45} Pickering had criticized vehemently, the building of a new football field, instead of completed classrooms.\textsuperscript{46}

Pickering lost in the Illinois state courts but appealed all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court. Some initially dismissed the dispute as an insignificant case about a public school teacher.\textsuperscript{47} However, the Court’s decision remains the landmark decision for public employee First Amendment cases.\textsuperscript{48}

Marshall explained that “[t]he problem in any case is to arrive at a balance between the interests of the teacher, as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of public concern and the interest of the State, as an employer, in promoting the efficiency of the public services it performs through its employees.”\textsuperscript{49} Marshall explained that Pickering’s letter touched on matters of public concern, or importance, to the community and that his statements did not detrimentally impact “close working relationships.”\textsuperscript{50} Marshall noted that public school teachers are the persons most likely to be the most informed members of the community on school finance and funding issues.\textsuperscript{51}

Marshall joined Justice Brennan’s dissenting opinion in \textit{Connick v. Myers},\textsuperscript{52} a case which emphasized the power of public employers to punish public employees when they engage in speech that causes disruption or impairs harmony in the workplace. The case involved the legendary New Orleans District Attorney Harry Connick, Sr. (the father of the famous musician\textsuperscript{53}) who fired one of his assistant district attorneys for circulating a questionnaire critical of the office’s functioning. Brennan wrote in his dissent that the majority in \textit{Connick} had “distorted” the balancing that Marshall had envisioned in \textit{Pickering}.\textsuperscript{54}

In a lesser known case, Marshall filed the solitary dissent in \textit{Smith v. Arkansas State Highway Employees}.\textsuperscript{55} The Court determined that the Arkansas State Highway Commission could require employees to
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\item Myers, 461 U.S. 138, 157-58 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
\item Smith v. Arkansas State Highway Emp. Local 1315, 441 U.S. 463, 466-67 (1979).
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submit grievances directly to the employer rather than through its
union, rejecting the idea that this requirement violated employees’
First Amendment rights of speech, petition, and association.\footnote{See generally Smith, 441 U.S. 463.} Marshall questioned his colleagues’ summary handling of the case writing:
“I decline to join a summary reversal that so cavalierly disposes of
substantial First Amendment issues.”\footnote{Smith, 441 U.S. 463, 467 (Marshall, J., dissenting).}

Marshall also wrote the Court’s majority opinion in \textit{Rankin v. McPherson}, protecting the free-speech rights of a clerical employee in
a Texas constable’s office who was fired for making a negative remark
her boyfriend and co-worker upon learning of an assassination at-
tempt on the President: “Shoot, if they go for him again, I hope they
get him.”\footnote{Id. at 381.} She also spoke negatively about the President cutting wel-
fare, Medicaid and similar programs.\footnote{Id. at 382.} Constable Walter Rankin fired
her for her speech.\footnote{Id. at 386.}

Marshall determined that McPherson clearly spoke on a matter
of public concern, the initial requirement in public employee free-
speech cases.\footnote{Id. at 386.} He noted that much of her speech was political
speech critical of a political leader.\footnote{Id. at 389.} As for the Constable’s interest,
Marshall noted that the comment was made in private, out of the pub-
lic eye and that the comment was “unrelated to the functioning of the
office.”\footnote{Id. at 391-92.} Marshall also noted that, as a clerical employee, McPher-
son’s statements would not be attributed to the Constable’s office.\footnote{Id.}

\section*{PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS}

Justice Marshall also consistently voted for public school students
in First Amendment cases. He joined the majority of the Court in the
landmark student-speech decision, \textit{Tinker v. Des Moines Indep.
Comm. Sch. Dist.}, in which seven justices ruled that public school offi-
cials violated the free-speech rights of three Iowa students who wore
black peace armbands to school to protest the Vietnam War.\footnote{Tinker v. Des Moines Indep.
Comm. Sch. Dist., 393 U.S. 503 (1969).} The
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Court declared that public school officials could not censor student expression unless they could reasonably forecast that the student speech would cause a substantial disruption of school activities or invade the rights of others.\textsuperscript{67}

While Marshall did not write the Court’s opinion in \textit{Tinker}, he made his presence felt at the oral argument with his incisive questioning of the school board’s attorney. At oral argument, Marshall questioned whether the student’s wearing of the armbands really caused a disruption. He asked how many students wore the armbands. Upon receiving the answer of seven, Marshall asked: “Seven out of eighteen thousand, and the school board was afraid that seven students wearing armbands would disrupt eighteen thousand. Am I correct?”\textsuperscript{68} Legal historian John W. Johnson wrote that, “Marshall was another sure vote for the students in the \textit{Tinker} case.”\textsuperscript{69}

\textit{Tinker} represented the high-water mark of student free-speech rights. In the 1980s, a more conservative Court created exceptions to the Tinker standard.\textsuperscript{70} The Court created the first exception in \textit{Bethel Sch. Dist. v. Fraser}, ruling that public school officials could punish students for speech that was vulgar, lewd, or plainly offensive.\textsuperscript{71} Matthew Fraser delivered a speech nominating a fellow student for elective office that was filled with sexual innuendo. While students giggled and some officials were upset, the speech caused no real disruption. However, school officials suspended him for violating the following no-disruption rule: “Conduct which materially and substantially interferes with the educational process is prohibited, including the use of obscene, profane language or gestures.”\textsuperscript{72}

Because his speech caused no real disruption, a federal district court and the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of Matthew Fraser.\textsuperscript{73} However, the school district appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court and prevailed. Writing for the majority, Chief Justice Warren Burger declared that “[t]he undoubted freedom to advocate unpopular and controversial views in school . . . must be balanced
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against the society’s countervailing interest in teaching students the boundaries of socially appropriate behavior.”74 He added that a chief mission of the public schools was to inculcate moral values.75

Justice Marshall, one of only two dissenting votes along with Justice Stevens, wrote a short dissenting opinion because he believed that the school district failed to show that Fraser’s speech was disruptive of school activities.76 He noted that school officials should have wide latitude in determining what speech is appropriate, but added that “where speech is involved, we may not unquestioningly accept a teacher’s or administrator’s assertion that certain pure speech interfered with education.”77

The U.S. Supreme Court created another exception to Tinker in Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier, ruling that a school principal had the authority to censor articles in the student newspaper that dealt with teen pregnancy and the impact of divorce upon teens.78 The Court created a new standard for what it termed “school-sponsored” student speech, or speech that bears the imprimatur of the school: “educators do not offend the First Amendment by exercising editorial control over the style and content of student speech in school-sponsored expressive activities so long as their actions are reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns.”79 This rational basis standard creates an easy path to censorship.

Justice Marshall signed on to Justice Brennan’s powerful dissenting opinion, which accused the majority of sanctioning “brutal censorship,”80 and notably left off the adverb respectfully from his closing two words: “I dissent.”81

CONCLUSION

Justice Thurgood Marshall receives deserved laudation for his civil rights advocacy and his defense of equal-protection values. He certainly receives well-deserved respect as a true racial pioneer. However, he also should be lauded as a First Amendment hero. His colleague and friend, Justice William Brennan, wrote eloquently about

---

74. Id. at 681.
75. Id. at 683.
76. Id. at 690 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
77. Id.
79. Id. at 273.
80. Id. at 289 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
81. Id. at 291 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
Justice Marshall upon his retirement from the Court stating: “More than any other Justice on the Court, Thurgood Marshall knew what it was like to stand up for unpopular ideas.”

82 Justice Marshall’s free-speech heroism and commitment to unpopular ideas is best shown by his consistent defense of freedom of speech for those often most vulnerable—the inmate, the public employee, and the public school student.
